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PLIGHT AND PROMISE OF
BLACK JOURNALISM
BY RUSH GREENLEE
The black reporter is too often a token figure
affixed in the name of equal opportunity to some
reluctant news organization.
He may be flattened out into that strange muta
tion, the ghetto sniffer who uses his blacK tace as a
passport to observe the struggles and ills within the
black community while at the same time narrowing
his honest vision of those events to fit the views held
by his white superiors.
Or he is given petty assignmenrs not distinctly
racial and told he will be treated like any other re
porter, thus ignoring the real implications of his
belated arrival.
His appearance does not become part of an effort
to strip away the layers of encrusted ana institutional
ized bigotry which kept him out until now, but a
grudging concession to our struggle for human rights.
In such situations the black reporter flaps about
ineffectually. His plight is the concern of Black Jour
nalists.
Our group intends to give black media people some
much needed support.
We will promote programs to defend and encour
age independent black journalism.
We will organize and find ways of funding news
projects that are important to both black journalists
and the black community.
And we hope to stimulate that internal process
which will enable black journalists to see themselves
anew, as the carriers of a stirring and lofty tradition.
This awareness more than anything else can make
real for black journalists the need to fulfill a solemn
promise.
That lost impetus, which so many 〇£ us are seek
ing, lies buried in the traumas of the past.
It must be remembered that in the beginningdecades before the Civil War—black journalists were a
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OUR EXPERT ON ETMHIC STORIES#r
Morne Turner, a syndicated cartoonist, writes and draws
“Wee Pals.” A paperback volume of his cartoon strip was
released tms month by Signet.
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醒1鼸 ek Trainees vs. White Media
BY ROBERT L. ALLEN
The black revolt has spurred many institutions in
American society to inch open doors once riveted
shut against aspiring black professionals. The mass
media are one such institution. In San Francisco in
the past year, the Examiner, KGO-TV and KQED-TV
have launched training programs for minority group
members. But many of the young people who entered
these programs enthusiastically a year ago are now
questioning their value. TheyJre asking whether these
programs are really aimed at training professional

newsmen, or are they little more than poorly planned
and faulty assembly lines designed to placate public
opinion and federal agencies by channeling minority
persons into token positions in the media?
Several ex-trainees have complained that the pro
grams were unplanned and unstructured, inadequately
administered, and not tied in with a systematic evalu
ation procedure nor an effective placement program.
The Examiner program, which has been called uthe
only minority-oriented on-the-job training program in
the newspaper business/ 5was launched in the summer
of 1968 on the prompting of the Newspaper Guild. It
was designed as a 丄3-week program for four interns ，
paying a salary of $80 per week. So far, more than

twelve trainees have completed the program. Lynn
Ludlow, an Examiner staffer who is partly responsible
for the operation of the program, termed it highly
informal and loosely supervised. But it may have been
too informal. Trainees frequently complained of lack
of supervision, and Ludlow admitted that this qliarge
was justified "to a certain extent /5 He agreed that
this was the biggest single problem. This year the
program has been cut to two trainees per 13-week
session on the grounds that this will make possible
more incliviaual attention.
Another problem for tlie Examiner program, and
(Continued on page three.)
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crusading lot. They did not shrink back from the
nightmare that surrounded their lives and that of
every black person.
They took a stand on the most controversial issues.
In most instances it was not rhetoric designed to
trigger fantasies of change but solid analysis, ground
work for real change.
They were crusading for truth. Today we must
search deep inside ourselves to find again the courage,
conviction and determination of a John B. Russwurm
and a Rev. Samuel E. Cofnish who founded Free
dom ^ Journal in 1827 or of a Frederick Douglass and
a Martin Delaney who founded The North Star in
1847.
Reporting the truth as we find it will not be to the
liking of many people, no matter what their skin
color or ideological bent.
But black journalism can not be allowed to remain
in that trough of indifference into which it has stead
ily sunk after those early crusading years. The pursuit
ot genuine black journalism will often be a difficult
and demanding trial.
The glow of inner satisfaction may sometimes be
the only reward for the trouble, the pain, the toil and
strain from having mounted a supreme effort to
render a trustworthy report.
Authentic black journalism is never a matter of
being crafty, of cleverly telling untruths differently.
It is the willingness to report honestly, to assert one’s
point oi view, and to take forthright stands based
upon careful analysis.
Analysis first, then the stand, is a basic premise of
this organization. We want to avoid a tendency
plaguing many black groups—taking a stand and then
trying to justify it.
Black Journalists has moved along slowly since
nine of us here in the Bay Area gathered last spring at
the home of a fellow reporter and decided that we
needed to pool our talents and energies in our own
behalf.
At last we have gotten out the first issue of Ball
and Chain Review, which we will publish monthly.
This newsletter will be a forum for discussion of our
common problems.
Whenever necessary we will use it to make our
own report about those events, either ignored or
improperly reported in the media, which have con
sequence for the black community.
The author is chairman o f Black Journalists. For
merly a reporter with the San Francisco Examiner, he
is now on the sta ff o f KQJED’s “Newsroom.”

It is evident that haphazard and half-hearted
“training” programs are not the way to deal
with the serious problem o f racial discrimina
tion that exists in the communications indus
try. If such programs are to be viable and
useful several things, it seems to us, are neces
sary:
1 . There must be adequate planning of all
phases o f the program. This implies that
specific purposes and objectives must be
worked out in advance.
2. F.unds must be provided to allow effective
supervision, and to free other staff members
to work with trainees on specific assign
ments or projects.
3. Where feasible, trainees should be given the
opportunity and time to enroll in news
writing and other communications courses.
4. There must be an adequate placement pro
gram. No such program can be effective
without proper staffing. It is also necessary
to link individual placement programs
around the country with a nationwide cam
paign to open up jobs at all levels o f the
industry.
d. Realistic evaluation procedures must be
worked out in which the trainees partici
pate actively.
Aamission that there is a problem is not
enough, solutions must be found, and we
think that a starting point is contained in the
five suggestions listed above. This is the chal
lenge to the serious.；
Editorial board members: Robert L. Allen, Lena
Baker, Rufus Byars, Earl Caldwell.

B yars mind than anything else. I found during this program,
that the white man can’t merely train a black for a
specific profession, he5s got to remake tnis black: Re
construct into his being a white outlook on things and
situations. I went into the program with the idea of
opening communicative doorways between two total
ly alienated peoples. Yet I found this not to be the
function of the white press.
Many times I observed the demoralization ot Rush
Greenlee, another Diack on the Examiner staff. They
would send the man out to cover a story—and you
can believe that nine and a halt times out of ten it was
a colored story—then debate with him on whether he
heard what he said he heard, or saw what he thought
he saw.
To me this was an education in the underhanded
workmenship 〇£ the “Good Doing” wmte race. There
before me, each day, sat an example of what I would
be if I allowed myself to be rewired by this lousy
electrician.
There is a sadness about the matter, A form of sad
ness that is a sickness* These people providing, what
they call opportunity, actually are blind to the dietatorsmp they actually applv. They are so morbidly
constructed—under fear and position seeking—that
theyVe denounced their human element* They exist
in falsification and dare not venture beyond the fail
safe boundary line. Meaning they refuse to step on
anyone’s toe that held a higher position than they
possess.
Here I was. A minority. A suppressed black. A
member of a race of people who thought they would
never possess manhood until they were accepted by
the white race- And I, in all my shock and bewilder

ment, stood courageously independent; Truly a man.
Before leaving the program I talked with the man
aging editor, Charles Gould. Many at the Examiner
viewed che abrupt fashion in wmch I approached the
situation as a confrontative act. However, this was
far from the authentic point. I had to relay an experi
ence to the man. To ask of him why; that is to say,
why was there fear in his news room. How come a
man couldn’t tell a story like it happened to have
been, instead of how it might force the readers to
react. Why was it his employees refused to bring
matters to him, yet greeted him with smiling faces
whenever he took his stroll through the room of
falsifications (Press Room)^
It was here that I found shock and bewilderment,
Gould didn’t know many 〇£ the things we elaborated
on. Nor could he, himself, understand the alienation
between himself and the Examiner staff.
I don^t doubt that Gould possesses his moody
sidesj who among us doesn 5t. Yet when a working
condition is that of fear and suppressed animosities
there can never exist a human unity.
Therefore, I found in my brief affiliation with the
alleged “thinking” whites， a semi-concentration camp,
one that I could never truly be a part of.
I conversed at length with white men who were
emotionally destroyed as a result of publication pro
cedures. Men who acknowledged the need for the
news media to change its format and truly relate to
the people. And in the break of it all I broke away,
still hardcore, self-sustaining and complete; leaving
behind an image that Tm sure will remain imprinted
within the minds of those affiliated with me.
The author is presently a columnist fo r the San
Francisco Sun-Reporter.
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others as well, was placement oi tne graduating interns. Although almost every trainee who flnisheci the
program now has a job, several of them claim that this
was due primarily to their own efforts rather than to
the placement efforts of the program staff. Dave
Randolph, now a photographer with the Chronicle,
feels that the Examiner program was “extremely
valuable” but nevertheless he found its placement
efforts to be “extremely inadequate•” “Why train
all tnese minority groups，” he asked， “u you can’t
place them?” In his view the placement proDlem arose
mainly because the people in charge oi it were over
taxed with other duties. Lena Baker, another graduate
of the Examiner program, agreed that staff members
should have been freed to give more time to the
interns. Miss Baker is dlso now with the Chronicle,
and it is one of the ironies 〇£ tne situation that the
“liberal” Chronicle is unsympathetic to training pro
grams although it has been quite happy to hire people
trained by the Examiner.
A bitter critic of the program is Rufus Byars, who
found it to be more a program of indoctrination than
of professional training. UI found many of the working personnel [at the Examiner] more concerned with
my ideological convictions than making me a good
w rite r,B y a rs charged. i6l found that the white man
can’t merely train a black for a specific profession ，
he's got to remake this black: reconstruct into his
being a white outlook on things and situations.，， （See
story.)
This charge was echoed by a trainee in another
program. “They said they w anted‘hard-core，blacks,”
he stated. “I told them that I was just ‘core’ and if
they couldn’t deal with me than they wouldn’t have
a chance with ‘hard-core’ guys.”
A veteran black newsman attributed this problem
to lack of preliminary planning and uncertainty about
purpose, both of which allow white proeram staffers
to lapse into old patterns of paternalism. Ludlow, on
the other hand, insists that one purpose of such pro
grams is to encourage the presentation of a minority
perspective in the news media, not to suppress it.
At KQED there were many of the same problems
but also some that were different. A year-loncy ap
prenticeship program for six trainees was unfolded in
September, 1968, in conjunction with KQED's
“Newsroom” program. Both were tmanced by a sub
stantial grant from the Ford Foundation. Curiously，
though, there was no money in the Ford grant to pay
a supervisor for the trainees. This has prompted at
least one trainee to charge that the apprentice pro
gram was primarily a 6'showpiece,5 designed to boost
the station’s liberal image.
A more favorable attitude toward KQED was evi
denced by Chet Hancock, now employed with NBC
in Miami. He called the station’s efforts a “good pro
gram” that provided an entr ざe to television work. But
even he notea a distinct lack of structure in the pro
gram. uItJs a help / 5 he said, summing up his experi
ence. uIt lets you see a little of the inside, but thereJs
a hell of a lot more that could be done ノ’
Seeing a little of the inside, getting a bit of experi
ence--this is the exact purpose of the program accord
ing to KQED news director Mel Wax. uWeJre trying to
give them enough experience in television news so
they can get jo b s ,h e explained. He called this break
ing the jobs-experience bottleneck which bars blacks
from getting news jobs because they are inexperienced
and simultaneously prevents them from gaining ex
perience because they don’t have news jobs. The
Examiner^ Ludlow would agree witli Wax. uRegard
less of whether they learn a thing in those 13 weeks,
Ludlow contended, uthey overcome the first barrier
to getting a newspaper job: experience.”
However, what they learn, or don5t learn, is pre
cisely what some trainees are upset about^ Joyce
Powell， now a newswriter at KGOTV， probably spoke
for KQED^s dissident trainees when she complained
that the apprentices were seldom given good assign
ments and were allowed little air time experience. She
charged that the program was unsystematic and dis
organized. First trainees were sent out alone on

BY RUFUS BYARS
4<The black man is making progress today / 5 pro
claims Mighty Whitey, uHe5s into more 〇£ the main
stream than he has ever been in his h is to ry ,th e y
further elaborate, uIt5s never been a matter of not
wanting olack people in good working positions. It
always appeared as though they (those strange contra
dictions of mankind—Black People—) just never were
able to adjust to the complicated struggles of com
petitive survival.,>
It was this sort 〇£ encouragement that forced me
to probe my stability, that demanded of me recogni
tion of my humanity, and forced me to find out why
I had been labeled as three-fourths beast and onefourth human (meaning that I did possess a few
human characteristics).
Late one evening, about nine months ago, I re
ceived a phone call, from a social service affiliate of
mine. He informed me of a training program that was
going into effect at the 5 an Francisco Examiner.
“Well Rufus，” he said，“it’s not a sure thing， but it
has its compensations. It will give you more of the
writing experience you need, and maybe. Just maybe,
it will open the door to the news media for you?”
Excited， that wasn’t the half 〇£ it， I was literally
thrilled to death. Here I was, Rufus, a black who had
been writing for the past six and a half years receiving
merely rebuffs from my kind concerning my strong
desire to tell it like it is.

After contacting Lynn Ludlow, head of the train
ing program, I was told to bring excerpts of my pre
vious writings with me when I came for my interview.
At this time, in my writing career, I^had been working
on a psychological-philosophical work called Lifeline.
Although the essays called for someone with deep
insights; insofar as understanding them was con
cerned, I stood totally assured that here (meaning at
the jaxaminer) my work would be truly acknowledged
and appreciated for its valuable content.
Unfortunately I didn’t 100k before I leaped and the
disappointment nearly shattered my conception of
what the intellectual man was supposed to be. I was
continuously informed of how not to write in my
previous fashion and that the news form was the most
acceptable to the reading public* Therefore I adjusted.
Yet there was something about this training pro
gram that rubbed me the wrong way. I found many of
the working personnel more concerned with my ideo
logical convictions, than with making me a good
writer. The program was to reach into the hard-core
ghetto areas and pick out those minorities who
showed promise, I showed promise. However, there
was yet another reason—a reason other than making
me a good newsman—involved in this training pro
gram. I was to be remolded, re-programed on what
were the essential values in life.
More time was spent debating my mental frame of
(Continued on page two.)

assignments， she said, but when problems became
evident with this apnroacn men management sought
to have experienced reporters work on assignments
with the trainees. This didn?t work, though, because
the reporters had little time to coach trainees and all
sorts 〇£ petty jealousies and rivalries cropped up.
Finally, she said, the trainees were pulled in uto work
on writing，” but this became largely “flunky” work.
The situation deteriorated so badly that trainees
occasionally refused to do what they considered as
“flunky” work， and one walked out oi the program in
disgust. Realizing that things were out of hand, man
agement assigned a staff person as part-time super
visor of the apprentices. But by then it was almost
too late. According to Miss Powell and others, the
supervisor was reduced to acting as a buffer between
the angry trainees and management.
The final blow for Miss Powell was the fact that
she was refused a permanent job at KQED “even
though there was a lot of rhetoric about the need for
women reporters.n Queried about this, Wax replied:
“i haven’t found a good woman reporter.”
With all of these problems it might have been ex
pected that KQED would have had a hardheaded
evaluation session at the close of the first year oi its
training program. There was no formal evaluation,
and none is anticipated for this year. ul£ they get
jobs, that5s what we started out to do; that was the
objective,” Wax said simply. Yet it is apparent that
the trainees’ complaints have had some impact. A
part-time supervisor was assigned at the beginning of
the program tnis year, instiead of half-way through it
as was the case before.
KGO-TV eased into a training program of sorts
over a year ago with the hiring of Maudelle Kary and
Michael Jones by the station^ news department. Mrs.
Kary is no longer with KGO, and Jones has trans
ferred to another department following what some
observers described as a series of very unhappy and
humiliating experiences for him.
Mrs. Kary went to KGO from the Urban League in
August, 1968. She had no experience in news report
ing and had been told she would have a three-month
training period. She accepted a $200 a month income
reduction in order to take the news job. The second
day on the job she was sent out on a story with no

preparation and a cameraman who spoke little English. In her view, that experience just about summar
izes her year at KGO. ^Training! I received so little
that it was pathetic. I was just thrown out th e re ,s h e
said, ^he said she picked Up bits and pieces from
cameramen and otlier reporters. Contrasting her ex
perience with that of Beiva Davis who was provided
with a tutor by KPIX, Mrs. Kary commented: ul£
they were sincere they could have hired a tutor or
given me time o£i to enroll in a journalism courseZ,
She attributed the iact that she was hired in the
first place to K G uJs interest in facilitating the renewal
oi its FCC license. Since the FCC has taken an interest
in minority hiring, she noted, a few blacks have gotten
jobs in the electronic media, but the training they are
getting is questionable and it is doubtful Kow long
they will be aoie to hold the jobs.
“Initially， I had to beg for criticism 〇£ my work，”
she went on, while at the same time
was a target
of vicious comments when her back was turnea. After
a year of this she was told by a new news director she
would be transferred out b£ the news department
^because it would take another year to make me a
professional reporter.” She said the news director told
her: “This is a network station. We don’t have time to
train people. You should be trained when you come
here.”
Mrs. Kary refused to accept the transfer, but be
cause she was three months pregnant she was terminatea at the end ot August **because ot pregnancy/ 7
and with a wave of the hand she was invited to ucall
us next year ^5 She had not planned to go on materni
ty leave for another two months, and she is very
bitter about the unaerhanded and casual way in
which she was dismissed.
Not all trainees have had such bitterly disappoint
ing experiences, but for those who have it has only
confirmed their suspicion that the mass media are not
serious about integrating minority groups on an equal
basis. The doors have opened a little, one ex-trainee
said, with the main resuir that the ways in which
blacks can be subordinated to whites have been multi
plied. <4If you^e going to make it in the media/ 5 he
concluded, ^you^e going to have to concede sojn^thing to whitey.”
Formerly a reporter with the Guardian news
weekly, Allen is author o f the forthcoming Doubleday book, Black Awakening in Capitalist America.
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W H A T i s B L A C K J O U R N A L IS T S ?
“Black Journalists i$ an organization o f black
people professionally employed (or self-employed) in
non-managerial positions in the press and the elec
tronic media.
The above statement—excerpted from the constitu
tion of Black Journalists—may appear simple enough,
but the fact is it represents the result of montiis of
thinking and discussion.
The nature of the organization was not at all
immediately apparent when a small group of Bay
Area black journalists met last spring to discuss
common problems.
To begin with, the question of whether an all-black
organization was needed was hotly debated. There
was some feeling that it might be better to work
througn existing predominantly white press groups.
The conclusion of the group, however, was that the
black media worker is faced with special problems
that no white group is equipped to deal with.
In e black media person is in effect torn between
two worlds. He comes from a community which is
generally ignored by the white-oriented mass media
except when there is a crime, scandal, riot or other
spectacular event. But there are daily developments in
the black community that are of interest to black
people and other concerned citizens. Frequently, if
the black journalist attempts to report and analyze
these developments or to give in-depth coverage to a
dramatic story, he is rebuffed by white editors and
publishers. In stich a situation the black reporter has.
no one to turn to for support. He has no base in the
community and no organization to back him up. All
too often he is expected to act as though he were
nothing more than a white reporter in blackface—with

the same biases and prejudices displayed by many
white media people.
Hence, it was evident that a black group was
needed to address itself to these problems.
In the course of subsequent meetings it was
decided that membership in the group should not be
limited to writers and reporters^ but shouia also in-

S u b s c r ib e !
Ball & Chain Review is an independent
journal 〇£ news analysis and commentary. To
.function effectively we need support and
contributions from black journalists and other
sympathetic individuals. Subscriptions are
$2.50 for 1*2 monthly issues. Contributions in
any amount are welcome.
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elude those even fewer blacks who hold other profes
sional positions in the media. Thus production people
and other technical workers are included.
Similarly, it was concluded that the organization
should embrace all the media rather than being ex
clusively a newspaper group. Since there was little
danger that this would make the organization un
wieldy and since blacks in the various media face
similar problems, there was consequently no opposi
tion to this decision.
Black Journalists is exclusive, though, in that
membersmp is not open to public relations personnel.
The PR man, unlike the journalist, is a special pleader
for the firm that employs him. This fact, coupled
with the unfortunate experience of a black journalists
group in the east (in which PR people became pro
moters for outside interests), led to the decision to
bar PR people from membership.
The group is also exclusive in that it is an organiza
tion of worKing journalists and other non-managerial
personnel.A prime source of conflict for the black
journalist is management, and to open membership
to representatives of management would be to in
ternalize one of the external conflicts the group was
set up to contend with.
Early in the summer of 1969 Black Journalists
adopted a statement of purpose that expressed its
basic aims. The preamble to that statement was taken
from an editorial written by FredencK Douglass and
Martin R. Delaney in the first issue of North Star,
December 3,1847:
uIt is evident we must be our own representatives
and advocates, not exclusively, but peculiarly—not
distinct from, but in connection with our wmte
inends. In the grand struggle for liberty and equality
now waging, it is meet, right and essential that there
should arise in our ranks authors and editors, as well
as orators, for it is in these capacities that tne most
permanent goad 一 can be rendered to our cause. • • •”
The statemen t tiien went on to list the four general
purposes of Black Journalists:
“ 1 . To actively campaign for more honest report
age of the black community in the Bay Area and else
where; to expose distorted or prejudicial reporting
about these communities.
u2. To affirm our role as responsible bZac/e journal
ists by facilitating an exchange of views and informa
tion with community groups so that we may remain
constantly aware of community needs and sentiments;
to develop a program for recruiting interested black
youth into media professions.
u3. To encourage the development oi independent
black journalism through internal education programs

(including films, workshops, special briefings by pub
lic figures, etc.) and the creation of special news and
research projects of interest to black people.
u4. To establish communication with other black
journalists throughout the world /5
But a statement of purpose does not fully describe
an organization. Who in fact are the members 〇£
Black Journalists?
The membership is drawn from throughout the San
Francisco Bay Area. It includes reporters from the
black press, black staffers on the metropolitan dailies
(from the most overtly conservative to the avowedly
liberal),a writer from a national newspaper, a former
reporter for a major white radical newsweekly and
author of a forthcoming book on black power, a
nationally prominent cartoonist, reporters and pro
duction personnel from commercial television stations
and from the local educational television outlet, and
press photographers.

The membership ranges from apprentices and cub
reporters to prize-winning seasoned veterans, and in
cludes both male and female media workers. A wide
variety of social and political outlooks prevail in the
in the organization, but there is general agreement on
the basic problem and the need for struggle.
In short, Black Journalists is a broad organization
concerned with implementing and defending inde
pendent black journalism.
It is hoped that Black Journalists will be an ex
panding organization and that similar groups will be.
established in otfier areas of the country.
For further information, please write to: Black
Journalists, P.O^ Box 9001, Berkeley, Calif. 94701 ^
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POLICE-PRESS CONSPIRACY
BY WALT THOMPSON
While Jim Hill, white Oakland Tribune reporter,
enjoyed his annual two-weeks off last September,
Tribune management decided to give him a per
manent vacation.
Management gave Hill his walking papers on the
day he returned from vacation, October 6th.
The Tribune fired the young reporter after Berke
ley police accused him of stealing a Police Depart
ment plan to attack Black Panther headquarters. He
allegedly did this while filling in for Berkeley beatman Noel Lieberman. Management also accused Hill
oi giving the document to a Bay Area underground
newspaper， when it became clear the Trib didn’t plan
to use the story.
Hill admitted both “taking” (as opposed to steal
ing) the document and sharing it witii a colleague，in
accordance with a press pool arrangement routinely
used by reporters. The admissions were made under
duress, with Hill backed impossibly to the wall.
Tribune city editor Roy Grimm told Hill to pro
vide Berkeley police with certain biographical data
and a mug-shot just before he began his vacation. UI
had nothing to fear, so I did / 5 said Hill.
He said he found the Panther attack plan on a

press table and took it to Grimm. Management
apparently concluded that the story, in spite of its
newsworthiness, wouldn’t uwashM in the Tribune.
Management locked up the story where it remained,
until it leaked to the public through other sources.
KQED Newsroom got word on August 27 that a
member of the BerkeAey underground community
being held for questioning by Berkeley police stole
the plan from a desk and, when released, gave it to an
underground paper.
It was just three hours before show-time when we
heard. A lot had developed, but no other medium
had gotten the story to the public.
I drew the Panther attack plan assignment, going
on the theory that a white hippie had stolen it and
given it to the Barb, Tribe or, maybe, Dock o f the
Bay. A Berkeley police patrol captain, Charles Plum
mer, had made a statement which Chronicle, Exam
iner, and Tribune reporters had covered. No other
electronic media had heard. It would make the first
edition next day in the dailies. Newsroom could get
it out first.
Captain Plummer’s forthright admission that the
attack plan was a bona-fide police department docu
ment ，and his calm response 1:o the humiliating theft
from headquarters of “eyes only” police matter

evinced a candor and civility impressively supportive
of the prevailing public image of this highly-touted
‘%lew 七reed’’ police department.
The Captain said the document ‘‘••• did appear to
be a rough draft of plans that might be used in the
event the Berkeley Police Department had to take
action at Black Panther (National) Headquarters.”
Captain Plummer, a senior officer, did not state or
hint that junior officers had devised the plan (an
explanation later offered by Berkeley City Manager
William C. Hanley) nor did he suggest that details of
the document were unknown to Chief of Police
Rriice Baker.
I had not yet seen the plan, but all of us sensed its
importance: Panther news was hot copy throughout
last summer. With the advent of the Nixon Admini
stration, it seen became clear that the Panthers—not
the Mafia—were to be first to feel the uLaw and
Order” thrust. Local police jurisdictions heightened
anti-Panther aggression, with marked support from
the U.S. Justice Department and the F.B.I. in Chi
cago, San Francisco, and Berkeley.
In San Francisco, federal grand jurors, betraying
serious internal confusion, were convening to investi
gate the Panthers. Alameda County courts were trying
Panthers arrested in past encounters with the law.
{Continued on vage five)
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S e a le G a g g e d
BY L.F. PALMER JR.
There he sat, silenced by a gag, made immobile by
manacles that chained his wrists and ankles to a chair.
Bobby Seale, leader of the Black Panther Party, was
imprisoned by the absolute physical restraint. In a
United States court of law.
What the jury, the press and spectators saw—
whether they realized it or not—was a portrait of the
American dilemma sketched in living black and
and white.
The painter was white—the guardian of law and
order, personified by Judge Julius F. Hoffman who
ordered the restraints. The subject was black—one of
the most persistent symbols of resistance to oppres
sion.
As Seale fought futilely to extricate himself from
the shackles which bound his body and swelled his
soul, he was as much a black panther as he was a
Black Panther.
For here was a man turned into an animal, the
ultimate dehumanization of the black man, a process
which had long been an American specialty. And, in
this extraordinary portrait, the judge had perhaps un
wittingly blended the essence of the black experience
with the intransigence of the white mind.
It is the fury which grows out of the black experi
ence pitted against the unmoving quality of the white»
mind which has brought America to a dilemma for
which no one has found a solution. The courtroom
(Continued on page four)
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W H ITE R ADIO BEAM S ^SOIJL^
BY WALT THOMPSON
What would have been an historic strike at a
white-owned, black-oriented radio station was avert
ed last month when white bosses at Oakland^ AM
radio station KDTA conceded higher wages and wider
fringe benefits to black broadcasters.
But the broader questions raised by this dispute
remain far from settled, and attention once again has
been focused on the strange phenomenon of whitecontrolled uSoul Stations.J,
Black leaders throughout the country have indi
cated in recent years that the 306 black-oriented,
but mainly white-owned, radio stations (ten of the
stations are FM, and four of these are located in
California) are, on the one hand, the greatest influencers of young urban ghetto dwellers and, on the
other, a major propaganda device perpetuating insti
tutions that thrive on black poverty and ignorance.
The power o f these media to influence large
numbers of young black people has not been
properly appraised: WLIB, the 10,000-watt Harlem
station， claims it alone reaches Dlack people in “all
21 counties in the New York Negro Market.”
In the 1969 Broadcasting Yearbook, radio station
WWWS, in Saginaw, Mich., claims to be the only
100% black-p ro^rj^jffhea station in the Tn-county
area serving northern Michigan, and reaching 100,000
blacks with “ Five Kilowatts of Soul Power.”
These claims appear not to be exaggerations: they
typify the communicative power of fifty-eight of
some 294 AM stations which broadcast 100% of the
time to black people.
At a New
conference held on O c t.16,1967,
NBC newsmen reported that broadcasts were the
main source of ghetto news, again underscoring the
power of the electronic media.
Ownership details regarding this massive com
munications network are hard to come by: Jet maga
zine in its national report this month says that only
seven of a total of 6,000 U.S. radio stations are
owned by black people. Jet estimates the number of
what it calls “soul outlets” at three hundred. The
Jet contention that President Nixon5s naming a black
man to the Federal Communications Commission
would alter the abilities of white station owners to
sell black people “soul” is subject to serious question.
James Brown, who owns WRDR in Augusta, Ga.,
WJBE, Knoxville, Tenn., and WEBB in Baltimore,
Md., ran a full-page ad in a recent issue 〇{Je t maga
zine announcing that he is establishing another sta
tion in Cincinnati, Ohio. Brown says in the ad:
uBlack people need to tell our own story and play
our own music. We can only do this when we are in
control. We need to communicate with a united
voice. We， as a people, can’t overcome until we all
come over.’’
Brown’s variation on the “We shall overcome” of
the late Martin King is a facile oversimplification of
the problem. Analysts of the role of AM broadcasts
to the black community have determined that, along
with accomplishing commercial advertising, an insidi
ous by-product emerges which creates and sustains a
frame-o£-reference and cultural life-style frequently
to the detriment of the youthful ghetto-aweller.
A black ownership merely committed to the pres
ent commercial uses of these media would not alter
tms exploitation.
These stations have historically advertised shady,
usurious furniture and credit houses, patent medi
cines, and high-interest home loans. Public service
programming to balance the injurious onslaught of
boisterous advertising campaigns has been tradition
ally nil.
Detroit^ black Doctor Haley Bell owns AM sta
tion WCHB, One Alabama station and one in Kansas
are said to be black-owned, and one in Atlanta, Ga.
FCC secretiveness about ownership and revenue
details makes more accuracy difficult. The pattern of
white ownership ranges from individuals with inter
ests in one or more stations to group ownership of
several.
The principal owner of San Francisco’s KSOL
“Super Soul Radio” is Les Malloy， a former dee jay
who once hosted the Bay Area’s first television
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matinee show. Malloy has owned a cowboy music
station, a talk/music station, a Spanish-language sta
tion and an all-talk station.
The experience of KSOL disc jockey Bert Bell,
who in 1967 emceed a short-lived talk show that was
altering the character of ghetto constituents narco
tized on soul, jive and jingles and creating a new
interest by the black poor in issues affecting their
lives, shows that Mr. Malloy sees no place in his pro
gramming for subject matter that fails to bring in
money.
Bell,a popular black dee jay, persuaded his Dosses
to try the talk format on this soul station. The show
was technically bad—kids playing hookey, calling in
just to hear they own voices on theix radios, elderly
black women doing the same thing. But BelPs tele
phone penetrated the Oakland and Fillmore tene
ments and gave the show a funkiness and authenticity
the slicker talk shows could not duplicate. But when
controversial calls came in, resulting in interest by the
nitty-gritty in issues affecting their lives, the white
management terminated the show.
A significant white ownership role in relation to
black-oriented stations is that of Alabama Congress
man Albert Rains, Democrat. WYYY, located in
Talladega, Ala., is owned by the Rains, Carrel-Jackson
Stations in Gadsden, Guntersville and Talladega.
Congressman Rains has one-third interest in WYYY,
beaming to black people seven and one-half hours;
36.3 percent of WGAD, Gadsden, and 30 percent of
WGSV in Guntersville.
KDIA of Oakland is part of the Sonderling chaina chain which also owns the largest black station in
the country, 50,000-watt WDIA in Memphis. Egmont
Sonderling was an immigrant from Germany where
his father was a rabbi of standing in the Zionist move
ment.
Late in October Roland Young, a popular KSAN
disc jockey with left-wing political ideas, quit his job,
but later reconsidered. In his initial blast at the station’s white management， Young said: “ • • • The sta
tion is not serving the community. ••• its function is
to make money at any expense*. . . by staying here, I
perpetuate the thing that I hate.,>
Young added: “ • • • the media is not the pig unless
it is being run by pigs. We need to develop alternative
media—underground papers and electronic media to
help build a revolution.”
On July 1 last year, St. Louis, Mo., black leaders
protested to the FCC that three St. Louis blackoriented radio stations were guilty of inadequate pro
gramming. The FCC replied on July 8 that the critics,
claims were ‘‘too general.”
One of the complaints black leaders made was that
the stations last June had denied extensive air time
to some black nationalist groups. KADI-FM, St.
Louis, and KXLW, Clayton, Mo., had earlier launched
a program series designed to aid black businesses. But
this response to black demands appeared to be
inadequate: on July 28 a dynamite blast delayed the
KXLW sunrise sign-on.
It is clear that the blaring AM broadcasts—in spite
of their obvious current capacity for crippling the
black community—have replaced the old word of
mouth vehicle for sustaining community among black
people. Their defect is that what is passed instantly to
huge numbers of urban northern and southern black
people is not in their best interests. The great poten
tial of these stations for binding black people on com
mon concerns is inestimable.
To get at the root of the problem the pervasive
role of music must be analyzed, both from the stand
point of the commercial misuse of black talent and
trom that of the music’s content.
In Oakland, black KDIA personnel objected to
the content 〇£ The Temptations’ “Cloud Nine,”
feeling that it lauded the sensations induced by
narcotics. Management ignored possible dangers to
the kids and played the record because it was selling.
In spite of victory in local contract skirmishes such
as at KDIA, it is clear that across the country this
vital battle to control our own voice is soon to be
seriously joined.
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WHY?

SUN'REPORnR
COLUMN
CANCELLED
In recent years the black community has become
perhaps the most outspoken critic o f the whiteowned press. B ut what has gone almost unnoticea is
that at the same time, blacks have become almost
equally
blunt in their criticisms o f the black newspaper.
Chiefly, the white press has been charged with
distortions o f the news. On the other side, the com
munity has accused the black press of ignoring that
news mostycrucial to its survival. Rather than recog
nize these issues, critics contend that black editors
would prefer to “play it safe” and continue to deal in
trivia.
A recent notable exception was the column “Right
Onyy which appeared in the Sun-Reporter, a blackowned paper published in San Francisco. This col
umn was notable ryi〇t only because o f its content but
also because it was authored by a black journalist; not
a ballplayer, entertainer or civil rights leader.
Since this column is no longer being published,
certain selected excerpts are printed below.
—Earl Caldwell, New York Times
氺

*

*

uJimmy Connors, the youth that was shot in the
back, and beaten afterwards, barely escaped with his
life last month. The Panthers gave a press conference;
the community expressed its typical discontentment
of the matter. This month the situation is blowing in
the wind. Concerned black people, those acknowledg
ing the man in blue for the unthinking reactionary
person that he usually is, understand the deep need
to eliminate this cancer from our community. What
must be viewed and reviewed is the constant ringing
of futile rhetoric sprayed by ^hour glass militants .5
Since when did a tenant need the permission of the
landlord to clean his windows? When you pull up in
a gas station, do you ask the station attendant
whether you need gas or not? In other words, if we
truly desire peace and tranquility in the black com
munity, if we actually are fed up with the killings, the
mugging, the whoring, the pimping, the stealing and
the morbid frustration of always feeling fear in our
community, if this era is most definitely the age of
change for the black community, let^ clean it up ourselves/ 5
(From column on community control.)
氺

木

*

uWe need more doctors, lawyers and public offi
cials. We need, desperately, more black teachers with
"high standing credits, to teach our black children
techniques 〇£ survival in a land that is openly (if not
overtly) hostile toward them* We need men and
women with knowledge, who have sa.t to the side of
this entire struggle refusing to take a side， to come
forth and bridge the gap between black people and
blcick people, if there is to exist 3. united front, let it
be first of all to bring blacks closer to blacks. To
provide blacks with a better understanding of one
another. As long as black people are in disagreement,
others can do so and use our hypocrisies to their advantage.”
(From column on black studies programs.)
木

木

Following is an interview with Hoyt Fuller by
Rush Greenlee and Robert L. Allen. Mr. Fuller is
presently managing editor o f Negro Digest, a position
he has held since 1961. He revived Negro Digest after
it had been discontinued fo r a period o f ten years.
Mr. Fuller is 40 years old and has been in the field
oj journalism for 18 years. He was previously feature
editor o f the Michigan Chronicle, associate editor o f
Ebony, and, at one time, an assistant editor o f
Collier's Encyclopedia. He has also served as a foreign
correspondent in Senegal and Guinea.
Q. Do you think JE. Franklin Frazier’s analysis of
the black press is still valid, if it ever Vvas? Frazier
wrote: “Although the Negro press declares itself to
be the spokesman for the Negro group as a whole, it
represents essentially the interests and outlook of the
black bourgeoisie.”
A. Yes, I think that that was true then, and it5s
generally true now. There are only a few black news
papers which are making any real impact on their
communities.
The orientation has remained pretty much what it
was except for certain outstanding examples. Muham
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mad Speaks would be one; and there are certain
newspapers which have very important black col
umnists such as Rev. Albert Cleage and Dan Aldridge
in the Michigan Chronicle.
Q. What effect has tms characteristic of the black
press had on today’s militants?
A. W e ll,1 think that generally speaking it has
forced the militants to consider the established black
newspapers pretty much irrelevant.
Q. Do you think this isolation of the militants
from the black press has resulted from the failure of
the press to analyze events affecting the black com
munity?
A. I think it’s not so much that they don’t analyze
it, but they analyze it from a different perspective.
The focus, the thrust of the argument with most of
the established black newspapers is: 4>Let us in, give
us a part.” The black militants are not saying this.
They’re saying that the whole system is wrong and
has to be altered or destroyed. This is a different
argument altogether.
Q. Would you say, then, that the black press has
not taken the initiative in the freedom struggle but
has merely responded to events?
A. Yes, I would agree with that• 丁he whole point
being, of course, that the struggle has moved on
ahead of those people who own and control the
black press.
Q. Do you know how many black papers are now
unionized?
A. I have no idea.*

*

A ftc t uppcuviHg iti just six issues this coIuthh,
written by Rufus Byars, was cancelled. Black journal
ists are asking why.

Q. Do you believe that the black press is taken
seriously by the black community?
A. I think that depends on what segment of the
black community you5re talking about. I think that
among the old-settled element of the black com
munity—and those who haven^t rejected the black
press because of status reasons; that is, because they
look down their noses at it—that they do respect the
black newspaper. It5s part of an institution with
which they’re familiar. They accept it.
I think that if you’re talking about the bright,
young, aware people, that they don5t have very much
respect for the black newspaper.
Q. What is the overall credibility of the black
press?
A. I think ipeople believe what they read in the
black press; that's not the problem. The problem is
that they don5t think the black press digs deeply
enough or attacks the kind of problems that ought to
be attacked.
Q. Do you think the community takes enough
interest in the black press to complain about lapses?
A. No, I don’t think so.

^ Dr. Armistead Pride, chairman o f the journalism de
partment at Lincoln University in Missouri, believes
that less than ,ten black newspapers out o f a total o f
156 are presently unionized.

Q. Do you blame that on apathy or what?
A. Partly apathy on the part of the black com
munity, which grows out of the fact that black
people have been colonialized. Far too many of them
still have the colonial mentality that produces apathy
in people.
The other part of the problem is the black press
itself. For the past dozen or so years the brightest
young people who are interested in journalism have
not gone to the black newspapers because the black
newspapers can5t pay them the kinds of salaries they
should have. So they Ve been drifting off into public
relations jobs or jobs with the white media. This
means that for the most part you don?t have talented,
vital young people in the black press.
Q. Do you think that salary is the whole problem?
A. No, I don’t . 1 think that as the black revolution
progresses you will get these young people, who are
talented and aggressive and willing to make some
sacrifices， to work for the black press. But there
again, the black press has to make them welcome.
And some of these young people are virtual threats
to the people who own the black newspapers. What
they think a newspaper ought to be doing is threaten
ing to the owners who consider themselves to be
racial moderates.
Q. Do you think the black press feels accountable
to the community as a whole or to special interest
groups?
A. I think they feci accountable to those people
they regard as powerful in the community
Q. Who would that be?
A. Generally speaking, that would be the pro
fessional, educated classes, or the so-called socialites
who always support the black newspapers. The estab
lished black press puts a lot of emphasis on social
activities, so that group is important to them.
Q. How do you react to this stress on social life
in the black press?
A. I personally think it^s laughable, and almost
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tragic. I think that all of the time and energy that
goes into reporting who5s giving a lavish party, or
who’s vacationing where—this energy could be spent
dealing with problems faced by the black com
munity.
Q. What are the limitations under which the black
press labors?
A. The first limitation is that of money. The
second is the consequences of history. A generation
ago, for instance, black people routinely bought and
read their newspapers. But then in the forties and
subsequently wc had black people moving away, not
only from the black newspapers, but also away from
almost all the black institutions. We have not yet
checked that movement. WeVe beginning to check it
now, but that trend still remains largely in effect.
I think that the emphasis on integration since the
forties partially accounts for the fact that there arc
fewer black papers now than earlier. White papers
which once entirely ignored the black community do
now publish some news, even news other than crime
stories, about black people.
Q. Given these limitations, do you think that
the black press is doing a good job?
A. I don’t think so. There are a few exceptions but
generally speaking I think the black newspapers are
irrelevant. I think that the main function they
perform is to keep those people who read them
aware of what’s going on socially, club-wise, partywise, or who has received the first appointment here
or there. But when it comes to dealing with where
the black community is headed as evidenced by the
intellectual leaders, I don’t think the black press is
very relevant.
Q. What is the role you think the black press
should be playing?
A. I think, particularly at this juncture, that the
black press ought to be providing the leadership for
the ordinary people in the black community; that is,
that the black press should be publishing the kinds of
analytical articles, the kinds oi informative articles
which deal with the real situation of black people,
and the avenues that black people can take to acnieve
real power in their communities. WeVe not getting
this.
Q. What have been the triumphs of the black
press?
A. In other times the black press was extremely
important in terms of keeping the black community
together, keeping it informed, and helping black
people to have a sense of self and a sense of power.
But things have changed radically in the country, and
the younger black people have a new outlook, a new
perspective on their possibilities as human beings.
The people who own the newspapers are of another
generation and don5t quite understand this. It^ the
same problem Roy Wilkins has with the NAACP in
that he5s still fighting the same battles in the same
way he did many years ago, when the war itself has
changed. There is a new ferment in the black com
munity and I don?t think many of the people who
control the newspapers are really aware of this.
Q. It’s been suggested that the white media’s
current concern with the black community is a fad
that is going to pass, especially if the country moves
to the right, and that the black press will have to
carry the b a ll. . .
A. W ell,I see it a little differently. I don,t think
that the white press is going to return to its prior
position of ignoring the black community. But I do
think that the black community itself is turning inw a rd an d isn o lo n g e rin te re ste d in h a v in g itsa c tn n ties interpreted for it by the white press. It is no .
longer interested in having anything interpreted tor it
by the white press, and this is why blacks will turn
more and more toward their own newspapers. It’s our
realization, finally, of who the enemy is and where
he is, and the futility of continually, generation after
generation, butting your head against the wall expect
ing white people in general, and the white press in
particular, to be fair and honest and to deal with
black people from a black perspective. This is abso
lutely impossible, and black people are becoming
more and more aware of that. The black press must
perform this job, and I put the responsibility on the
black press to be not only relevant but first-rate in all
that it does.
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SEALE

O n s la u g h t o f th e

N IG G E R W A T C H E R S

BY RUFUS BYARS
The average militant spokesman—this self-styled,
self-appointed representative of the people—is more
nefarious and devious than his counterpart—Mighty
Whitey. Typically this spokesman is interwoven in
whitey’s political arena, thinking himself freed from
America’s dehumanizing pre-programming, and pos
sessing an audacity which far exceeds any boldness
applied to blacks by whites. He has tne nerve to stand
in the midst of oppressed, bastardized and denatural
ized black people and use ms pigmentation as a
vehicle to attain political recognition and under
handed wealth.
After ms typical song and dance routine—uWe are
tired of whites suppressing us and exploiting our
talents! We will lift the burden of oppression from
our shoulders and stand as men or there will be no
peace m this country” 一he’ll close by adding， ‘‘Right
on， Soul Brother!” He’ll play on the misery too many
black people have endured by informing them he has
been a long-term witness to the consternation and
inhuman pain ‘‘his people’’ have been subjected to, as
he further endeavors to convince ms “politically
weak-minded” audience that he is the salvation blacks
have been awaiting. To further convince his listeners
that he is the savior he will present his credentials—
those honors bestowed on Him for his courageous
commitments in the black liberation struggle. If
doubt still hovers over the people he’ll inform them
in a minute: “I was in the movement before the
movement became a movement!”
Nine times out of ten， this alleged savior—this
so-called liberator—is the financially successful black
man. He^ hard to deal with because he says he^
constantly working on behalf of the people. He
preaches that above everything else, black brothers
must demand their manhood—as he advocates the
re-establishing of the present governmental system.
However, he has already sold his desire to attain man
hood for a pocketful of worthless pennies and a light
weight position over a band of misinformed people.
Nonetheless, he is the one you find coming down
hardest on whitey^s case—his unfair practices in this
and that. Yet never question him as to his practices or
treatment of blacks.
If you happen to possess that quality not often
found in the black community, to question the
loyalties of this financially successful spokesman, he
will go into an entirely different act directed at no
one but you: uWhat have you contributed to the
black liberation struggle?55 Then before you can
answer: UI have done more than m y share.^ Then
comes the chronological run-down of his contribu
tions: the church at the corner—the one across from
the old one; the park—the one which lacks substantM
recreational facilities; and the Training Programs-the
ones designed to pre-program blacks into pacification.
As the audience cheers him on, in all their blind
confusion, this militant, ready-to-deal-with-whitey

MEDIUM COOL: The people of Hunters PointBay View got together last Sat. for a community
parade and festival—a bright, fun-loving event that
was covered by the media (hateful word) without a
line or picture appearing anywhere. This so enraged
Assemblyman John Burton that he called a press
conference: “Hunters Point is only news when there’s
trouble or a riot or a killing? No wonder the people
in the neighborhoods don’t trust you•” The press
conference went unreported, too. No news is good
news.
—Herb Caen, in the San Francisco Chronicle,
Oct. 2 3 ,1969
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spokesman will elaborate on the many different
buildings presently located in the ghetto community
where he has put hard-core, disenchanted streetwalking-doing-nothing young blacks to work. Being
that the words “Job and Work” have almost the
precise effect on Diack people as uGod and Jesus / 5
this spokesman has it made. There’s nothing greater
he could do, other than be the donor to the black
church, the one across from the old church. uYou
know the one, his church.
Today the black masses are searching in confusion
for the alleged liberation struggle. This spokesman has
all the answers. He will inform the people not to look
in search of overt protestations because the move
ment has taken a turn in tactics—itJs gone political.
Yet， ten or fifteen years ago (before this Hip-HipHurrah became politically oriented) he advocated
that politicians couldn’t be trusted. Now ，110wever，
the spokesman is politicizing all year round and pro
viding you with a breakfast, lunch and dinner lie!
When deep contemplation is applied to_the entire
make-up of the black liberation struggle in this
country, many questioning points come to the
surface. Although the militant brothers and sisters
have leapt blindly to the front lines, expressing their
refusal of further denaturalization through fires，
tears， death and bombs， the hard-rapping spokesman
(that TV articulate) becomes richer and richer, while
the bulk of the black race remain as they were before:
poor, hunerv, sick and psychologically bereft of
spirit.
Although white racist America callea black protes
tations “an uncalled-for madness，” this precise in
sanity raced throughout the countryside like the
seasons of the year, refusing to lighten up for a
minute. Then Malcolm descended upon white Ameri
ca, repudiating the long-overdue statement about
olacks being a contradiction to mankind.
The brothers, in all their newly-found glory, pro
claimed black manhood. With tms announcement to
America there arose an alternative: There; would be
either manhood, or this country would be leveled to
the ground in their attempts to attain it.
However， this determined, ready-to-be-freed-atany-cost attitude quickly quieted when the militants
found themselves in an inescapable vise: the whites
were in front of them and the Negroes to the rear
shouting “Right on， Soul Brothers，’’ as they turned
the knives in their backs. Therefore, many ex
militants, disenchanted with the outcome of the revo
lution, and no doubt feeling they should get something for their troubles, joined the new black militant
movement: Militancy For Profit!
These militants were cautioned that their positions
(over other blacks, naturally) were guardsmen posi
tions. They, too, had to learn the lawful methods of
sustaining order; and that change for blacks was com
ing, maybe not at the rate those uhard-headed militants ,5 wanted it to, but it was coming. They learned
mainly that it was their duty, their sworn obligation
to the people， to go upside any brother’s head who
got “too far outta pocket with the Man•” With this
successfully programmed， the rage of the early 60，s
died down and the revolution against white oppres
sion, exploitation and bastardization was delayed by
the offerings of low-budget poverty programs and
semi-nigger-watching positions.
Could this be the outcome of the liberation
struggle, a naive pacification aimed at making a
prisoner think himself free, posing as a free man?
Therefore, it is the white and black monsters who
have placed the movement in fixation; who have con
verted millions of minds into graveyards where
thought neither lives nor dies. There exists no other
adversary so detrimental to the black situation as the
onslaught 〇f the nigger watchers. And what’s so cold
about the matter is this—the Negro is the watchdog
over the nigger, but in reality the two are both still
enslaved.

(Continued from page one)
drama made this crystal clear, at least to many
blacks.
For in gagging and handcuffing Seale to a chair
the judge succeeded in suopressing the Black Panther
but the act did nothing toward changing the condi
tions which made Seale resist so strenuously.
This is the typical reaction of the American
Establishment.
There are many whites, of course, who will say
that Seale got what was coming to him. They will
plead the rhetoric of law and order. They will insist
that the decorum of the courtroom must be ob
served.
And they will say that Seale’s blackness had
nothing to do with the judge’s decision—he would
have done the same thing to a white defendant who
acted as Seale had.
This contention would be disputed by countless
blacks whose personal experiences have convinced
them that the kind of action taken against Seale is
reserved for blacks only.
Not to be lost on those who agree that binding
and gagging Seale was proper are these pertinent
points:
• None of the defendants, charged with conspiracy
to incite riots at the Democratic National Conven
tion, believes that ne is being tried on a valia charge,
They contend their trial political.
• Seale particularly feels that he is being unjustly
tried because, it is contended, his participation in the
disturbances was minimal.
• Seale says that he is being tried without couns

and has been refused the-right terdrefend himself. He
rejects the judge’s ruling that the Conspiracy 8’s
chief defense counsel also represents him.
e Seale is black and, despite protestations to the
contrary, under the American system of justice this
becomes an enormously pertinent fact.
Against this background, there is the historical
station of the black man in America and, perhaps,
only oppressed people can understand the drives
which motivate a man like Seale.
As he sat in the federal courtroom, utterly sup
pressed by the American judicial system, many
thoughts could have raged through his mind.
He may have remembered that his forefathers
were brought to this country in chains. He may have
remembered that throughout the days of slavery,
blacks were openly, legally, and by calculation ex
posed to dehumanization.
Seale could have traced in his mind the history of
tne black man after slavery, noting the continuation
of the dehumanizing process which became decreasingly open but increasingly sophisticated.
And he may have reviewed his own identification
with this black resistance movement and reflected
upon the official acts to wipe the Black Panther
Party off the face of America.
Bound and gagged as he was, Bobby Seale sat in
that courtroom and he was a mirror for America. He
was a mirror into which many blacks look and see
the truth about their mission. He was also a mirror
into which many whites look and see a frantic need
to protect their dominance, if, indeed, they look at
all.
These two images which reflect from the same
mirror constitute the American dilemma for which
no solution has yet become apparent.
The author is a black columnist with the Chicago
Daily News. The above article is reprinted from the
Nov. 1 -2 ,1969, issue o f that paper.
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C O N SP IR A C Y
(Continued from page one)
The press marched m lockstep: details of Panther
roundups, trials and hearings hogged space wmch for
past summers, since the 1965 Watts splash, had been
used to prognosticate, anticipate, report ， distort,
review and analyze ‘‘racial violence” in black ghettoes.
Media editors that summer generally conceded
front page or lead-broadcast time to ex-Panther Larry
Clayton PowelPs testimony at the McClellan Senate
Investigations Committee hearings, or San Francisco
Police Inspector LashkofPs lurid Panther coloringbook ^expose/ 5 A rather typical Oakland Inoune
three-column head in its June 18 issue was UPAN
THER GOAL: KILL U.S. COPS.,>,
Newsroom buzzed with excitement at the prospect
of scooping the rest.
J had no luck at the underground newspaper, so I
went to Panther National Headquarters on Shattuck.
As I arrived young black men and women streamed
in and out of the office. A Panther leader left a
meeting to give me a copy of the Berkeley attack plan
and a brief interview.
He told me their lawyers—the Garry, Dreyfus,
McTernan and Brotsky flrm—had learned the federal
government had sent a man to the Bay Area to
destroy their movement.
The Panther leader told me this man had master
minded the raids that summer on Panther offices in
Denver, Chicago and Newark. He said they suspected
this same man had once interviewed Panther leaders
Eldridge Cleaver, Huey Newton and Bobby Seale at
the Ramparts magazine offices more than a year
previously. According to the Panther official, the
man had at that time represented himself as a uMajor
Emmitt Meritt, author of a book T he U.S. Army—A
Citadel of American Racism.’”
“We’re looking for him，’’ said the Panther leader，
to subpoena him as a witness at Bobby^s hearing next
F rid a y .(P a n th e r Chairman Bobby Seale had been
arrested m Berkeley by F.B.I. agents a week earlier
and was being held on a fugitive warrant from Con
necticut in connection with the killing of alleged exPanther Alex Rackley last May.)
Minutes before air time that night Panther lawyer
Francis McTernan told me his office discovered that
two U.S. Department of Justice lawyers—Jerome
Heilburn and Victor Woerheite;—had been in New
Haven, Conn., during formulation of murder charges
against Seale. (UPI Dispatch No. 257a 8/27/69.) At
the September 4 San Francisco Municipal Court
hearing for Seale, Judge John O'Kane quashed at
torney McTernanrs subpoena of the two Justice
Department lawyers. Obviously, should Black Pan
thers have found the mysterious Major Merritt, an
attempt to subpoena him would have met a similar
fate.
Panther Chief of Staff David Hilliard told me the
plans authorities had already executed against Panther
offices in Denver, Sacramento, Chicago and other
places had a “military stamp.” He believed the
phantom Major Merritt had designed them all, includ
ing the Berkeley one.
The Berkeley police attack plan, in brief， is of *
classic military line: Eleven officers commanded by a
patrol lieutenant surround Panther National Head
quarters and lay down a heavy barrage of gunfire
designed to pin the uenemyr, inside. Launchers lob in
gas grenades and survivors are ordered out. Die-hards
remaining are subjected to a murderous clean-up
barrage during which sub-machine guns and shotguns
blow open doors and windows. A three-man assault
squad wearing gas masks and bulletproof vests enters
the building through doors or windows and sprays
the upper floor with machine gun and shotgun
bullets. The plan includes appropriate standby ambu
lances and equipment to carry away wounded, or
dead, black men and women. Black Berkeley community^eaders and some white liberals were disturbed
at the plan’s emphasis on heavy, sustained gunfire in
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this black community with a typically -high ratio of
children. They noted that the Berkeley police attack
plan included evacuating people from h〇 mes nearby
(^single family residences are adjacent to Panther
National Headquarters), but only as a kind of after
thought.
Aroused citizens demanded a special Berkeley City
Councilvmeeting to discuss the police attack plan.
At the September 2 Berkeley City Council meeting
City Manager William C. Hanley told the council the
Panther attack plans were merely ‘‘notes written by
junior police officers in response to orders by com
mand officers to draft ^contingency plans5 if it ever
became necessary to extricate anybody from the
Panther headquarters.” Hanley said Police Chief
Bruce Baker had never seen an “attack plan.”
I talked to one Berkeley Police Department junior
officer—Patrol Lieutenant Michael J. Healy—that
evening. Contrary to the city manager’s statement
that only junior officers devised the plan, Lt. Healy
said he didn’t know anything about it. Healy, a tali，
gangly blond, grinned sheepishly when I told him
what had happened. He said he’d been asleep most of
the day and had just come on shift. He said there was
no way to contact Chief Baker or other high-ranking
officers for a police statement.
I found it strange that a plan calling for a patrol
lieutenant to command the eleven-man attack squad
was unknown to this patrol lieutenant.
Before the broadcast that night, Lt. Healy told me
on the telephone essentially what Captain Plummer
had said earlier, adding that the department had
“some forty” contingency plans to be applied at
Berkeley area sites where trouble might occur.
One notable defect in City Manager Hanley^ ex
planation to Berkeley citizens was his failure to
explain the curious fragmentation of the chain of
command that permitted major firearms activity by
eleven heavily-armed officers, without the poliefe
chief’s knowledge. Could “ command officers” seri
ously propose small-scale war in a densely-populated
residential area without authorization-from the Chief

of Police? Chief Baker, former department intelli
gence chief, has been strangely silent through this
controversy.
Tribune reporter Jim Hill started with the paper
as a press room fly-boy. Before he began his military
service， he took a pay-cut to become a city-side copy
boy in the editorial department. After his military
discharge, the Tribune hired him as a reporter. I had
known him briefly and our combined reports on the
Oct. 1967 Huey Newton-Oakland police gun battle
were the first to hit the public. He had distinguished
himself as a man of enterprise and courage in covering
the Panther-police shootout at 28th and Union, while
another Trib reporter—now a city editor—was content
to report the incident from a telephone booth several
blocks away.
Management was angrier that the attack plan had
gotten to an underground newspaper than because
Hill had taken it from police. Hill reportedly admitted
giving it to an underground colleague. If he did, such
an admission is highly understandable: normally, it is
the police or the courts—not the reporter’s boss—vfrho
attempt to browbeat him into admitting his sources.
If 一as we at Newsroom had heard o n . good,
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authority—a hippie had stolen the document while
being held by police, and if he had given it to reporter
Hill, Hill would necessarily have to lie to his boss if he
adhered to the highest ethical codes in our profession.
Hill explained to his bosses that he gave the under
ground reporter the information following a pool
arrangement routinely operative in police and court
press rooms which all newspapers implicitly accept.
The Tribune, however, adamantly told Hill it uhad
not authorized” its reporters to become a part of
such pools. The Tribune management not only fired
the reporter but, in a letter to him, told him he would
be persona non grata henceforth in police depart
ments throughout California.
Tribune management^ sanctimonious assertions of
what is authorized, and its strange view of when
reportonal virtue should be rewarded or punished, are
particularly laughable to one who knows something
of the history of certain metropolitan Bay Area
dailies.
Several years ago a reporter investigating a murder
went to the victim’s home and rifled the mail box to
find who had corresponded with the murder victim.
Word of this impropriety reached the United States
postal inspector. When the U.S. postal inspector
investigating this federal offense came to the pub^
lisher’s office， management feverishly hid the guilty
reporter away.
Ayd, ^ h o was fired or blacklisted for the reportorial excesses against 19-year-old Tracey Sims, the
black girl who in 1960 ringed the Tribune Tower with
pickets in protest of Tribune hiring practices?
Would young Jim Hill have been commended, or
fired, it he had stolen a document implicating Elijah
Turner, Paul Cobb or Donald McCullum of the mili
tant Black Caucus in some scandal?
The major commendation I received during my
TV/fewwe career resulted from an “unauthorized ，
，act ，
ironically, not unlike the act committed by Jim Hill.
Watts exploded in August, 1965. Whitey reporters
couldn’t freely report this event. Without “authoriza
tion” I flew to Watts and ， once there ， told the
Tribune so. They hungrily gobbled up my copy and
when I returned managing editor Steve Still gave me a
written commendation, in which he informed me that
I had risked my life at Watts! In an article printed
in the Oct., 1965, Quill (Sigma Delta Chi journal)
entitled “How newsmen covered the Watts riots，，， it
was reported that I, along with Mike Mills 〇£ Channel
Four, was “vacationing” there at the time. The
Tribune, some four years later, has shown no inclinanation to correct this account.
It is essential for all reporters—black or white—to
know what Hill did, what he was accused of, and the
lessons to be learned from the incident.
An enterprising reporter got information he felt
the public should know. Management felt otherwise
and punished him, prodded by a law-enforcement
agency. Jim Hill was punished as the result of collu
sion by management and law-enforcement for reportorial enterprise which, had political factors been
different, would have resulted in a commendation.
All this is regrettable, but more unfortunate is the
conspiracy ot silence among the mass media which in
cases such as Jim HilPs suddenly lose their voice.
After he was fired, Hill tried to get the media
interested in his case. He had no luck. He appealed to
management at KQED iVew^room without success.
After Hill called Newsroom, I told Newsroom of
his plight and was told: “ I don’t see what we can do
about it.’’
The matter is now with th t San Francisco-Oakland
Newspaper Guild. The Guild is to go into executive
session over the issue soon. The Berkeley Police
Department held a special staff meeting on the Jim
Hill issue on Oct. 26. The mass media have been silent
and Tribune reporters are frustrated. Some, however,
think management acted properly in firing and black
listing Jim Hill. Others think that HilPs fate involves
the、m and carries implications they can’t afford to
ignore. One said to me: “Jim Hill was punished for
acting in accordance with the highest journalistic
ethics. He had a story the public had a right to know
about. In such a situation, if your own paper is
derelict in its duty to inform the public, then a
reporter has no ethical alternative but to find another
avenue of telling it.’’
The author is an officer o f Black Journalists.
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MORRIE TURNER

PALS^ Cartoonist
Scores Two Hits!
BY LENA BAKER
Morris A. Turner decided very early in lite that he
wanted to be a cartoonist. His first published work
appeared in a service publication while he was in the
Air Force special services during World War II. Six
years ago he got the idea of an integrated comic strip
while at a meeting where Charles Schulz, “Peanuts”
artist, was a speaker.
Now, Turner’s “Wee Pals,” which is syndicated by
the Register and Tribune, appears in 40' newspapers
here and abroad. In the Bay Area, it is carried by the
Oakland Tribune. The collected cartoons were pub
lished last month in paperback form by Signet
Books, and the book has already sold 130,000 copies.
Both it and *4Black and White Coloring Book,,> re
leased in August by Troubador Press in San Fran
cisco, are now in their second printing.
The 45-year-old artist resides in Berkeley with his
wife, Letha.

In his introduction to Morrie Turner’s collected
cartoons, “Wee Pals,” Charles Schulz states that it is
his ufirm belief that a comic strip needs a point of
view.”
“Wee Pals,” the first syndicated, integrated comic
strip, has more than a point of view. It embodies an
id eal,a hope that the black man as well as other
minorities will eventually find a place in a multi-racial
American society.
The cartoon strip concerns the doings of a group
of black, white, Mexican-American, Oriental, Jewish,
and American Indian kids. Through their capers and
comments, Turner conveys his belief that non
violence, education, and humor are the most effica
cious tools the black man has in his fight against
oppression.
The tone that permeates Turner's work is set with
the first cartoon. Randy, a black child, and his white
friend Oliver watch with quizzical expressions on
their faces as Nipper, a black kid, parades up and
down wearing a Confederate hat and carrying a Con
federate flag.
Randy to Oliver (shrugging): 4<Obviously, Ameri
can History is not a required subject of the kinder
garten class." Nipper then throws away the hat after
consulting a textbook on the Civil War. But in the
next frame, he is seen wearing it again.
Wellington to Nipper: UI thought you threw the

Confederate cap away, Nipper.”
Nipper: ‘‘We pardon in the degree that we love.”
Wellington: “Profound!” He —
then pauses. uBut
what does it mean?”
A succinct definition of Black Power is given in
another cartoon.
Wellington: “Hey Randy . . . What’s Black Power
and where can I get some?”
Randy: “Come with me and I’ll show you where
to get
Randy and Wellington appear in the next
frame beside a building labeled “School•，’
Randy: “That’s where it’s at ，Wellington!”
Stereotypes collapse in this mini-world where a

Jewish kid sets up his own “soul-food” stand selling
gefilte fish, where Caucasian kids dig James Brown
and not all black folks have rhythm.
Grappling with abstractions such as “prejudice，”
“intolerance，” “race，” and “hatred，”、 the kids come
up with humorous and insightful answers such as the
following:
Oliver, being very cautious, has introduced Randy
as an “Afro-American，Negro，Black，Colored， soul
brother.” “What do you wish to be called?” Connie
finally asks Randy. “ Randy，” replies Randy.
For the most part, Turner manages to blend
humor and social comment in just the right propor
tions; however, when he leans too heavily toward the
didactic the jokes do not quite make it.
His characterizations, though, such as the pedantic
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Oliver, the whimsical Nipper, and Diz the be-bopper,
are superb and there are plenty of illustrations that
his humor does not depend on the racial theme
alone.
Fifteen Afro-American historical personages are
the subject of Turner’s “Black and White Coloring
Book.” Beginning with Crispus Attucks， black Revo
lutionary War hero, the book covers black heroes and
heroines up to Langston Hughes, twentieth-century
black poet, writer and playwright.
Lively and informative background material on
each person is narrated by the Wee Pals.
The book is to be recommended as a creative
learning experience for younger children. Older
children as well as adults will also find the book
interesting and informative.
Both books can be obtained at the More Book
store, 1435 Fillmore Street, San Francisco. Alberts
Book Store at 524 Geary Street has “Wee Pals.”
Miss Baker is a reporter with the San Francisco
Chronicle.

LETTERS TO THE ED ITO R____
Dear Black Journalists:
You have charged yourselves with a major task,
ijjiat p f bringing truth to journalism and conversely,
truth to the people in the tradition of Douglass,
Russwurm and DuBois.
If anyone questions the necessity of more and
more newsletters and newspapers such as yours, they
need go no farther than your banner . . . BALL &
CHAIN REVIEW . . . beautiful! You have broken
your chains and from the quality and content of the
first issue, I’m sure you will at last fulfill your
promise!
I needn’t remind you of your duty to us. To tell
it like it really is. I want to emphasize, however, that
we have a duty to you. To support you financially
every step o f the way, so that you can continue to
grow and expand and give heart to present and future
BLACK JOURNALISTS throughout the country.
Young men and women, who will soon point to you
with pride, start their own newspapers, and break the
chains of the oppressor once and forever.
Thus, completing the two-fold dream of our past
revolutionary journalists and scholars, because it is
you, our present revolutionaries, who will give us
heart.
“And the truth can’t help but set us free!” WRITE
ON!
THE COUNTESS, Sec., E.R.O.S.
(Endeavor to Raise Our Size)
P.S. I call upon my brothers and sisters to join with
me in working for subscriptions and donations.
Certainly all your time should be spent in writing
for us, and we should at least take that kind of worry
off your mind, or forever hold our peace about . . .
establishment-oriented uNegro,? journalists. RIGHT
ON!
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White Cops Move
Oo Black Officers
By BOB ALLEN and RUSH GREENLEE
Why did it take the San Francisfco police depart
ment 17 days to call in the black director of its Police
Community Relations unit for his version of an
off-duty incident in which he was later accused of
negligence;?
Police investigators learned not later than October
14 that Officer Rodney Williams had arrived at the
F&G Liquor store, 1231 Geneva Avenue, on October
11 as two men fled from a robbery there. He was not
questioned until October 31.
On December 8 Williams appeared before the
Police Commission accused of failing, as the first
police officer on the scene, to obtain and transmit to
police headquarters a description of the two fleeing
armed robbery suspects.
Strangely, witnesses for the prosecution testified
that Williams was not the first officer to arrive.
What was going on between October 14 and 31?
Was the decision to get Williams and discredit the
present PCR setup, along with Officers for Justice, in
the works?
The Police Officers Association, which rushed to
the defense of a drunk off-duty cop who shot and
killed and unarmed black man, has long had its
malevolent eye on the community relations unif and
the mostly black and very militant OFJ, of which
Williams is an important member.
Not only has Williams been brought before the
Police Commission, but another black officer in PCR
recently had to appear before it.
Two of the eight cases before the commission are
against two black men in Community Relations,
Think on it.
And whether or not they are found guilty is a
small matter. They are now suspect and can be
replaced by men more malleable, by men who won^
make community relations a “black thing，” and who
will shui^ OFJ.
In their petition for recognition before the Police
Commission， October 1968, the OFJ said they would
no longer permit themselves to be relegated to the
role of brutal pawns in the racist chess game being
played against the black community.
“The days of ‘fronting’ the grinning darky to
appease the black community are dead/5asserted the
petition. uFrom the blackest earth comes the strong
est iron ai^d from the blackest man shall come the
strongest determination, that the concept of equality
and justice shall be realized in this generation, in this
time and in this department.
“No longer do we feel it necessary， for the sake of
‘saving face’ of [the POA]， that we maintain the
appearance of {blue brother5togetherness. Those blue
brothers that are men enough to stand up and be
counted in the fight for equality, we welcome. And
those blue brothers that will stand up and be counted
in the maintenance of 4white is rightJ no matter what,
will be attacked.”

Not many， if any， “blue brothers” st00d up for
equality and justice. In fact, within a few months,
black officers in OFJ and the PCR unit again fetind
themselves under fire because they opposed the
brutal tactics employed by the police tactical squad
during the strike at San Francisco State College.
The OFJ issued a statement which said flatly: ul£
assigned to duty at San Francisco State College we
will not tolerate misconduct on the part of any of our
fellow officers.”
Members of the group also held a press conference
on the campus at which they advised students and
faculty to carry cameras and note pads to record
incidents of police brutality.
As a result of this activity, word came from the
Mayors office to transfer two of the police critics out
of the PCR unit. OFJ immediately went on the
offensive and charged that the POA had pressured
Mayor Joseph Alioto into demanding the transfer.
After weeks of agitation, the charges against the
tw o officers—of “un-offlcerlike conduct” 一were
finally dropped.
OFJ has its stronghold in the PCR unit and for this
reason, as well as its general indifference to improving
police relations with minority communities, the POA
has opposed all efforts to upgrade the PCR unit.
In fact, the association has sought to castrate the
PCR unit as a way of undercutting Officers For
Justice.
This was illustrated most clearly in last fall^
charter amendment referendum. The proposed
amendment—Proposition D—would have increased
the pay of the city’s policemen and firemen ，and,
importantly, it would have elevated PCR and given
Williams the pay and authority of a captain.
Jake Ehrlich, attorney for the POA, announced
that the association was “unalterably” opposed to the
proposal on the grounds that it was a “political hoax’’
and would cost the taxoavers too much money.
Ehrlich also produced an 18-page document, called
The Black Book, which purported to show that OF7
was racist and contributing to the “destruction 〇£ law
and order.’’
The POA reportedly spent several thousand dollars
in a campaign to defeat the referendum.
Ironically, despite its professed concern for the
overburdened taxpayer, the POA recently approached
the finance committee of the Board of Supervisors
and asked for about $500,000 for new police
uniforms.
Ehrlich and the POA are using the charge of
“racism” to obscure the fact that OFJ has taken up ，
in modified form, many popular demands raised by
the black community.
For example, OFJ has called for the creation of kka
model police station in the black community to be
manned and operated by only those officers meeting
the aooroval of the community.
(Continued on page
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A llen Review
By RUSH GREENLEE
In the just released book Black Awakening in
Capitalist America (Doubleday, $5.95)， author
Robert L. Allen says that it is unlikely olack
America will become more than a colony but will be
forced to undergo the humiliation of a change in
form all in the name of change for progress.
Pained and painful is Allen’s assessment of what
has happened sincb the cry “BlacK Power” ignited
national mass hysteria.
The author’s own pain at the plight of black
people shows through as he tells us how militant
black leaders are co-opted or neutralized.
And I felt errief before his implicit forecast that we
probably only have more of the same to look forward
to.
Then there is the matter of revolution. It is a
upop,J word in today5s militant vocabulary. Revolu
tion would seem to be not only around the corner
but easy. Not to Allen:
uIt is not easy because more than a willingness to
engage in revolutionary action is asked; another prime
requisite is a willingness to study and to sort out the
implications and repercussions of the revolutionary
act •”
The author can accord worth to other black critics
and to Dlack leaders across the entire spectrum of
beliefs even as he points to their limits.
About Harold Cruse who wrote Crists o f the Negro
Intellectualy he says:
(Continued on page four)
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COMMUNICATIONS - Battleground of tte 7 〇 Ts

By RUFUS BYARS
Black people who are locked in the psychological
vise of inferiority and hypocritical racist repressions,
in this egotistical hell-hole referred to as the United
States, have blinded themselves to the true dangers
facing the black race in this villainous country where
monsterism is a white cliche. uGO,} signs are shooting
up everywhere, in private white gun clubs—where
whitey is effectively being trained to deal with any
form of all-out black confrontation which might
arise—to the neighbor’s backyard where the word is，
“We’re tired o f these niggers threatening our children，
our homes and our bu sin esses!The thing too many
blacks are underplaying is the renowned white reac
tion to threats of any size or nature; in other words,
no one is studying this allegedly irrelevant white
man—meaning predominantly those hard-talkingcan ^t-wait-to-move-on-whitey militants. When whitey
feels threatened, whitey moves on the gun shop and
to the rifle range to prepare to protect himself.
Although there exists no other race on the face 〇£ the
earth with whitey 5s eminence for destroying races or
peoples, he^s the first in line to protest about violence
and the threat of it in the streets of his cities; and hey
unlike we blacks, has begun to move.
The very first utterance from the brothers not
participating in militant movement is that whites on
the side of blacks, in top positions mind you, will not
permit the remainder of their people to do such a
thing to blacks. What has been misinterpreted by
these tight-walking hypocrites is the fact that all-out
racial confrontation means precisely that: there will
be only one dividing line, black on one side and white

1抑
酬
■
In recent weeks we have witnessed an unprece
dented and incredibly brutal attempt to destroy the
Black Panther Party. In Chicago two Panther leaders
were killed in a predawn police attack. In Los Angeles
more Panthers were wounded in a police move
reminiscent of the ^search and destroy^ operations
undertaken by the U.S, military in Vietnam. A score
of Panthers already have been killed in the past two
years by these domestic military operations. Almost
every day new incidents of harassment of Panthers
are reported.
Liquidation of the Panther leadership appears to
be one objective of this campaign of terror. Every
major Panther leader is now in jail, dead, in exile or
facing imminent imprisonment. Latest victim is David
Hilliard, Panther chief of staff. Hilliard is charged
with threatening the life of President Nixon. The
charge is based on remarks he made to that effect at a
recent antiwar rallv in San Francisco^ Golden Gate
Park. That this is a phony charge which adds up to
only more harassment is made evident by two facts.
First, the government waited three weeks before
arresting Hilliard on this charge. If a real threat had
been anticipated it seems hardly likely that the
government would have moved so slowly. Secondly,
in a case similar to this one, the U.6. Supreme Court
recently overthrew the conviction 〇£ a black youth
who had been charged with threatening Lyndon
Johnson. Of course, even though Hilliard may finally
win the case, the authorities will have accomplished
part of their purpose since they will have again forced
the Panthers to spend more precious time, energy and
money in legal defense.
The widespread attacks on the Panthers have
raised the question of whether there is an overallj
national plan for wiping out the militant group. Many
feel this is self-evident; others are more skeptical. The
Panthers have brought forward evidence which
strongly suggests the complicity of the federal govern
ment in the raids. Furthermore, question must be

on the other, therefore, beware the pseudo-liberal and
the overt white radical, for they may well make your
acvoted conservative, when push comes to shove.
When a nefarious band of cut-throats like the
Hell’s Angels can move on a brother in the wide open
spaces, in the midst of 300,000 people, off him, and
tfie police department—that body of city officials
that never miss their man—don?t even have an in
vestigation on the matter, black people ought5a know
something going wrong some where! But what do the
brothers say, cThc dude didnJt have any damned
business out there with all those whiteys . . . he5s a
•damn fool!” When the police department shoots a
young black they never seem able to wound him, but
nearly always end up killing or crippling the brother
for life; you can^ find a black spokesman anywhere
to come out and speak in his behalf. When two
Panthers were literally murdered in their sleep in
Chicago earlier this month, black retaliation consisted
of the ^powerful55 demand that the incident— you
can dig it—be investigated immediately so the wrong
parties could be dealt with justly. Chicago black
leaders, feeling their demands for an investigation
weren’t quite enough， then demanded that all white
people evacuate the black communities by 6 p.m. The
questioning thing about a move such as this is the fact
that whitey has always evacuated the community
after he has done what he came to do.
Then the Los Angeles police moved on the Pan
thers, 300 to 500 strong to arrest 14* to 18 blacks,
mostly youths; this brought the TV militant-blackhot-mouthed-articulate to the screen—not the scene—
to inform Mighty Whitey that another act of violence
such as this against the Panthers would force blacks
to turn America^ fine cities into battlegrounds.
Yet no one seems to question why this same police
force can move on a wmte para-miliary group who are
arming to eliminate blacks from this country by
force, death, and extreme violence, and there5s never
a gun battle or news of anyone being killed; maybe
they have a thang going and they ’re keeping the Klan
on reserve.

This forces black America to view the history of
white America’s attitude towards blacks， and it’s
always been derogatory to the black rac^ and detrirfi^ntal to its survival. Whites have never truly let up
•on the brother’s case since the age of tne 今11 an4
chain^xDuring the first World War the Irish, who were
the underdogs of that time, used Hangings and sense^
less killings o f blacks to upgrade the psychological
atmosphere <yf their race; come to think ot 1¢, they
had the profound audacity to bring their entire
families to a hanging, to show them that there were
indeed others who had it far worse than they in thi§
new world.
As though this weren’t inhuman enough” the
Irish—in fear of their jobs being t^ken by blacks QUce
they were enlistea into the service—literally attacked
black communities killing the black male at random ;/
hope you can dig it ‘cause i t ’s a bcw.
The black race is being set up for the kill, and the
brothers can?t even see the monster comrng. Nixon is
a prime example of how whites are being pro
grammed to think of blacks as animals and environ
mental threats. He addressed his whole campaign to
the “Forgotten American’’一that middle-class, side
tracked robot who lives in a world of continuoijs fe,ar
of one another, let alone anyone else. He has sworn
they will not be forgotten while he5s Presiaent of this
country， and that he acknowledges that everyone
ought to be able to foot their own bili in this rich
nation or go elsewheres; right now I wonder, with the
mounting permissive killings of blacks, where in the
hell is elsewhere?
However, there 5s a tremendous message in Nixon
address to middle-class white America. This same
message turned middle class Germany into SS troops
and they destroyed damn near all the Jews in the
world, because Hitler, like those two-faced, ready-tohelp-a-brother-when-it5s-fashionable leaders of this
country are doing today, told them the Jews and the
Negroes were a threat to their pie-in-the-sky heaven.
Silence isn t only golden, brothers —it’s questioning
and confusing.
A U N IQ U E IN F IL T R A T IO N —HIPPISM!

raised as to the activities of the Panther Task Force
recently set up in the U.S. Justice Department. Is tms
the group wmch masterminds tne attacks? There has
been a strange silence and lack or information
regarding this matter. The press would do well to
investigate the activities of tms curious task force.
For many blacks, however, the question of
whether or not the raids are nationally coordinatea is
moot. An oppressive society generates its own logic,
and to the extent that institutions and individuals
yield to that logic they become accomplices to
systematic murder and genocide. Even ir it is proved
that there is no conscious conspiracy on a grand
national scale against the Panthers, then the matter is
simply that much worse. For this means we are
witnessing the reflex action of a people who have
deposited their racism in their institutions in order to
maintain their personal innocence. And when some
terribly atrocious action can not be denied, such as
the massacre at Song My, then the responsibility for
the crimes of an entire army are fixed upon one or
two “aDerrant” scapegoats.
The systematic effort to destroy the Black Panther
Party has had a result probably unanticipated by its
perpetrators. Instead of intimidating the black com
munity, this Nazi-like program has united community
leaders and spokesmen at all levels around the defense
of the Panthers. Instead of isolating the Panthers, the
police attacks and other repressive measures have had
the opposite effect of embedding the Panthers and
their ideas even more deeply in the social fabric of
the black community. In a sense, the police are
rapidly making all of us Panthers, whether we want to
be or not.

Blacks are too preoccupied with the idea of show
ing white America they aren5t racist; they don't see
the detrimental moves the Man is making on them.
For example the hippie: During the first stages of
Hippism— when the hippie was the rich little white
kid who saw hypocrisy enveloped in his race and
noted its dealings with other races, especially the
blacks—the hippie came to the black ghetto to liye
like the brother, or tried to live under conditions
worse than those the brothers suffered. He wanted his
peers to know he preferred this existence to living the
Great American Lie. Therefore his values changed and
his appearance with them.
The hippie, this innovator o f the uThird World/9
movea into the black communities, not as another
resident, but as a missionary in a new content, lie
informed black people of their rights uti^er tlie law
and so forth. But what he really eroded up dqijig is
finding out how many of tlie blaek myths w^re
merely that: myths. But he also fouhd that many
things other races said about blaeks w^re ^ne hundred
percent true: the hippie—calling ぢ_ _ 1 む try ミBg tcp,
help—found the black cat was continiioudy trying to
beat him, how there wasn?t any way vou could trasj ^
the cat; they didn’t trust e a d p th 紅べ’ 二:…
This cat, the hippie, is a dangerous elem e^ to tfe •
black race. In five years， he has captured all there 私
to blackness. He has captured black soul in musiey
walking, talking, fighting, catching the women, dress
ing, pimping, and you name it and this element has
got it. He came to the ghetto with a mentality which
far exceeded those existing there. Maybe his inten
tions were authentic at first, but he took control of a
whole new world within a world when he claimed the
ghetto. This world, the ghetto, is a world where
everything goes, where life is the next rape, fix,
killing, or third world move on the establishment. His
hand is in everytmng that takes place in the black
community. Since he came nothing is completely
black, not even the black liberation movements. And
when everything has been said and done, and this
Third World comes into power—which shall come to
pass—the brothers and sisters will be fighting many
races instead ot just one: like the war on whitev

By WALT THOMPSON
As early as 1964, in Texarkana, Tex., storm signals；
hinted what is now common knowledge: the Ameri
can communications industry will be the battle
ground for the next phase of the civil rights struggle.
As the bloody civil rights strife of the last decade
ebbed it became clear that minorities had been as
hugely victimized by the mass media as by their
actual opposition, and analysts now conclude that
proper media coverage of black and minority life
prior to the riots might have precluded the need for
them.
rhe bitter lesson: the major communications
media, as presently constituted, cannot be trusted to
accurately and iairly relate the incidents and meaning
of black and minority group life in America.
This failure, and an unprecedented awareness of it
by minority groups, has set the stage for perhaps the
most crucial struggle of the 70’s—the communications
struggle.
Targets will be monopoly Dig-city newspapers,
newspaper chains, UHF and AM radio chains， and
radio-TV-newspaper combines such as the ChronicieOrtega Investments holdings in San Francisco.
Not least among likely targets will be so-called
‘‘public broadcast” corporations now largely serving
as anodynes for suburban white liberals: “educa
tional” outlets that have succeeded— quite contrary
to their charge —in providing television for the
country-club set, fitting their offerings to the ersatz
tastes of the privileged while the black, brown and
poor white are bombarded around the clock with
insipid commercial fare.
The crystal clarity oi federal Communications
Commission equal employment rules dictates that
none but the most insensitive and callous American
broadcasters need fear the occupation and seizure of
their facilities by activist civil rights fighters.
There is no need: FCC rules make mandatory that
each station practice a positive, continuing fair hiring
program, be specific as to what their staff ethnic ratio
is, and put this information on public view at their
stations.
This is not to say that this federal regulatory
agency is the panacea for all of the ills of American
minpnties. As one of the commissioners, Nicholas
Johnson, recently said:
. . Even if the FCC were to
take away two or three licenses a year—sometnmg it
has yet to do during its 42-year mstory—we would
still be providing rubber stamp renewals to 99.9 per
cent of the stations.” The agency has never trans
ferred a license from a broadcaster to a group protesting poor programming. More than this, citizens, in
whose interests the agency has its prime justification,
are totally unrepresented by its legal staff, and peti
tioners for denial of license renewal to biased or
monopolistic media are often as strongly resisted by
FCC lawyers as by the legal minds of the National
Association of Broadcasters.

In addition, there are 7500 radio and television
stations in operation. The licenses come up for
renewal every three years at a rate of some 2500 a
year. The commission sees less than one per cent of
the renewals each year. The rest are handled at staff
level.
Commissioner Johnson has warned that the net
effect of the Pastore Bill, now being considered by
the Congress, uwill be to remove from the people the
only thin small reed to which they now cling in their
self-defensive struggle against the combined force of
the broadcasting industry and the FCC•”
Whether activist desperation over unfair use of the
public airwaves will drive them to occupy and seize
bigoted broadcast facilities depends, of course, on
broadcasters5 responses to more positive and legalistic
overtures.

In San Francisco, such a project is underway: the
“Community Communications System，” now fortified by commitments from KBHK-TV and KQED,
the regional educational outlet, seeks to train and
provide employment for ten black broadcasters and
several young film and documentary producers, and,
ultimately, train minority group members in all
phases of television with an eye to enabling them to
run their own stations.
Preliminary organizational stages are now com
plete. The project involves, in adaition to the two
television stations, the University of San Francisco
School of Communications, the San Francisco Eco
nomic Opportunity Council, American Zoetrope
Productions of Hollywood, Project Able, a minority
film-making project, and Black Journalists representa
tives.
The Community Communications System is one
of many such projects which might serve to soften
the impact of the impending communications struggle
in the U.S.
The black side here—as in all such cases—has made
it clear that temporary, token involvement of expend
able minority performers will not suffice: we insist on
comprehensive training of our young black men and
women in all phases of the TV operation, so that they
can run an entire radio or TV operation.
Past efforts to equalize use of public air waves
have followed a legalistic pattern, and the need for
activist involvement has not arisen, largely because
major civil rights thinking has only recently coneealed
about the communications issue.
In the spring of 1964 the United Church of Christ,
with a special Ford Foundation grant to its communi
cations division, asked the Federal Communications
Commission to deny renewals of two Jackson, Miss.,
television stations on the grounds the stations dis
criminated against black people in their programming
—particularly in news and public afiairs shows.

The stations were WJTV (TV), operated by
Capitol Broadcasting Co., and WBLT (TV), operated
by Lamar Life Broadcasting Co. They are the only
TV stations in Jackson. The church position was that
black people made up 40 percent of the Hinds
County population, where both stations are located,
and 45 percent of the total population of the five
counties within the station’s prime service area.
The UCC petition declared the stations had failed
to serve the interests of the substantial black
community or “to give a fair presentation of contro
versial issues，especially in the field of race relations•”
The FCC denied the UCC petition, to deny renewal
but UCC appealed the commission decision to the
U.S. Court of Appeals—and won. The appeals court
told the FCC to put the stations’ Channel 3 up for
grabs.
Late last year, a group of. black community
organizations in Texarkana, Tex., petitioned to deny
license renewal to KTAL-TV on the grounds the
television station taued to serve their needs.
The petition declared KTAL-TV neglected black
viewers by railing to carry programs of special interest
to them; failing to consult black leaders as to
community needs and interests; and excluding black
people from news broadcasts and programs featuring
local residents. Black people also charged that
KTAL-TV had deprived Texarkana of a primary
service by shifting its program emphasis to Shreve
port, La.
The station subsequently tiled a 13-point policy
statement which promised ( 1 ) to air all sides of
controversial issues on regular programs, (2) use black
and white participants ，(3) consult “all segments” of
the public on programming, (4) meet monthly to
discuss program policy with a committee designated
by the black group, and (5) hire a minimum of two
full-time black reporters who will appear on camera,
one each in Texarkana and Shreveport.

The pact influenced the black community organi
zation to withdraw its petition to deny. The station is
also obligated under the pact to consult with all
substantial community groups on tastes and needs;
publicize poverty problems and the rights of the poor
on relief; and refrain from pre-empting network
programs of particular interest to any substantial
group without advance consultation with the group.
In Washington, D.C., last September, a coalition of
black maividuals and groups petitioned the FCC to
prevent renewal of WMAL-TV^ license. Spokesmen
for Black Efforts for Soul in Television (BEST) said:
uThere is growing awareness among black-people that
television^ tremendous impact on American lives in
conclusive evidence that the broadcast industry bears
a heavy responsibility for perpetuating, and we
submit, sustaining, white racism in American society.
Although the majority 〇£ white station owners
do consider themselves sincerely committed to justice
for the black man, this is a farce of self-deception and
complacent vanity.’’
The BEST petition charged WMAL-TV with being
''conspicuously representative of the broadcast in
dustry as a whole to bld.ck life and 〇£ the industry's
utter and complete failure to integrate black people*
and their perspectives into radio and television.” ,
WMAL-TV has one black reporter to cover the affairs
〇£ one-half million Washington, D.C., black people.
Absalon Jordan, national BEST chairman, chal
lenged the FCC to change the 4'organized, delibrate
and. malicious racism now dominating the television
industry.” Jordan criticized President Nixon’s two
nominees to the commission, and described newlyappointed FCC Chairman Dean Burch as uopenly
opposed and antagonistic to the interest of the black
community •”
Jordan said: uUnder Dean Burch, it is not incon
ceivable that the FCC will become more racist, more
antithetical to black progress, and more opposed to
integrated programming.”
Jordan called for the appointment of a black man
to the commission (as opposed to appointing a
Negro).
Broadcasting interests, on the other hand^ are
gleeful over Burch appointment. In an editorial in
last September^ Broadcasting magazine, is this com
plaint: uToo many obstructions have become in
grained in the (FCC) regulatory process to make it a
new ball game when President Nixon，s first
appointees—including a new chairman—assume office
. . . at best, the hope is that infusion of new blood
will mean enlightened direction strong enough to stop
the wild thrusts toward dismemberment and eco
nomic strangulation/J

Whether the “wild thrusts” from black and other
minority groups so feared by Broadcasting editorial
ists materialize depends upon the broadcast industry^
willingness to make the public airwaves truly serve
the total public interest.
In San Francisco on March 17， the license for
KRON-TV comes before the FCC for renewal. Black
Journalists and Cninese-American community leaders
will appear as parties to a petition for license denial
by KRON cameraman Al Kihn.

If general unemployment tises fo five percent,
nonwnite workers will feel the brunt of the blow.
They an anticipate a jobless rate of nine percent or
better, according to U.S. News & World Report, O ct
2 7 ,1969.
uiack unemployment already is running a 7.5
percent and is climbing.
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CORPORATE ELITE OUT MANEUVERS MILITANTS
uAt times his passion grates against reason, and he
displays occasional discursive drifts, but there can be
little doubt that Cruse is among the cntical figures
helping to shape an indigenous Afro-American
radicalism •”
He comments on two of the most important black
leaders in American history:
^Washington is frequently described as an Uncle
Tom accommodationist while DuBois is thought of as
the father oi the civil rights protest movement [Allen
calls it defunct]. Both leaders were trying to force a
viaole response to the impositions of segregation and
growing anti-black violence.”
His compassion is there， but Allen’s hope is cold.
He seems to be saying， “What we need is not here. We
must create it and that takes time. I don^ think we
have enough time, time, time!”
Allen at 27 is a former newspaperman who now
teaches for a living. He is indeed a formidable
journalist. He not only knows how to tnink; he does
think.
He has written an important book winch is also
apparently a book in preparation for the book.
Herewith is an interview with the author. Some of
the questions seek only to provide an introduction to
the book. Others probe possible change in the
author’s thinking as a result of more recent happenings.
木

木

氺

Q. You {say black people must include force in
their / (niutfifacetedy multilevel struggle against white
America.” How can the threat o f force be used to
gain from whites more than a reaction o f wild panic
followed oy retaliation?
A. I suppose that’s why I don’t see much point in
threatening to use force —unless you’re prepared and
able to carry the threat through to a successful
conclusion. In wmch case itJs not really necessary to
make the threat in the first place. The oppressor has
the capability of knowing who constitutes a real
potential threat and who’s jiving. That’s why they’re
moving against the Panthers. The Panthers have been
forced to sacrifice themselves in order to awaken the
rest of us. I think that what the Panthers are hoping is
that their example will preclude the need for further
sacrifices by breaking the habit of making idle
threats.
Q. Do you think the oppression o f blacks has
gotten to such a point that recourse through law is no
longer possible ?
A. No, I don’t think that is entirely the case. But
the law is not a neutral phenomenon. It5s a political
instrumentality, and we should have no illusions
about whose law it is.
Q. You argue that fascism is not an immediate
problem. A fter the recent jailings, police killings and
pre-dawn attacks on Black Panther Party members,
would you still hold to this assertion?
A. Like many people, I would like to believe that
there is some other alternative. But the logic of events
has developed a momentum ot its own which can't be
denied. We are all being pushed against the w all.I
think it would be a mistake to panic or react
prematurely, but we owe it to ourselves to try to see
what is coming.
Q. In the book you are critical o f a number o f
black leaders including militants. Does this mean you
question their motives or intentions?
A. For the most part the answer to that is no.
The continued subjugation of black America is not
simply a reflection of poor leadership or bad motives,
but rather it is a testament to the intransigence of an
oppressive, capitalistic system that stands on top of
us. There is a problem with leadership, as I tried to
point out. But in a sense, the question of motivation
or intention is not very relevant. What is 〇£ prime
importance is the social consequence of an act, not
the personal motivation behind it. Too often we get
hung up on the latter and forget about the matter of
social consequence. But it’s the consequence that we
have to live with, and that we have to learn to analyze
and predict independently of motivation.
Q. You say that the middle class as a group is too
amotvalent fo r leadership in the liberation struggle;
that the leaders must emerge from the masses. B ui

the most oppressed can also be the most oppressive.
How would you prevent the badge-of-sufferingwearing by opportunists and make all leaders demon
strate the worth o f their intentions and the depth o f
their commitment?
A. That’s really hard to answer. It seems to me
that leadership is developed and tested by its abHity
to build viable organizations committed to the com
munity. In the past the middle class had a lot of
trouble with this because it was uncertain what
community it was committed to—white or black. I
think this kind of confusion is being cleared up
todayVvto some extent, but I canJt see any way of
preventing opportunism other than by insisting that
ieadersmp which is not tied to a real organization is
no leadership at all.
As to the oppressed being oppressive-rthere^ truth
in that. But I think this is reflective of our own
self-hatred and self-doubt which sometimes causes us
to be harder on each other than we are on the overt
enemy.
Q. You contend that the white corporate elite is
outmaneuvering and co-opting the new militant,
black middle class, many o f whom have been claiming
they uknow how to use w hitey.n How do you think
this has happened?
A. In part the sophisticated white establishment
has taken our own rhetoric and turned it against us.
We throw out a slogan like “Black Power” or “All
Power to the People，” and before we develop a clear
notion of what we’re talking about whites come
forward with^definitions, and money to finance pro
grams based on their definitions. This puts us in a
trick because it forces us to respond to specific
programs before we’ve achieved any ideological
clarity or organizational strength. It forces many
militants to go downtown to “deal with the man”
with notning more than their own egos and some
nebulous talk about the black revolution to back
them up. Failure is almost inevitable in that type of
situation because the militants are not operating from
a well-thought-out position or a solid independent
base. And we’re kidding outselves if we think the
whites don’t know this.
Also, there \s tlie fact that there is a conscious
effort afoot to create a new black middle class which
will act as a buffer between white society and the
black community. The idea is that these blacks will
act as neo-colonial administrators of the ghetto in
return for certain concessions to themselves as indi
viduals and as a class. I think, however, that in the
past few months many middle-class blacks have been
waking up to this ploy and are refusing to go along
with the game. For instance, a number of black

A. There is a lot of talk now about establishing
some kind of guaranteed income. Even Nixon is
making remarks to this effect.
I think, though, that two things have to be kept in
mind. In the first place, despite all the talk, massive
unemployment continues to be a most critical prob
lem iacmg the black community. And the situation is
not improving. Nixon5s anti-inflation campaign, for
example, means fewer jobs for blacks. Some have
tried to deny this, but the statistics tell another story.
In the past several months general unemployment has
been rising, and since the black jobless rate is at lear
double the rate for whites it is evident who is beint
hit hardest. Even in November, when the general
jobless temporarily reversed itself and dropped slight
ly, the unemployment rate for blacks held steady or
continued to rise in certain categories.
Secondly, suppose the government actually moves
beyond mere talk and implements some sort of
income maintenance plan. What will change? The fact
is that the only guaranteed income plans being given
serious consideration would not significantly affect
the distribution of income in this country. On the
contrary, these plans amount to simply a more
efncient way of maintaining the present inequalities
and poverty. Nobody likes the present welfare system
because it is cumbersome and inefficient, not to
mention dehumanizing. But the guaranteed income
schemes are concerned primarily with the problem of
efnciency, not with the question of the built-in
inequality and injustice of the whole economic sys
tem, p£ which welfare is only a small
Q. Does this mean you oppose guaranteed income
plans?
A* N0， it doesn t， Most black people are not in a
position where they can refuse something just
because it doesn’t do all that we know it necessary.
At the same time, we can^t afford to deceive our
selves. We have to have a clear understanding of what
the real prospects are; and we have to constantly
expose the deceptions that are being perpetrated
against us：

BY C U R T IS H U N T
Black History records much about Booker T.
Washington, W.E.B. DuBois and Marcus Garvey, but
so little about the common things which so affected
the lives of common black people. I wonder why.
Among the things to which I refer are the Jackson
Johnson vs. Jim Jeffries fight, Mr. Jim Crow, Mr.
K.K. Klan, the infighting between black churches,
sinking of the Titanic, black fraternal organizations,
King Cotton and World War I.
I feei it is important, if not imperative, that the
black youth who are literally “busting at the seams”
today know the ‘‘soil’， out of which they grew.
It is also important for the millions alarmed by
black youngsters to know the simple but potent
incidents which made these young people why they
are as they are and why they do as they do.
I will try to give here a brief account of how the
common blacks of that day reacted to the Jack John
son vs. Jim Jeffries fight. Though this account is not
full,I hope some insight may be gained.
When it was generally known through the white
press that Jim Jeftnes was to fight Jack Johnson, the
blacks were at first fearful that this was some trick to
let the world know that a white man could beat-up a
black.

Some thought Jack Johnson to be crazy to allow
himself to be made a fool of.
Then when the poor whites began bragging about
how this nigger was going to be beaten, the blacks,
out of a spirit of rivalry and pride, gained faith in
Jack Johnson and began to accept him as some sort
of national image for the black race.
He soon reached hero image proportions. The
fight aroused a sort of black nationalism that made
for hero worship.

steadfastness, wagered all they could get together on
Jack Johnson, not only because he was their hero,
but also because the odds were ten to one against
him.
After he won the fight he then became a national
figure and to many blacks he was some sort of Moses,
whose job it was to deliver his people.
The common slang was， “Give me a cup of coffee
as strong as Jack Johnson and a beefsteak beat up
like Jim Jeffries.”

Thank you for the copies of Ball & Chain, and
thank you for a good interview. I cannot claim I was
misquoted!
Enclosed is a check for $10.00 to cover costs of a
year?s subscription and a contribution of 1 7.50.
I will distribute the extra copies of Ball & Chain to
mends and colleagues here.
I wish you well.

A. I think Malcolm was caught in a dilemma, a
dilemma which still plagues black revolutionaries. On
the one hand, he advocated social revolution, but at
the same time he was greatly concerned with black
survival! He recognized that in a conflict situation
only the presence 〇f revolutionary forces outside the
black communities could prevent mass slaughter of
the black population. However, he saw no such forces
in evidence, and this forced him to seek bloodless
•ways of bringing about change. He was assassinated
before he had a chance to develop new methods.
Q. Sitice you evidently believe black and white
radicals must bc^vi to coopcnitc more, hdu} can this
be achieved when bhek liberation fighters doubt the
sincerity of Miy white person or ^roup on the left?
turned 〇}i
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A black publication which takes as its credo the
traaitions of Douglass and a reverent commitment to
truth deserves support. Accordingly, I am enclosing
my check in the sum of $5.00 for two subscriptions,
one for me, the other for the S.F. Negro Historical &
Cultural Society, 1447 Fillmore Street. Our times
need a paper with your vision and dedication.
Each edition of your paper will be read carefully,
not only for facts and opinions that matter, but to
gauge how closely you follow your own lofty
standards. There is a desperate crying need in black
America to analyze and discuss fundamental social
forces which shape our lives, and not trivia. Ball &
Cnam Review w ill,I hope, address itself to the basic
question confronting us today, namely, How do black
people mobilize and focus their limited power to
destroy those powerful elements in society which
fashion our degradation and oppression today.
In the light of your credo, you will not—I trust—
waste valuable time and space redescribing our plight
and condemning powerless black leaders for the
conditions of black people.
To the extent that you follow your star and adhere
to the traditions of Douglass, Delaney and DuBois,
long life and prosperity to Ball & Chain. But to the
extent that you stray from your purpose and become
another stepping-stone for clever, self-serving ele
ments, may your life be short and your demise
painless.
With best wishes,
James Herndon

When Jack Johnson married a white woman, the
blacks lost faith in their hero, and he became just
another ignorant fool.
Poor whites screamed that all a nigger man wanted
was a white woman. Jim Crow tightened the shackles
he had on black men. In spite of this, blacks felt no
fear^of whites, man to man, so the fight did inspire
Though Johnson was scorned for having married a
white woman, in the parlors of thousands of blacks
hung pictures of Jack Johnson in his car and in the
ring.
Rarely were there pictures of Washington, DuBois
or Garvey hanging from the walls of parlors. I think
Jack Johnson s impact on the black community was
immeasurable.
Curtis Hunt is an Oakland, Calif., resident and
creator o f uCousin Wash," the storyteller, who re
counts black history as he lived it from 1900 to
1925. Hunt currently is engaged in putting oral black
history on records fo r educational purposes.

By L E O N M AY

Allen Interview
(Continued from page four)

Editors:

Whites, especially the poor whites, were ashamed
and defiant, but blacks weren^ afraid and there were
many clashes between blacks and whites which on
some occasions were almost riotous.

H ey —
W h ite y ’s on
th e M o o n n o w

Dear Editor:

Hoyt W. Fuller
Negro Digest

Q. You suggest that Malcolm X worked for a
bloodless revolution even though he knew that the
process o f revolution involves aggressive violence.
Why was this so?

Q. Do you still believe that most o f the black
poor will be p u t out to pasture with a poverty-level
“guaranteed income”?

P a g e from BLACK HISTORY

sincerely,

professional groups have sprung up around the
country recently, and many of these groups are
committed to the idea that concessions to the few are
not acceptable unless there is real change for the tOtail
black community.
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A. There is valid ground for such doubts. This is
why we, as blacks, should not be over-anxious to rush
into political alliances with whites. But I think the
options for whites are narrowing, too, and the neces
sity for decision is being forced upon them. In the
^oming years their reaction to this necessity will
make it less difficult for us to distinguish friend from
foe.
Q. Why do you consider the recent improvement
the situcitioYi oj^ black people to be cl 771ixed
blessing?
A. I don^ think there has been any recent im
provement. Various U.S. government reports reveal
that the situation in the country’s central cities has
been stagnant or deteriorating over the past decade.
Urban America and the Urban Coalition published a
book recently which points out that in the year after
the release of the Riot Commission report, virtually
no serious change took place. So I think this is the
actual case.
My contention is that many of the plans for
so-called ghetto reconstruction and salvation are not
that at all. Rather, these plans would increase the
colonial dependency of the black community on
white society. The idea is to integrate blacks into a
system that is predicated upon inequality. What this
means is that blacks, would come in- at the bottom
levels—where we already are—with our educated
classes acting as overseers and taskmasters. Plans like
this are not a mixed blessing but an outright threat to
any hope of real liberation.

We have waited a long time for this very day.
On this day, all blacks are happy and gay.
We have worked so hard to achieve our goal.
To have everlasting peace within our soul.
The white man has made us equal in life.
The country torn no more with racial strife.
For black people today lives with love,
with the absence of hate.
Actually, what has happened is that
we’ve taken whitey’s bait.
Now, as I gaze across the countryside:
the feeling within me， I cannot hide.
We have gained our freedom, with such a great loss,
but whitey is not here to be our boss.
Now, this country is ours, but what have we
actually got.
This land is dead, lifeless, and barren,
and now looks like a vacant lot.
The lakes and rivers are all polluted,
the air is poison with smog.
Blacks are dying young, while those that live,
live like dogs.
For he has left us here, on this dying earth,
with little chance of survival
or eventual rebirfh
Oh, Kow devilishly smart of him to do this to us,
while he makes his way through space
in his giant space bus.
Whitey knew in advance the earth was doomed to die,
Yet he continued telling us the same damn lie.
We smiled and thanked him for giving us this land,
For he knew we’d been tricked; tricked again.
The last few whiles left Houston today;
thus making true his final vow.
Leaving blacks by tnemselves on earth* to stay;
For home to wmtey is the moon now.
Reprinted from Umoja Weusi, a newsletter published
by black journalism students at Laney College in
Oakland.
Unemployment in the Watts area of Los Angeles
appears to be as high or higher today than it was at
the time of the rebellion there in 1965. So reports
the U.S. Department of Labor in a study recently
released.
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What has happened to other white officers accused
of crimes? Lawrence, who is now a private investi
gator, recounted a few uwhite,5 incidents during his
stay on the San Francisco police force.
• In 1962 a white officer was accused of molesting
his neighbor’s children while acting as a babysitter.
He was arrested, but not prosecuted because the
children were considered too young to testify.
The Police Commission let him off and he is now
working at the Ingleside Station.
• Of eight wmte officers brought up on charges for
suppressing .evidence against one of the FBI’s ten
most wanted criminals, seven remain in the depart
ment. One resigned.
• A drunk white policeman on duty who fired six
shots into an occupied residence at Duboce and
Steiner was suspended for two months.
There have been numerous instances of fistfights
between black and white officers, and guns have been
drawn over the treatment of black prisoners.
Tins conflict within the department could reach
the intensity oi the Dlack-wmte policemen’s struggle
in Chicago.
There the head of the Afro-American Police
Officers association, Rheault Robinson, goes around
in fear that a “fellow” white cop may try to set him
up on a phony dope or illegal gun possession charge.
The night before Chicago cops killed two top
Panther leaders, a white plainclothed police captain
showed up at a meeting Robinson was attending. The
captain used a pay telephone at the meeting site and
was overheard saying:
“The stuff’s in his car. Wait until he gets back into
the district, then bust him.55
Robinson had to leave his car where it was parked
and be driven home by black State Senator Richard
Newhouse.

4

，l ANV REPO RT THAT WE HAVE DECLARED WAR ON TH E BLACK PANTHERS IS RIDICULOUS11

(Con tinjued from page one.)
The group h a ^ ls o called for the enlarging of the
Police jCommission <4so as to include several more
persons of color•”
And they have asked that Third World community
people be employed as instructors in the police
academy, and that black officers be assigned to the
Department of Personnel and the Intelligence Unit.
All of this necessarily implies a shift in power
relations within the police department, and this is
what the POA fears and opposes. How long the POA
can maintain its rigid stance remains to be seen,
however, especially in view of the fact that the
non-white population of San Francisco is already well
above 40 per cent, and still climbing.
Tension between the police and the community
will undoubtedly continue to increase, and the police
are preparing themselves accordingly, with their
traditional short-sightedness.
Every policeman in San Francisco receives 50
hours of riot training and a mere two hours oi
instruction in community relations. (And even this
scanty instruction is no longer in the hands of black
officers. The four white members of the PCR unit
have now been assigned this task.)
The night betoie the important election of Nov. 4,
Dick Carlson of Channel 7 went on the air with the
“exclusive” that the director of Police Community
Relations was being investigated for neglect or duty.
On the ballot was Proposition D, the Charter
amendment which would have elevated the PCR unit
and upgraded Williams to the pay and authority of a
captain.
Other media persons had heard about the investi
gation but found nothing substantial m it. However,
Carlson, a known police tipster, apparently had the
inside track on the intent of the investigation.
Proposition D was being Ditterly opposed by the
Police Officers Association. Insiders say they plannejd
to use any means necessary to defeat it.
The hard desperation of the P〇A is obvious in the
case against the PCR director. It is decidedly unusual
that Rodney Williams was even brought up on
charges.
He is a 14-year veteran who holds the depart
ment^ highest award for bravery in the disarming of a
crazed gunman. If he had not been a black officer the
POA wants to “sacrifice” on the altar of their racism,
the chances are he would have suffered, at the
outside, a reprimand from some supervisor.
But this is not the first such “unusual” case against
black officers. The department managed to get rid of
Horace Lawrence a few years ago after he had won
the highest award for bravery four times and at least
50 Captain’s commendations.
Lawrence and another black policeman, Roy
Simon, ,were thrown off the force after a white
woman accused them of molesting her.
This woman has been arrested for prostitution in
other cities, spend time in Texas in mental institu
tions, and was in the psychiatric ward of San
Francisco General Hospital.
In later incidents, she admitted the whole thing
was a fix. When she was arrested by the San Mateo
police, Lawrence said, she told a sergeant there that if
he didn’t let her go，she’d get him into trouble like
she did the utwo niggers up in San Francisco.55

Jake Ehrlich refused to defend these two men.
When we questioned Ehrlich about this, he replied
that he could not defend two men who had done
such a thing as molest a woman.
He refused to accept the point that they had only
been accused 〇£ the crime. Both men said they were
not guilty. Further, they were up for a Police
Commission hearing. Neither was ever tried in a court
of law.
Yet, Ehrlich was able to go into superior court and
defend a white off-duty cop accused of killing a black
man who challenged his right to terrorize a black
neighborhood. (Ehrlich alternately screamed and
whined that his client was being prejudged.)
Is the killing of a black man —in this instance never
denied—less an offense than the alleged molestation
of a wmte woman?
Ehrlich explained the “differencざ，， to us: “O’Brien
was the victim of an unfortunate incident. Baskett
(the man who was killed) had no business back
there•”
(This about a man who was in his own neighbor
hood, unlike 0 5Brien.)
Ehrlich and other mouthpieces of the POA deny
that they are racists.
A lormer Office of Economie Opporrunity investi
gator said several tips provided the police by Carlson
caused the OEO office to launch an expensive
investigation into the Rev. Jesse James, a black man
who founded the acclaimed youth community action
group, Mission Rebels.
All of Carlson’s tips proved false. Among the
unfounded allegations against the Rev. James were
the use of federal money to game in Reno, to buy an
expensive convertible with leather upholstery and—
one that really* sent white policemen scurrying to nail
the Reverend—the insinuation that he was using
government funds to keep a blonde.

S u b s c r ib e !
Ball & Chain Review is an independent
. journal o f news analysis ancf cominentary. To
.function effectively we need support and
contributions from black journalists and other
sympathetic individuals. Subscriptions are
$2.50 for 1*2 monthly issues. Contributions in
any amount are welcome.
O Enclosed is $2.50 for a 1 year sub.
□

Enclosed is a contribution o f $ _______

N am e___________ ____________________ ____
Address __________
City, state, z ip ______ — _

Q rt 川 、 c n o MVAILABLE
Black Journalists, through its recently organ
lzed information service, is now acceptinc
speaking engagements. Requests should be
made to P.〇. Box 9001, Berkeley, or phone
845-6850 or 647-5879.
F

_____________
.

Make checks payable to Black Journalists
and mail to: P.O. Box 9001, Berkeley, Calif.
94701.
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F e d e ra l G ran d Jfurt/
S u bpoen as B la c k d o u r n a lis ts
By ROBERT ALLEN
On Feb. 2 Earl C aldw ell,a New York Times
reporter based in San Francisco and member of Black
Journalists, was served with a subpoena requiring him
to appear before a federal grand jury investigating the
Black Panther Party.
Specifically, the subpoena demanded that Caldwell
produce “notes and tape recordings oi interviews
covering the period from J a n . 1， 1969， to date,
reflecting statements made for publication by officers
and spokesmen for the Black Panther party concern
ing the aims and purposes of said organization, its
officers, staff, personnel and members, including
specifically but not limited to interviews given by
l3avici Hilliard and Raymond ‘Masai’ Hewitt.”
Caldwell was originally required to appear before
the grand jury on Feb. 5， but he was granted a
postponement until F e b .18.
In tne meantime, this government move, and others
similar to it in recent times, have caused great alarm
among black and wmte newsmen.
Black Perspective, a newsmen’s group in New York ，
issued a statement wmch expressed great concern that
a black newsman was being asked to violate confiden
tial trusts between himself an^ sources in the com
munity.
Ernest Dunbar, senior editor of Look magazine and
chairman 〇£ Black Perspective，said， “We feel this
action not only violates the reporter^ confidentiality
but equally transforms him involuntarily into a gov
ernment agent. Such an action is especially onerous in
the case of a black reporter whose creditability,
reputation and ability to function in the black com
munity would be destroyed by sucn forced testimony.”
In San Francisco the executive committee of Black
Journalists charged that Caldwell was being forced to
act “as an unwilling informer against the black com
munity.” The group attacked the government ‘‘for
this outrageous and politically-motivated action

aimed at converting a black reporter into a govern
ment atent.^
uThis move clearly indicates,,5 the .statement con
tinued, <4that the web of repression directed against
the Black Panther Party is being stretched and ex
panded to envelope all sections of the black com
munity. No black person—whether militant, moderate
or indifferent—is safe in a situation where official
harassment and intimidation have become the order
of the day •”
The statement concluded with a call to uall profes
sional and black community organizations wmch have
remained silent thus far to take a stand on this issue.
Both the black community and the working press
stand to be losers if tis intimidation is allowed to go
unchallenged•”
In New York the management of the Times an
nounced that it was taking steps “to give every
possible assistance’’ to Caldwell. Times publisher
Arthur Ochs Sulzberger said:
uThe Times is concerned with what action might be
taken in regard to Mr. Caldwell, and the possibility
that the increasing use of the subpoena to elicit
information from newspapermen might hinder them
in their pursuit of the news . . .
4<The use of the subpoena power must be balanced
against the right of the press to operate freely and the
right of Americans to a free and unhampered flow of
information.”
Times executive vice president Harding F. Bancroft
was dispatched to San Francisco to confer with
Caldwell, and the legal firm of Pills bury, Madison and
Sutro was retained to represent the black reporter.
Meanwhile, Black Perspective and Black Journalists
joined with Caldwell in securing tke services of
Anthony Amsterdam, a well-known civil law author
ity and professor at the Stanford University Law
School, and the NAACP Legal Defense Fund and
Steve Ralston.
Media executives gathered in New York to express
their concern over the recent rash of subpoenas, and

Earl Caldwell-A P r o file
He leaned out of the beaten old stationwagon and
tried to grin. “ Look ，I’m not prejudiced,” lie began，
‘‘but I just want to telt you that it’ll be bad for your
health if you stay around this neighborhood.”
It5s a cold, gray day and here you are, out here in
Modesto, Calif” in this dismal neighborhood of
wooden shacks and here are these six wmte guys in
this, old green Chevy stationwagon telling you to get
out of town.
You are here on assignment, doing a piece on the
farm workers who have been idle since the harvest
and whose families are going hungry. You have talked
with the blacks and with the chicanos, but you learn
that there are whites who are hungry, too, ana it is
this that brings you here to their neighborhood.
You have spent two days talking with these people
and you begin to believe that a story in the New York
Times may help. There is the chance that it will
trigger change. Then it seems so strange: Here are
these people out of work, hungry and with nothing to

do, so they drink beer and drive around in their old
stationwagon and decide to run a nigger out of their
neighborhood.
You look across at the guy in the stationwagon and
you decide to lie. “I’m from the poverty agency but
if you don’t want anybody out here that’s okay with
me.”
It was the perfect lie.
“Oh，” the guy says shaking his head, “I’m sorry. I
apologize. I didn’t know. Tiiat’s alright then.” And
the stationwagon pulls away.
You turn it over in your, mind and you think:
uHell! Screw it! It5s not worth getting excited about.
You’ve been too many places and seen too much.” So
on New Year^ Eve you turn your car around and
start the long dr)ve back to San Francisco.
氺

氺

木

This is the way the Sixties ended for Earl Caldwell,
black reporter. The Seventies opened with a subpoena
(Continued on page four)

working newsmen were fearful that such subpoena
actions threaten their creditability and the confiden
tiality of their relations with sources.
On Feb. 5, U.S. Attorney General John Mitchell,
apparently feeling the pressure, announced that the
Justice Department was moving to assure that no
subpoenas would be issued to members of the press
without first attempting to reach agreement on the
scope of the subpoenas. Some observers viewed this
as a conciliatory move, but others thought it repre
sented nothing more than an attempt to return to
previous procedures under which federal agents try to
pressure newsmen to give up information without
resorting to a subpoena.
The recent widespread issuance of subpoenas is
directly related to government “investigations” (a
euphemism for political repression) of radical groups
such as the Panthers and the SDS Weathermen. The
effect of the subpoenas, if unresisted, is to force
reporters to become government spies.
For example, the Columbia Broadcasting System
was recently subpoenaed for news films it had on the
Panthers. The subpoena not only demanded portions
of film that were shown on the air but also footage
that was not aired. CBS at first announced that it
would comply with the subpoena, contending that it
had no alternative since the situation involved a
criminal case in which Panther chief of staff David
Hilliard was accused of threatening the life of President Nixon.
Later CBS altered its position and said that such
requests can have a ^seriously adverse effect on the
free flow of information.55 CBS president Frank
Stanton stated that the corporation^ attorneys would
^contest demands of this nature as soon as appropri
ate cases are presented/5
The unedited files of Time, Life and Newsweek
magazines have also been subpoenaed by federal
grand juries investigating the Weathermen in Chicago.
Again, Time and Life at first said they had complied.
Newsweek spokesmen said the magazine would turn
over files but delete the names of confidential infor
mants.
Later, Hedley Donovan, editor in chief of Time,
said that their policy would be “to analyze each
subpoena carefully and weigh its relevance to trial
proceedings or criminal actions. Should we believe
that there is no immediate relevance and that a law
enforcement body is on a ‘fishing expedition’ for
information, we will take appropriate legal action to
contest the subpoena•”
Part of the reason for these turnabouts on the part
of media executives is that working newsmen were
increasingly angered by the subpoenas and made their
views known through protest letters and petitions.
Apparently most of the executives would have been
content to go along with government demands.
The Justice Department has sought to minimize the
adverse impact of the subpoenas by claiming that
they represent no change in policy. A spokesman said
that subpoenas had been used in the past, particularly
in civil rights cases in the South. But when asked to
cite examples he could give only one.
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EDITORIAL
The subpoena served on Earl Caldwell places the
future of every black journalist in the country in
jeopardy. There can be no doubt that if Mr. Caldwell
is forced to give a Federal Grand Jury his notes, tapes
of conversations and other information as the govern
ment now demands, that similar action will be taken
against others. The very idea of such an arrangement
is unthinkable.
It would mean that the reporter no longer would be
involved in journalism but that he would be in fact
nothing more than an undercover agent with a press
pass. Certainly then any knowing source in the black
community would find it impossible under these
circumstances to confide in the black reporter. And
more important, what black reporter would even con
sider approaching the black community knowing that
he has no control over the information he collects?
The issue is clear. But there are two questions:
First, why is the government taking this action? And
secondly, how must the black reporter respond?
In considering the first question what must be re
membered is that there is a very special relationship
that exists between the black reporter and the black
community. It is not the press pass that gains the
black reporter access to the black community, but it
is that special trust that the community has in this
reporter, a trust built around olackness and based on
integrity and understanding.
It appears that this action by the government is an
effort to destroy that relationship. There is support
ing evidence. Before the arrival of the black reporter
(and that has been very recent) the black community
was largely ignored by the press. There was no outlet

Telegrams
Here is the text o f a telegram sent by Black Journal
ists to the New York Times. Following is the text o f
the Times’ reply.
Mr. A.M. Rosenthal, Managing Editor
New York Times
229 West 43rd Street
New York, N.Y.
Black Journalists, an organization representing
black media workers in the San Francisco Bay Area,
deeply resents the efforts of the ieaeral government
to use a black New York Times reporter as an unwill
ing informer against the black community. The sub
poena issued in an attempt to force Earl Caldwell to
testify and provide documents and information to a
grana jury investigating the Black Panthers is notning
but rank intimidation and is a violation of Mr. Cald
well’s Constitutional rights. Black Journalists is prepared to provide legal and other assistance to Mr.
Caldwell. We strongly urge that the New York Times
take strong and immediate action in defense of Mr.
Caldwell’s rights. This situation affects not only him
but all reporters and the entire newspaper industry.
Rush Greenlee, chairman
Robert Allen, vice-chairman
*

木

*

Rush Greenlee, chairman, Black Journalists
Thank you for message, lim es takes matter with
utmost seriousness. We have engaged attorneys for
Caldwell and Harding Bancroft, our executive vice
president, has flown to San Francisco to represent
Times. Publisher Arthur Ochs Sulzberger issued
strong statement last night on potential dangers to
free press of use of subpoenas. We plan to stay
involved in this case.
A.M. Rosenthal, managing editor
The New York Times

for legitimate grievances and neither was there any
force to serve as watchdog over the actions of the
police, governmental agencies and others charged
with providing certain services to the black communi
ty. Even with the restrictions placed on them, black
reporters assumed tms role and achieved some suc
cess.
Much of the dissent in the country now comes from
blacks. And it appears that the government has decid
ed that rather than attempt to deal with these prob
lems it would rather move to quiet these voices. It has
apparently chosen the press and the black reporter as
one of its prime targets.
The olack reporter cannot shun involvement. He is
involved. He has made a commitment to the black
community, and he is being called on to stand behind
that commitment. He must either confess that he has
given the black community a hollow promise, or he
must resist, resist, resist.
While the olack reporter has a very special stake in
this fight, the government action is an infringement
on the rights of the press in general. We strongly urge
all journalists to join with us in meeting this attack.
There are no set courses, but there are many spe
cific things that can be done. We offer these sugges
tions:
1 . Petition professional organizations such as Sigma
Delta Chi and the Newspaper Guild asking that they
speak out in the Caldwell case, and other similar cases
that have developed around the country.
2. Petition employers (as is being done at News
week and the Wall Street Journal) asking for state
ments of support. Furthermore, ask that employers
( 1 ) guarantee that a reporter’s notebooks are his
personal property and that (2) they will legally and
financially back any reporter who is subpoenaed.
3. AVrite letters 〇f protest £〇 U.S. Attorney Gen
eral John Mitchell and to congressmen.

Who is
Next?

January-February, 1970

A QUESTION
The State of California, along with 13 other states,
has a law protecting newsmen from the threat of
imprisonment or fines for refusing to disclose confi
dential news sources.
However, federal authorities have ignored the state
law and subpoenaed New York Times reporter Earl
Caldwell to testify before a grand jury investigating
the Black Panther Party. Government lawyers say
federal laws take precedence over state statutes.
Despite the fact of the right or tne press to operate
freely—without harassment and intimidation from the
government—most news media and journalistic organ
izations have been conspicuously quiet in their sup
port of Caldwell.
Black Journalists is particularly concerned about
the lack of support from Newspaper Editors and
Publishers, the American Newspaper Guild, ^lgma
Delta Cm and other newspaper organizations and
publications.
In a similar case four years ago, a University of
Oregon coed was convicted of contempt of court
charges because she refused to reveal the identity of
seven persons she interviewed while gathering infor
mation about marijuana on campus.
The coed， Annette Buchanan Conard, who was
managing editor of the campus newspaper, was con
victed of contempt of court and sentenced to a jail
term or a $300 fine. (Oregon does not have a law
protecting newsmen from revealing their source of
information.) Her case is now being appealed to the
U.b. Supreme Court.
Immediately
the coed was convicted many
news media went to her aid with editorials and
financial suppoft. Editor and Publisher, a newspaper
trade publication, conducted a fund-raising campaign.
William F. Knowland, editor and publisher of the
Oakland Tribune, went to Oregon to testify in behalf
〇£ Mrs. Conard at her trial and later sent S300 to pay
her fine or use the money for an appeal.
Support also came from the American Society of
Newspaper Editors, Sigma Delta Chi, and the Masonic
Press Club of Northern California, which donated S50
to the defense, and editorials in most of the major
newspapers.
As a result oi the media laiiure to respond in this
case， Black Journalists proposes this question: Is the
case of Earl Caldwell, because his information con
cerns the Black Panthers, any different from the
University of Oregon coed who drew worldwide
support?

An attempt to intimidate black journalists
who have been aiding Earl Caldwell has been
made by the Justice Department. Last week a
Justice Department official not only questioned tfteir involvement but .told Mr. (Cald
well’s attorney “don’t be surprised if they
[other black journalists ] get a subooena
sometime too.”

Annomuement
Because o f limited resources and the need fo r or
ganizational activity in defense o f Earl Caldwell, this
issue o f Ball & Chain Review is a combined Januaryreoruary issue. We hope that all o f our readers and
subscribers will bear with us in this situation. All
subscriptions will be extendea by one month to make
up for this combined issue.
Thank you,
Editorial Board

An emergency conference to discuss problems con
fronting black newsmen has been called for the
spring. The meeting is tentatively scheduled to take
place in the Cmcago area.
Joining in issuing the call were Black Journalists,
Black Perspective chapters in New York, Philadelphia
and Washington, United Black Journalists in Chicago,
and a group of black newsmen in Los Angeles.
The call for the conference was triggered by a
recent incident in which Earl Caldwell of the New
York Times was subpoenaed to provide documents
and information to a federal grand jury investigating
the Black Panther Party.
High on the agenda of the conference will be a
discussion of the particular and peculiar problems
facing the black newsman in his relations with the
community, the media and the government. It is also
expected that an effort will be made to establish a
newsmen’s legal defense fund.
Sponsors of the conference said that more details
will be made available at a later date.

January-February， 1970
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N a tio n w id e Support fo r C ald w ell
Following is a selection o f statements o f support
that have been received concerning the Earl Caldwell
case.
木

*

*

Rush Greenlee
United Black Journalists of Chicago strongly pro
test subpoena ordering Earl Caldwell to appear with
notes and tape recordings before federal grand jury
investigating Black Panther Party. We view this as
another step in a systematic effort to stifle a free
press and tamper with basic American freedoms. We
take special note that the individual reporter sub
poenaed is black and place this in context of the
apparent drive agains the Panthers. Please convey our
views to attorney Amsterdam.
United Black Journalists
Francis Ward, convenor
L,F. Palmer Jr., secretary
Rush Greenlee, chairman, Black Journalists
I support Earl Caldwell in his campaign to save
freedom of the press. We in the newspaper business
have a sacred obligation to preserve the integrity of
our news-gathering sources.

The unfortunate situation is that the United States
is in the midst of a form of warfare among its people.
American reporters enjoy a unique advantage guaran
teed here of being able to cross the battle lines and
thereby better inform the American public. That the
reporter’s role in this area is significant may be
evidenced by the fact that on several occasions I and
other reporters have discovered persons at news con
ferences, etc., who, in the guise of journalists, are in
fact police or political agents attempting to gain
information.
As a reporter, I will refuse to be used as either a
saboteur or a spv. This nation’s press is a group 〇£
professionals perhaps unmatched in the world for
their ability and desire to present balanced coverage
of the nation5s social issues. Professional ethics must
prevent them from being used as tools of either the
government or any other party-tradition, profes
sional standards and public awareness has insured this
in the past and hopefully will do so in the future. The
subpoena 〇£ notes and materials from aンreporter is
not only an assault on his profession, but a serious
threat to the right of free speech itself.

black community.
We do not intend to be used as spies, informers or
undercover agents by anybody—period! We will pro
tect our confidential sources, using every means at
our disposal.
Black Perspective, the organization of blacK jour
nalists, has, with the assistance of the NAACP Legal
Defense and Educational Fund, Inc., provided Earl
Caldwell with ms own attorney who will seek to
protect his rights and interests， quite apart from what
the New York Times or any other newsgathering firm
may choose to do.

Timothy Lee Findley
San Francisco Chronicle

Gene Hilyard, publisher
Pasadena Outlook
Black Journalists
As a journalist and more especially a black journal
ist I regard Earl CaldwelPs fate and my own as one.
Had I thought that the reporter’s mission would come
to include fawning at the feet of federal boards 〇t
inquisition I would now more cheerfully be a plumb
er. While my reporting activities on the Panther
movement have thus far been less public than his, and
while my own work will go into a book instead of a
newspaper, I am n o t under the illusion that the brick
thrown at him last week could not tomorrow be
hurled at me. Trust he will call upon me for whatever
support I can offer, to resist before whatever tribunal
required this latest assault upon press freedom.
Gilbert Moore

Text o f a full-page advertisement placed in the
Amsterdam News and the New York Courier:
[Photo of Earl Caldwell. Caption—This brother faces

I am a reporter for this newspaper, and have been
off and on for more than six years, having first been
hired in 1959.
I cannot recall during that time ever having been
harassed or intimidated by a government agency or
private party who wished to inspect my notes or
question me as to sources of my stories.
However, merely because this has never happened
does not relieve me of the fear that such harassment
and intimidation could occur in the future—
particularly under an Administration which sees fit to
engage in a nationwide， systematic campaign oi in
timidation (and worse) against such controversial
groups as the Black Panthers.
I certainly do agree that a free press may be the
only safeguard 〇£ our traditional liberties, now under
such attack by the politicians sworn to defend them.
Earl Caldwell of the New York Times should not be
required to surrender his notes or reveal his sources.
Charles Maitland Zane
San Francisco Chronicle

As a reporter specializing in coverage of political
dissidents， I have often been assigned to do “inside”
stories on various aspects of the political left, includ
ing the Black Panther Party.
Such political organizations ana individuals within
them are justifiably distrustful of reporters who may
serve to turn public opinion against them and perhaps
even bring serious legal and physical attacks on their
members.
Over a period of time, a reporter wins the confi
dence of such people by proving that he can not only
report honestly and iairly, but can be trusted with
confidential information which may serve to give him
better knowledge of the group and thereby improve
his general expertise to better inform the public.

Message to the Black Community •• •
From Black Journalists
• We will not be used as spies, informants or undercover agents by anybody.
• We will protect our confidential sources, using
every means at our disposal.
• We strongly object to attempts by law enforcement
agencies to exploit our blackness.
On Feb. 2, Earl Caldwell,a black reporter for the
New York Times, was subpoenaed and ordered to
bring his notes and tape recordings accumulated over
a 13-month perioa and appear before a federal grand
jury in California—the jury is investigating the Black
Panther Party.
We, the undersigned, think that subpoena raised
grave issues affecting all of us and we would like to
make our position clear in the black community:
1 . Earl Caldwell was subpoenaed as an individual—
the New York Times was not subpoenaed. Let
us be clear about that, no matter what you may
read elsewhere.
2. It is Earl Caldwell who faces penalties that in
clude jail if he refuses to comply with the sub
poena.
3. We feel he was subpoenaed because it was felt
that, as a black man, he had special access to
information in the black community. Thus the
role of every black news man and woman has
been put into question—^4re we government
agents? Will we reveal confidential sources i f
subpoenaed? Can our employers turn over our
files, notes or tapes i f we object?
Because several major newsgathering organizations
did, in fact, turn over their files to investigating
agencies before Earl Caldwell was subpoenaed, it is of
the utmost importance that our position as black men
and women in the news business be reaffirmed to the

Black Perspective came into being more than two
years ago to deal with the concerns of black newsmen
and women, but the case of Earl Caldwell proves—if
proof were needed—that a Black Perspective should
exist. A week after Earl Caldwell ha!d been served
with a subpoena, the American Newspaper Guild, to
which Timesman Caldwell monthly pays his dues, had
uttered no word in his behalf nor had it offered to
provide him with counsel. Sigma Delta Chi, the jour
nalism society, had neither spoken out for reporter
Caldwell nor offered him aid. Though the rights and
future of all journalists were at stake, uthe brother^
was on his own.
The black journalist is different—he is black. Many
will, in all probability, cover the black community for
the rest of their careers,
• The' urban story is the ubigJ, story: The urban
story is, to a great extent, the black story.
• The black reporter will most certainly be assigned
to cover black communities when they become
physically dangerous for white reporters.
• He will assign himself to cover the black com
munity out of a sense of responsibility to bring
about a greater understanding and clarity of the
dynamics and nuances of the black revolution. This
is frequently the black reporter’s reaction to the
lack of real understanding in too many of the
media’s stories about black people.
Any appearance 〇£ a police-newsman “deal” would
adversely affect the reporter^ credibility in the total
community. Any appearance of such a udeaP, be
tween police and black journalists kills the credibility
and trust black reporters have built up over the years.
Some white reporters face similar situations. But,
from our perspective, black and white reporters are
not interchangeable. The black reporter, for one
^ing, goes home when he leaves the office to cover a
black story.
We are not the white world’s spies in the black
community—we are not undercover agents for local,
state or rederal law enforcement agencies.
We are black journalists attempting to interpret,
with as great an understanding and truth as is pos
sible, the nation^ social revolutions.
[Signatures obtained so far—February 8]
Charles Childs, Life Magazine
Roger Clendening, N.Y. Times
Al Curry, N.Y. Times
Ernest Dunbar, Look Magazine
C. Gerald Fraser, N.Y. Times
George Goodman, Look Magazine
Charles Hobson, ABC-TV
Thomas A. Johnson, N.Y. Times
Ronald Smothers, Community News Service
Not all signers are members o f Black Perspective
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demanding that he spill all he knows to a federal
grand jury looking for something to pin on the Black
Panthers. To fail to comply with the subpoena means
to go to jail for an indefinite period. To comply
means to destroy your usefulness as a reporter. Who
in the black community, for example, would confide
in a reporter who can’t guarantee that he isn’t also
automatically listening in for the government? Worse
still, to comply means to condemn youself to a
spiritual jail; to undermine your self-respect which is
precariously perched between the demands of black
ness and the demands of journalism.
Caldwell is no newcomer to the field. He’s a 10-year
veteran of newspaper reporting. Employed with the
New York Times for three years, he spent the past
year as West Coast correspondent for that paper. He
has done widespread and extensive reporting on black
community activities， including the Black Panthers.
Prior to joining the staff of the Times he worked for
the New York Herald-Tribune, the New York Post,
the Rochester (N.Y.) Democrat & Chronicle, and the
Lancaster (Pa.) Intelligencer-Journal. He is a native of
Clearfield, Pa., and is 32 years old.
But all this misses the mark. It5s like statistics: It
doesn’t tell you what you, the man, have experi
enced, or how the experiences affected you.
For the black reporter during the Sixties journalism
was far more than a job. It was a way of life, an
education, a breaking out into the world.
Even the way you got into journalism can contain
lessons in itself. Perhaps your mind drifts back and
you remember how your career started with a local
paper in Lancaster, Pa. You think of the day you
applied for the job, and you recall your naive surprise
when later you discover that the personnel manager
had offered the job you were seeking to your white
friend while you were inside being interviewed!
Journalism took you to every section of the
country. You saw (and were a part of) the other
America. You watched blacks rise up and rebel not
only in Newark and Detroit but in Harlem, BedfordStuyvesant, East New York, across in New Jersey, in
Rochester, N.Y., a n i in Cincinnati, Watts, Dayton,
Hartford, Chicago and many other towns
You witnessed the rise and tribulations of H. Rap
Brown. You watched the Congress of Racial Equality
turn aside its whites and you watched the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People
fight to hold onto the idea of integration. You saw
Dr. King die.
You watched the growth and then the throes of the
black nationalist movement; and more recently, the
student movement. And while you had this look at
black American you also had a black reporter’s view
of much of white America.
You look back and you remember the stories. You
remember some of the leads and many of the quotes.
But mostly you remember those things that did not
make that paper: those things—your feelings—that
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never became part of the story because they’re not.
“facts.”
You rememoer Newark and that week of savage
violence and you thought back to how the police and
the National Guardsmen had fired bullet after bullet
into Hayes Houses, a low-income project where
almost 5,000 black people lived.
You thought about Bruce Spellman, a slim 18-year
old black youth, as he stood in the apartment where
his family lived in Hayes Houses and told how his
mother was getting up from the couch and how the
police bullets tore her neck apart as her ten children
watched. You can5t help but feel bitter and angry
about tms because you know your own mother could
have been living in that project.
And there was the picture of 12th Street in Detroit,
still clear in your mind. The lean black kids on the
corners and the hostility in their eyes as they watched
the Guardsmen who stood in groups amid the still
smoldering rubble.
You know that the black reporter is different from
the white in a situation like this because the black
reporter cannot separate himself from what he is
covering. What is happening affects him directly ，
personally. He’s caught up in the same things as all
other Diack people.
If you have any illusions, the police take care of
that. When you’re out covering “riots” an4 the police
start moving on black faces, youVe got to drop
everything you?re doing and run just like everybody
else. It gets to the point where you stop wearing press
credentials because there’s no point to it. You know
pf black reporters whoVe been beaten by the police
despite press passes, so you decide it^ better to take
your chances with the brothers on the street.
You remember Memphis, just after Dr. King was
shot and the police came running into the courtyard
of the Lorraine Motel with rifles and shotguns. Your
gut reaction， without even thiniang， is “Oh， my God!
It’s the police who are shooting, and now they’re
coming after all of us!” You react as a black person
first, and then try to think through things as a
reporter.
But it goes deeper than this. A black reporter is
treated differently by sources because he is black.
Thinking back on the Poor People’s campaign， you
remember an incident during a demonstration at the
Department of Agriculture. It’s raining， and an
assistant secretary has come outside to tell the poor
people that they can5t come inside to eat at one of
the cafeterias. You’re up front with the other
reporters (white) who are interviewing tne assistant
secretary. You ask a question and immediately you
are rudely challenged by the man, who is reacting to
your black skin. He demands your credentials and you
produce them. Suddenly there is a change, and an
aide jumps in and starts explaining and apologizing.
But the insult can5t be explained away.
Later, the press is invited inside, and the assistant
secretary has the audacity to want to give you a
personal tour of the building, including the cafeteria
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where the poor people wanted to eat. He wants you
to have lunch with him there! He seems incapable of
understanding that he is simply compounding the
insult.
Because of his color, the black reporter is treated
differently by black sources, too. Sometimes it can be
amusing.
One incident that sticks in the *mincl happened
during the Poor Peopled campaign during a confron
tation between the poor ana the police at the Justice
Department.
There were perhaps 500 demonstrators who had
marched on the Justice Department yelling and
shouting. The longer they stayed, the more police
were brought in. The police were in the streets in long
lines and the demonstrators on the sidewalk, march
ing around the building. The longer the demonstra
tion continued the more tense the police seemed to
become.
Hosea Williams, the burly ofticial of the Southern
Christian Leadersmp Conference, Dr. King^ organiza
tion, was in charge and he paced up and down with a
bullhorn. Everyone waited for Hosea to reveal the
plan.
Suddenly Hosea grabs you and two other black
people and pulls you around the corner away from
the crowd. You thought he was going to let you in on
the plan.
“Now listen，” he said intently, uwe gotta do
something dramatic! Do any of you have any ideas?,J
It was unbelievable!
But your relationship with black sources can get to
be much more serious than this. In many instances,
structures are set up to protect the white reporter and
his sources. For example, a white reporter can go to
Washington and be called into any government
agency for an interview with officials. ItJs called a
‘‘background session，’ and the reporter is made privy
to all kinds of information because it5s all off the
record—it can’t be printed.
In the black community the situation is different.
There frequently arenJt these types of formal struc
tures. The black reporter is expected to know the,
language of the community, the code of the com
munity, and he is expected to respect this in his
work. For example, you can talk with a black source
and he may never say anything is “off the record，”
but you know from the way he talks, from nuances
and expressions, that certain things are confidential
and others can be used. This is a common occurence,
and a black reporter who doesn’t have this basic
understanding is soon cut off from any sources of
news in tlie community.
Hence, despite criticism from militants and others,
the "black reporter stands in a relationship of special
trust with the black community. And to the extent
that he has any self-respect as a black person it is
indeed unthinkable that he would violate that trust,
no matter what the provocation.
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COURT FIGHT NEARS
IN CALDW ELL CASE
The government has intensified its effort to force
Earl Caldwell,a black New York Times correspon
dent, to appear before a grand jury investigating the
Black Panther Party.
In its stepped-up effort the government last week
sbyvcd a. second subpoena on Caldwell. This latest
subpoena differs from one served on Caldwell last
month in that it only requires his appearance before
the grand jury. The earlier subpoena demanded that
he not only appear but that he bring along notes and
tapes of interviews conducted with various members
of the Black Panther Party.
As a result 〇£ this second subpoena Caldwell’s
attorney, Anthony Amsterdam, went into U.S, Dis
trict Court in San Francisco and filed motions asking
that both subpoenas be quashed. A hearing has been
set for April 3 at 10 a.m.
Thus, the stage was set for what could become a
historic court proceeding.
Caldwell,a member of Black Journalists, is pro
hibited by legal restrictions from discussing the case.
However, he had previously made it clear that he has
iio intentions of giving up his notebooks or confiden
tial tape recordings and has said that he would not
appear before the grand jury to discuss conversations
he has had with the Panthers.

John Mitchell if there is any further harassment of
Caldwell.
Greenlee also said that Black Journalists were
considering joining the actions filed by Caldwell as
friends of the court. It was also learned that Black
Perspective, a New York City group of black journal
ists, was also considering a friend of the court action.
As the issue was taken ihto court, there was also
mounting support for Caldwell,a correspondent who
has been based in San Francisco for the past year.
Perhaps the strongest stand was taken by the San
Francisco-Oakland chapter of the American News
paper Guild. In a letter to President Nixon, the unit
said that it umost vehemently objects to the efforts
of the federal government to use a New York Times
reporter as an unwilling informer.’’ It said that the
demand made on Caldwell ^amounts to serious
government interference with basic freedoms guaran
teed in our constitution/J
In New York, the Newspaper Guild of New York in
a special meeting passed a resolution which, in part,
^strongly oppose[d] court or grand jury questioning
of reporters about their news sources or other
information obtained in the process of their gathering
the news.”
ふ
Charles A. Perlik Jr” the Guild’s international

president, spoke out on February
with a public
statement that reaffirmed the unions 1 9 5 4 ,1959 and
1969 declarations that newsmen must not be forced
to reveal sources or information or the information
itself to anyone, including judicial bodies.
The San Jose chapter of the Guild also passed a
resolution condemning the government^ action. It
declared:
. . condemns in the strongest terms its outrage
can command the use of such illegitimate . . . powers
to supplement and in many cases supplant police
investigation, thereby discrediting the men and
women of the working press, who seek only to
perform their duties and earn their living in a manner
more honoraole than those who wish to use them as
tools of repression/’
In a related development, peace, civil rights and
anti-poverty organizations throughout the cOuntry
were asked to refuse to cooperate with news media
who give confidential information to government
agencies.
The request was made by the executive committee
of the Southern Conference Educational Fund
(SCEF), a southwide interracial group working to end
racial injustice, poverty, war and the draft.

“The way I see it，” Caldwell said just after lie was

served with the first subpoena, uThe question is
whether we are going to be allowed to function as
reporters or whether we are going to be undercover
agents for anyone who wants to use us.”

Although there was some evidence that the New
York Times was not anxious to have the issue tested
in court, the newspaper did join Caldwell in his
motion to quash the subpoenas.
The basis of the argument presented by Amster
dam, a professor of law at Stanford University, is that
Caldwell’s very appearance before the grand jury

，

under the broad terms of the subpoenas, would
violate his first amendment rights.
But it also notes that the subpoenas were uvery
probably59 based on information that the government
obtained through unconstitutional electronic surveil
lance. A source close to Caldwell said that there is
evidence that the government had the Panthers5
offices bugged at the time Caldwell was there
conducting interviews.
“ So what happened，” the source explained ，“is that
the government eavesdropped on the conversations
and what they now want is Caldwell to put the
information on the record.”
The latest subpoena served on Caldwell had sched
uled his appearance before the grand jury on March
25. CaldwelPs attorney had asked that the date be set
back until the court had time to rule on the motions
to quash the subpoenas. The government refused.
However, U.S. District Court Judge Alfonso Zirpoli
accepted the argument from the lawyers representing
Caldwell and delayed his scheduled grand jury appear
ance until after the April 3rd hearing.
As CaldwelPs legal fight was shaping up, the
executive committee of Black Journalists met in a
special session to discuss entering the case with'
related legal actions.
Rush Greenlee, chairman of Black Journalists, said
that the organization was considering an injunction
against the Justice Department and Attorney General

P R E S S IG NO RES
OAKLAND THIAL
By WALT THOMPSON
uIt seems as if someone in higher echelons of the
Tribune suddenly decided the trial was getting too
much publicity and called a halt to coverage. We are
at a loss to understand it. For in our experience
Tribune staffers are excellent newsmen who really
pursue a story, unless ordered not to, or unless it
ceases to be news.”
The speaker was Paul Cobb, Oakland Black Caucus
leader, former editor of the now-defunct tabloid The
Flatlands, and a defendant in the Oakland Municipal
Court trial of what is now called “The Oakland Five.”
The trial, ignored by the monopoly Oakland Tribune,
is draining the treasury of the Oakland Black Caucus
and choking off the community’s young， energetic
leadership. It is now entering its eighth week.
Paul Cobb5s complaint about the Tribune shining
down their plight is, in its naivete, particularly
mind-boggling in this decade of the communications
struggle.
Black Caucus ingenuousness about press matters
astounds even more because even millionaire tamalemaker Oakland mayor John Reading—arch Black
Caucus political foe—has concedea in the Inbune and
on television station KQED that Caucus leaders are
“ political pros” and “ con men，” terms wmch in
Mayor Reading^ mind appear to be synonymous.
uThe Oakland Five55—originally six—are being tried
on a variety of charges stemming from a fracas last
May 20 at the Oakland Board of Education,
Four of the five are black, all males. The sixth,
Bernard Nunley, is a juvenile. Charges against Nunley

have been dropped. The others are Black Caucus
members Paul Cobbf Elijah Turner, Percy Moore and
Alphonse Galloway. Elijah Turner is national CORE
treasurer. Galloway sparked the 1968 boycott of
Housewives5 Market, protesting hiring bias at the huge
central city shopping complex. Defendant Percy
Moore, uMr. Community Action,^ is executive direc
tor of the Oakland Economic Development Council,
the city anti-poverty agency. He still insists that
former OEO director Sargent Shriver be taken seri
ously when Shriver said the poor should be involved
in issues affecting their lives. The lone white defen
dant is David Creque, president of the Oakland
Federation of Teachers.
OEDCI under Moore, a former social welfare aide
to ex-California governor Edmund G. *fcPat Brown,
has sought to use OEO community action and Labor
Department programs to get real economic power for
the city’s poor. The OEDCI braintrust， whose policies
have sent controversial ripples back to Washington,
centers about Bob Posner, perhaps the nation's
leading activist urban planner.
Since about half the Oakland population is non
white and underprivileged, OEDCI plans would re
quire some fcimoving over^ by those who bow and
curtsey at the Tribune tower.
So, the Trib has been hot on the Percy MooreOEDCI case since last 1968. To compound this
enmity, Moore, OEDCI and the Black Caucus, workin? hand-in-glove, have foiled all Trib ettorts to
alienate black people and progressive chicanos and pit
black aeainst black.
Defense lawyers are Don McCulluru, who Time
(Continued oti
two)
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EDITORIAL
Optimists already are declaring that the Seventies
will be a decade of unprecedented progress and
prosperity for America. President Nixon stated flatly
that 4<the Seventies will be a time of new beginnings.
the black community can hardly be expected, how
ever, to share this mindless enthusiasm. Blacks are
well aware that for them the Seventies will more
likely represent a continuation of the same sorry
pattern of deprivation and oppression which has been
our lot for too long.
Item: Some are pleased that the Nixon Administra
tion is moving to 4<cool of£u the economy and curb
inflation. Inflation means, among other things, higher
prices for goods and services, and most consumers—
especially black people—would hail efforts to hold
prices down. But this is not what is happening.
Rather than fixing price ceilings, the Administration
is trying to slow business activity. This means
cutbacks, layoffsan〇[higher unemployment rates. The
idea is that in the long run a business slowdown will
cause prices to level off.
But in the immediate future this policy only spells
disaster for the black community. Black workers are
being laid off by the thousands around the country
and no new work is available. Ironically, even those
blacks who graduated from much-lauded job training
and retraining programs now find themselves being
laid oft because of seniority rules. This is institutional
racism at its most blatant.
While all of this is happening, prices continue to
rise. Economists speculate that the price rise will
continue at least well into the first half of the
Seventies, and probably longer. Thus, the black
community is caught in a deadly double bind:
Climbing unemployment on the one hand, and
spiraling prices on the other. This vicious trend means
economic catastrophe for blacks and other racially
oppressed minorities, as well as poor people generally.
Item: All indicators suggest that violent repression
of all forms of black militancy will be a hallmark of
the Seventies. Systematic attempts at decapitating the
black movement arc now standard operating proce
dure of federal, state and local governments. One
need only look at what is being done to the Black
Panthers and other militants to grasp this fact.

This policy of selective repression was initiated m
the Fifties with the persecution of Robert Williams. It
was continued through the Sixties with the assassina
tion of Malcolm X and the destruction of SNCC and
other militant groups. Now it is the Panthers who are
feeling the brunt of the attack. There is no evidence
that repression is slackening. On the contrary, the
pace of repression is steadily accelerating, and the
kind of police-state tactics that have been used m
some black communities may soon become the norm
rather than the exception.
Item: There is a new-found concern in some
quarters with improving the quality of the environ
ment in America. Blacks can only smile wryly at this
new awakening. Pollution threatens to blight the
whole country, and whites—from radical reformers
and Silent Majority types to opportunistic politicians
—are now fearful that they may soon be forced to live
in the kind of poisonously polluted and decaying
environment which they allowed to engulf the ghetto
residents of the inner cities. In the past, as the cities
deteriorated, whites preferred to flee to the suburbs
while confining blacks to the ecological cesspools
known as slums. But now there are few places left to
run where on can escape the pollution and filth which
are natural by-products of mindless, unregulated
^progress.55 Consequently, whites are getting uptight.
Ecology has become the new glamor movement.
However, little change in environmental quality can
be anticipated, particularly in the cities, until there is
some understanding of the fact that a socio-economic
system built on obsolescence and waste can hardly be
expected to keep itself clean.
This list or items could be extended almost indefi
nitely, but the point should be evident. For blacks
the Seventies hold no special promise, no reason for
optimism. More of the same is the basic prescription
for the coming decade. Hence, optimism is out of the
question—but neither is a gloomy pessimism justified.
Tilings are bad now, but at various previous points in
our history life has been even more difficult for
blacks. Change is not impossible, but the realist is
aware that change does not come without struggle
and conflict. This was perhaps the chief lesson of the
Sixties for blacks. And this lesson has been welllearned. The days of passive resignation are over.
Come what may, blacks have decided that to fight for
what should be ours is better than being a passive
victim. This fact alone has deep-reaching revolution
ary implications whose ramifications will stretch far
into—and alter—the Seventies.

(Continued from page one)
magazine in 1968 predicted would be the first black
Oakland mayor, John George and an Oakland hederatipn ^T eachers co-counsel.
Tfie bulk of Trib OEDCI reporting is done by Bob
Distefaflb, son of once-pushed-around Southern Euro
pean immigrants. In a feature story about himself
(“ Italians Need More Soul,” Trib “ Focus,” Winter
1969), Distefano claimed up-by-the-bootstraps minor
ity status.
Reporting on a December 1968 OEDCI meeting,
Distefano wrote: “ ••• In discussing Bay Area Federal
Manpower Programs and his plan for Oakland con
trol, Moore said Dpartment of Labor approval would
6vest control of the Manpower Programs in black
organizations•’
“Before making this remark at last night’s council
meeting at Elmhurst Junior High School, Moore said
what he was saying was ‘off the record.’ ’’
I asked Distefano recently why, then, did he put
Moore’s statement on the record? Would he have
been so insistent had the speaker been Edgar Kaiser,
or the mayor?
Outraged, Distefano insisted he would: “ There is a
vast difference in going off the record m a personal
interview and in doing so before a big audience. I
don’t see how any public official can utter an
off-the-record statement before some three hundred
people. I talked to Percy later about this. He kidded
me about it, but conceded I was right.”
For what it’s worth, a black reporter would have
kept the statement, made before three hundred black
and chicano in-groupers, off the record.
Caucus leaders, who now complain the Trib is
ignoring them, fail to see that the Trib gave them
much attention from late 1968 up to the time they
were tied up in court because competing media across
the bay saw paper-selling or sensational story ele
ments: serious blacks moving on white established
institutions in <6hick,5 Oakland.
Trib coverage of the OEDCI was to exploit blackchicano antagonisms and pit black against black.
To understand the monopoly publisher you must
remember the greedy kid who hoarded all the
neighborftood marbles: agates，aces, steels，sookies，
shooters and stickers. You played well but he had
more marbles and could afford to game. Likewise
with monopoly publishers: a Distefano can either be
a shooter, an agate or an ace: It depends on his
integrity. But even if you play the game of your
career, Wild Bill can, at any point he chooses, pick up
his Garretsons, Eatons, Liebermans and Distefanos
and go home.
Defendant Galloway should remember that during
the 568 boycott the Trib used front-page, back-page
and mid-paper editorials; letters to the editor from its
idiot-stable to bolster inflammatory editorials; and
outraged testimonials to law-and-order signed by
downtown businessmen and industrialists solicited by
the Trib.
Trib artists^ lurid full-page drawing of the
extortionist’s black automatic held at the head of the
law-abiding community so disgusted some reporters
they left the paper.
Ironically, some of these reporters joined the San
Francisco Chronicle and Examiner.
Like all monopoly ownership, Trib ownership is
tied to, and inseparable from, other vested Oakland
political and economic interests. In Oakland, the Trib
was co-maker of the city5s institutions and fashioner
of the form, manner and method of public informa
tion emanating therefrom.
Defendant five faUed to grasp that the Trib feared
bay media competition more than it either feared or
respected the caucus. Complainants erroneously sub
mitted to that euphoria that equates frequency of
press conferences with progress一 a malaise reporters
have seen frequently over the past decade.
Complainants failed to realize that a free man can
battle a hostile press given even the admittedly
imperfect degree of Oakland minority unity. But
monopoly papers don’t feel a news obligation to
report on a once-free man now muffled by authority:
and a man tied up in court is no less a prisoner than a
man behind bars.
The Oakland Five were indicted in connection with
a May 20 Oakland School Board scuffle involving
school officials and security guards. Police maced
community people, many of them not involved in the
fracas. The furor against the board was heightened
after the board appoint Dr. James I. Mason super(Continued on pa^e fourx
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Black Klanism:
Imperative For The Seventies
bv RUFUS BYARS

Since the late 50’s， through the mid- often
heated- and completion of the 60’s, black youths- in
all their audacious expressions of frustration and
perplexities-demanded to be freed! Freed from
precisely what, or whom, they didn't understand. Yet
the pain from the chains—those morbid, nefariously
psychological, chains which rang in their ears louder
than loud; seeming to forever remind them of a
slavery they did not physically endure—chains that
haunted them with some psychological understanding
of the pain, shame and dehumanization their fathers
and forefathers animalistically endured to assure their
survival.
In blind rage 'caused by generations of animalistical
arives' pre-planted in the memory-banks of forth
coming blacks tor the continuation of race preserva
tion, young black—half crazed America—demanded to
be freed! As if generations of previous protesting
blacks were continuously whispering to them: This is
the season tor Black Perfection To A New Wav Of
Life!
Therefore, enraged black youths received under
standing of the circumstances behind their present
methods of animal-like environmental survival. With
this comprehension 〇f their pit, this savage jungle
they referred to as heaven when in reality it was the
base or hell itself, young black America moved on
the alleged Overlords, demanding that there be
change . . .
They screamed—m many different fashions—to
these nefarious power holders，“Don’t ask us why，
but, we must be freed! It’s time that we be released
because the game is over; Now we know why we have
been treated differently; Now understand why certain
doors are slammed in our faces; Now, with all this
ugly thing man calls vision, we acknowledge the
identity of these strange-unhuman like fragments,
who travel in and about our ghetto-slum-polluted
communities; Now that we see these cancerous muta
tions, who point their fingers as they pass, saying,
“ Look! Hey Look! Aren’t those things monkeys?，’’
or the bright shinny new cars that pass through the
community on weekends, where the child might be
heard saying to one of its parents, uHey Mom!
There^ a nigger.r ，: Now that we understand these
things receive forms of abnormal gayety, alien-likefun, observing human sufferings we~as a porportion
of humankind—say the beast must cease to view us as
if we were but animals caged for his private callousfilled amusement.
. . . ironically, yet not surprising, the alleged Overlords proclaimed this fresh black rage, rotten black
instability; While blacks acknowledged it as their first
real tast of modern=day-sanity. Nonetheless, the
Overlords, these facetiously-maladjustable-hypocrites,
informed an entire planet that black awareness was in
essence black madness! When in all reality black
people had done no more then any other enslaved
peoples, they reiterated that they had to be counted
hereafter as human beings . . .
_Bum Baby Burn!, came the cry in the night; from
young blacks in fear yet in search of hidden courage.
Let s tear it all to the ground. Level this whole damn
country until our manhood, our human factor has
been restored!, came the uncertain demand from the
protestors, as they stole through i the night and day
light hours substituting materialistic items in the
place of their wish for authentic freedom.
. . . yet the watchdog's, these figments of an over
worked imagination, provided their personal defini
tions of what black insurrection and protestation was
all about ：. They called it Militancy. Named blacks as
Revolutionaries. Said that w e -‘Us discontented,
forever-free-loading, do nothing race of people'-were
out to overthrow the Government；however, and in
all honesty too, blacks merely became another race
who spit on the “Great White American Lie「’一things
were not equal.
What had happen to young black America, white
America confusingly asked of their government?

Men filled with the knowledge of' American Hypoc，
risy and well versed in the strong points and weak
nesses of the adversary became overt translators.
They informed young black American that the coldtlagitious-message behind the laughs, closed doors and
the underminded whispers was not the result of
superior people, but humans infected with inferiority
complexes; That s what happened to ypung black
America!
After acknowledging the message, from messengers
like Malcolm and King, the American black youth ran
blindly into the American streets. Bottles, cans, and
just what ever could be torn up to throw were their
weapons. Although the method was a crude one,
young Blacks restored pride and dignity to a
people …
Armed with tooth-picks-against the tree-trunks of
the enemy-young blacks proved that, ^things
weren’t ever gonna， be like they use to be!”

. . . however, and unfortunately, blacks from all
a8es9 passed 21 naturally, sat back in comfort d e w 
ing black insurrection on nation wide t.v.5 talkin*
bout， “What does this prove? It’s not gonna， do
anything but make matters worsel/* who could ask
for greater support? But did this stop those hypercourageous-wildly blinded-brothers and sisters, the
same oncys who looted and applied senseless damage
to tneir own dwelling places because they were put
their on the front-line without a black leader in the
first place; not in the least, Many-a-times, and this is
indeed a sadness, the brothers and sisters were run
ning for cover before the brick, bottle or stick
escaped the grip of their unsteady fear-filled hands;
but in essence, they were the ones who possessed the
audacity to throw them.
Consequently, when middle class-mid mindedmiddle-men black spokesmen creeped to the front
line—to propel this alleged revolution in the right
direction—starting their superfluous elaborations on
this and that, and compromisations for this and that
‘trying to wear hard-grim-callous-filled-ready-to-deal
expressions? as if they could frighten the powerstructure with
threats about what ^Young Black
America was about to do•”
These sudden, one might call them instant, black
.spokesmen thought they had the liberation move
ment—profit—wise—all sewed up. However, while
whitey displayed concern for change on the one hand
he was finding the faults in black leadership with the
other hand . . .
As petty as it may seem, Whitey found that black
leaders, like leaders since the day one suffered the
precise infection, 一
inflated ego，
s.
. . . Whitey, with all his sly-nefariously-clever trickerations, turned a mild infection into a fungus and a
straight line of objectives into circles of dismay,
inter-party dissension . . .
The brothers begin defending their
against one
another. They begin to openly debate one another^
ideological conceptions, to what black rage was truly
all about!
• . • blaclc people, viewing the pick-up of previous
black methods of retaliation against oppression,
wouldVe thought Whitey had worked out some
master plan to infiltrate black militant organizations;
viewing the fashion in which militants permitted
whitey to turn their own thang around on them.

Blacks would refuse to accept something as small as
the newspapers and t.v. stations as whitey’s weapon
against a group of enraged blacks; you know, ready to
deal with the issues of racism, oppression and things
like that. But dig the newsmen . . . Running from the
east coast to the west coast asking the militant
brothers wh^t it ^ all about? The Brothers in New
York and Chicago—having it t^n times worse then
those brothers on the west qoast—layed it down like
it was; they were fed up with an animalistic format of
survival they wanted change, not debates or discus
sions on the correct and incorrect methods to bring
about a desired change, they wanted the damn
change.
• • • before you could look around the newsmen
were all over the place asking the brothers what they
wanted, how fast t-^ey wanted it, what they were
about to do u
where and what time they would
do i•卜’ “ they didn’t get this change. With the

accumuiation of this information the newsmen threw
these diverse conceptions on Nation and Interna.tiona.1. The brothers a.nd sisters at home, the unccrtain, silent bl^ck majority, contemplating on whether
it was wise to become revolutionaries or remain on
the sidelines, viewed these militant leaders and alleged
black spokesmen on t.v. and everyday throughout the
newspapers. It appeared as though they didn’t know
what they wanted, like they were just raising hell to
be raising it-w h a t}s that term the Overlords gave it
. . . reactionaries!
Ah, but the newsmen were doing their thang, doing
it to death, too; a.nd while they were at it, they were
destorying the hell outta, that thang that was sup
posed to be ours; the black liberation movement.
Black Militancy and street-styled revolutionary tac
tics, right after the re-birdi 〇f black mortivation and
cultural pride, was a mistake on our behalf. Nonethelss, from Whitey Js nefarious trickerations—5along with
an immense amount of black turncoatism,—black
thoughts have been thrown in the same stream;
consciously as well as subconsciously. From the
smoke and ashes of what now appears to be black
pacification, shall emerge another mental pregnancy.
This Pregnancy is psychologically drawing black
thoughts to the precise thought patterns throughtout
tlii$ nation. It bares a message that no longer allows
blacks to alienate themselves from one another. This
message is the missing link on that morbidly haunting
chd.in. In essence there exists only one avenue for
escape from bld.ck annilhilation in this rnonterious
country, BLACK KLANISM!
Hold It! Black Klanism isn’t where blacks throw
white sheets over their heads and start burning used
cars on whitens front lawns; Black Klanism reaches
far beyond this belated comprehension of a brother
hood; it shall go far deeper than the nefarious
hypocrisies uall of mankind falls victims to,,> for here
is where a true brotherhood shall be born into a
people who have forgotten they were the first race on
the face of this planet who existed in familyism . . .
Take the deep South, before and after the close of
overt slavery blacks were a famOy: When Sally down
the road a-ways had a baby~being that she was
indeed unwed—the word went for miles around,
(Continued on page four)
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B la ck K la n ism !
(Continued from page three)
‘‘Let，s take this child some food and set、 if there’s
anything that can be done to help her,” or， “Jimmy
te e w a s messing arourul instead
going on to schpol
like he^s suppose to. So I tanned his hind part good
for him and sent him home I / 1a neighbor would tell a
parent and the parent in turn would ride Jimmy Lee's
hind part.
. / . Familyism is authentic blackism, a part of our
inner-being that we have given up tor a life-style
which deals merely in competitivenes and let's hate
your color week.
We acknowledged in that time period that we had
to do tor ourselves because tio otic else was about to
give a damn. However, the move to the cities turned
all of this around, planted seeds ot alienation in the
hearts and minds of black people-for black people.
Black Klanism isn't as much a step forward as a step
backwards to reclaim that humanism that even
Mighty Whitey can never proclaim he's ever pos
sessed. Black Klanism isn't«a unique terminology for
superfluous racism: It's the unique opportunity to let
us - Black- u n safe-Americans- analyze
authentic
humanism. To let us re-find the need for one another
as brothers and sisters, as human beings . . .
Black Klanism would invite the need to understand
one another and endeavor to help one another in this
contemptuous society. It will allow a brother to look
at a sister with love and respect, thinking her the
essence of womanhood and the Godess of man s
crude actions and miscomprehensions. And to every
black woman ；he black men would be truly thus, for
she would no longer compete with him, but become
the other half of him that will finally permit him to
be whole.
• •• once we being this journey backwards， forward
motivations \^ill become second nature. Black Klan
ism will eliminate the need tor us to fearfully respect
Whitey, it wonTf allow us to waste precious energy
hating them eitfhSrさwe’ll be too busy enjoying the
true beauties thaj exist in one another. With this
understanding accepted in the minds of black Ameri
cans, taoism—to us—will beconie a myth; a thing,
condition an atmosphere for child s play.
The militant black spokesmen, in all their under
handed flagitiousness, mentioned black brotherhood
in a first rate fashion, but with secondary innerfeelings towards the concept. And while they were
allegedly informing the black masses of Whitey^
crude intentions they never once informed us that
white America has classified blacks as pestiferous
fragmentations contaminating this country with low
moral habits and internal corruption! In other words,
the going programing in American today is that
blacks are animals that cannot adjust to the intellec
tual ways of civilized man; that we are still the beast,
the savage，the one’s in this country that contribute
very little and demand too damn much, 4so claims
Mighty Whitey.，
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intendont of schools.
Mason had left Clark County,. Nevada, with a
conflict-of-interest cloud about his name. Black
caucus leaders insisted an "4arrogant, school board
had denied the community a voice in selecting the
superintendent.
•
Cpnipiainant-dcfendants were first charged with
violating Section 69 of the State Penal Code.
Defendant Creque: fchAt first we thought it was
some kind of sex crime.
P.C. Sec. No. 69 turns out to be as un-sexy as
infrequently used. Even the ultra-uptight Alameda
County District Attorney's office thought better of
pursuing the medieval quash-the-revolution charge:
^Opposing the executive authority of the State.
Defendants were re-chargcd, variously, with false
imprisonment, assault on a police officer, and resistine arrest.
The seven-week-old trial has been characterized by
the tight black unity seen in Black Caucus fights with
the mayor and city council, Oakland Museum Com
mission, library and port commissions and the Port of
Oakland. Only two hostile black witnesses have
appeared for the prosecution: Willie Thompson, a
black woman miffed at defense attorney McCullum
because she claims he once gave her bad free legal
advice, and Clcvcla.nd Greenville, a. black salesman for
McKesson Robbins Pharmaceutical Co. Williams has
played an in-and-out role in East Oakland poverty
politics and showed his true colors for the first time
during the trial.
Early witnesses5 testimony was covered in three
Trib articles. Then Wild Bill picked up his marbles
and took oft.
The press and media supplied the prosecution with
what it consideres its most damaging evidence.
KRON-TV, an arm of the Chronicle-Ortega trust,
supplied edited footage from its news broadcast of
the school board even on May 20.
Such evidence is highly questionable and its validity
dubious: at commercial TV studios the reporterfilmmaker team that covers the story is an entity
apart from the film editor- Generally, the further
removed from the actual incident the ultimate fash
ioner of the published product is, the greater the
opportunity for interpretative error, misunderstand
ing, and—most important—subjective bias.
Early prosecution witnesses were security officers,
some of whom were supposedly attacked by some
defendants. One in his testimony revealed that he had
made three trips to the district attorney’s office to
get his story straight, each time altering details.
The public atmosphere for this important trial was
created sometime before the May 20 school board
incident occurred, largely through running Trib cover
age of Black Caucus—OEDCI affairs.
Maturing at his work, reporter Distefano last spring
pursued OEDCI matters as fairly as he could. But his
copy was always at the mercy of Trib head writers.
Heads such as “Caucus Assails Mayor,” or “Poverty
Council Row,J, or ^Council Rejects Mayors Unity
Bid，” etc” were common last spring. In June the Trib
sympathetically treated the resignation from the
council of Ralph Williams, Moore opponent and
OEDCI dissident. The Williams story on page two in
the June 2 4 ,1 9 6 9 , Trib rode atop an anti-OEDCI
head “Agency Opposed to Reading Plans.” （The
mayor planned to capture all OEDCI manpower
programs.)
The Trib last summer went to great lengths to
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publicize the in-fighting between Moore and black
Superior Court judge Lionel Wilson, former OEDCI
Council chairman. It painted Mayor Reading as the
tireless peace-makisg great white father; Judge Wilson
as the reasonable, moderate black rxian and Moore as
the wild black radical. Whenever white OEDCI
dissident Joan Sparks, a former circus animal trainer,
wanted to talk, the Trib made room.
During) the fall last year, the Trib granted extra
ordinary coverage to charges—most later proved
baseless by federal investigators—against the Moore
administration by Ralph Williams of the West Oak
land Planning Committee, and Booker Emery of
Blacks United to Motivate Progress (sicj.
The OEDCI staff struck last September in support
of its embattled chief. But the sustained Trib cam
paign had hurt: Moore and the Black Caucus finally
complained early this year that the Tribune was
“ magnitymg the importance of black community
affairs.”
A Bob Distefano front page story last September
hinted at violence during a Lake Merritt Boathouse
OEDCI meeting. There was some pushing and shoving
but no arrests. Regional OEO field representatives
were followed by a wave of federal inspectors.
Edwin Meese, Governor Ronald Reagan’s legal aide,
used details of tms report—which he never read—to
recommend that funds for the East Oakland-Fruitvale
Planning Committee be vetoed. Meese is former
Alameda County tax assessor, Sacramento prevailed
upon OEO national director Donald Rumsfeld not to
override a subsequent Reagan veto. Following a
period of punitive month-by-month funding of
OEDCI the agency is now 6Conditionally funded55 by
the regional OEO office. The OEO office condition is
that non-black poor people get in on the action.
The Oakland controversy has created tensions
within Republican ranks between the rancid and
reasonable elements of the party.
The rancid is the Oakland and Sacramento contin
gent: Reading, Meese, Reagan; the reasonable, top
national OEO appointees.
Ball and Chain has learned that Oakland and
Sacramento are pressuring OEO regional office and
national officials to use existing OEO rules to ( 1 ) fire
Moore, (2) elect a new council, and (3) reduce
representation of the poor to thirteen.
Rumsfeld and regional administrator Roger Betts
are resisting on the grounds that all their recommen
dations to OEDCI to correct its procedures have been
met. The sticking point is that Edwin Meese vetoed
the porverty grant to East Oakland-Fruitvale on the
basis of a federal report he never read.
Last week the Trib received twenty-three letters
from Oakland citizens demanding that they cover the
Oakland Five trial.
Trib reporters reportedly circulated a petition to
management， supporting this citizens’ outcry.
Management last week issued a memorandum say
ing that it would assign a reporter to the trial:
“ ••• but not in response to reporter demands.”
The first result of this citizen-Trib reporter drive
showed up in the March 9 Trib; typical of the
grudging measure 〇£ coverage is a three-graf story
^Oakland Five Defense Begins55 in the March 17 Trib.
The moral of all this seems to be that if megalo
mania can ever be justified, it must be in the case of
monopoly publishers, who Are able through chicanery
to determine the physical shape ot institutions
affecting the public, and whose boundless gall deter
mines the frequency and form of public information
coming out of them.
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riot trial was then scheduled.
The FBI says Featherstone and Payne blew them
selves up. Many in the black community believe these
two men were murdered.
I do not know which is the case. I do know that the
press has refused to look at this incident, also, as
other than a police matter.
Whether Featherstone and Payne had become
bombers or whether the authorities, or others, felt
they had to blow up these two men, it is obvious that
our society is entering an even more serious phase of
a irightening national crisis.
This is what must be looked at. And where is Rap
Brown? He has been missing since that early morning
explosion killed two of his closest mends.
The press is silent about it all. Yet if Brown should
be found dead and violent upnsings follow, the press
will be there shaking its head as if such upheavals are
beyond understanding.
Meanwhile, the press moguls are very busy discuss
ing the criticism of the media by Spiro Agnew, calling
his statements an attack on the inviolable tradition of
freedom of the press.
^The truth of the matter is that they are schoolboys,
pouting after a beating by the teacher.
Agnew simply whipped them for turning in a
sloppy performance in the work assigned them:
namely, justiiymg the existing structure of American
society and backing up the values of those who wield
power.
The liberal press was more panicked by Spiro T.
(Teacher) Agnew5s hostility than the admitted conser
vative and reactionary factions.
(Continued on page two)
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P ress P a ra d e s
P ro p a g a n d a

by Rush Greenlee
It was the spring of 1969 and I was a reporter for
the San Francisco Examiner. My assignment: do a
series of articles on the police and the local black
community.
At one point I told the editor: apparently a tiny
but increasing number 〇£ black persons who choose
to remain hidden in the crowd have vowed to retali
ate if further police harassment occurs in their com
munities.
The editor shrugged. But when he read my account
of a clandestine meeting in Hunters Point, a hilltop
ghetto, with a wouldbe scourge of the police, the
editor demanded the ‘‘scoundrel’s’’ name.
I said that I didn’t have his name, hadn’t even seen
his face. Bad, bad journalism, I was told. Besides I
seemed much too sympathetic with this Ccrazy man.5
Why had I placed this man’s grievances in the
context that he felt driven to shoot policemen, that
this was an example of the appalling tension "building
up within the black community and that white
society must face up to the Baconian equation: its
continued violence against the black community
could only beget violence in return?
Furthermore, why give this ‘nut’ a forum? said the
editor, retreating into that vast aridity called Res
ponsible Journalism.
After struggles that stretched into two months, (i
quit after that^ I managed only to get enough of this
‘nut’s’ statement left in so that Examiner readers
would receive their proper dosage of titillation
,n black*
Oh, but alas and alack, on Sunday A p ril19,1970
we learn on the, front page of the Sunday Examiner
that there is a secret black guerrilla underground at
Hunters Point
No names, mind you. However, we are told that it
is a small group. And the author admits that “its
precise revolutionary goals are unknown.55
Threats, arson cases, arms, plans for revolutionary
action are mentioned, but not once, not once mind
you, is the merest shred of supporting evidence given
US.
This secret revolutionary group is known as the
BGB (black guerrilla band) by those dear fellows in
‘‘police intelligence circles，” says the author. It:’s the
only mfention of the police in his short story.
We must accept the existence of the BGB on the
strength of that thickly opaque phrase, uThe Ex
aminer learned/5
Let us for a moment accept that such a group does
exist. We turn to the inside page where the author
continues his tale to learn why things have come to
such a pass—but in vain.
There is no analysis. After all this is not a failed
space spectacular, that latest and most expensive
form of American entertainment, nor is it Ecology,
the fad found in the litter of the Woodstock rock
festivals.
、
Now what is the purpose o f such vicious, unsup
ported writing about the threat from within the black

community?
The purpose could be to help set up the right
climate so the police can silence dissent at Hunters
Point, all in the name of securing the body politic
against a terrorist group.
Okay, you say, what else can be expected from a
Hearst publication?
Let us open an issue of that embodiment of
liberalism, The New York Times, Friday, iMarch 13;
turn to the editorial on the bombings in New York
City entitled “Not Idealists: Criminals.”
The Times, too, does not wish to see what is going
on. Its editors are more interested in making sure that
no taint of sympathy with the bombers can be
attributed to that illustrious，quasi-government publication.
The New York Times powers-that-be will not face
this guerrilla activity as political, but like the Examin
er bosses, draw the line, close their eyes and write it
off as merely criminal—a police matter.
This attitude has also been manifested in the aftermath of the Mafch 9 dynamite deaths of two friends
of H. Rap Brown. Ralph Featherstone and William
(Che) Payne were killed by an explosion in their car
near the Maryland town where . Brown’s inciting to

C a ld w ell C ase
A V IC T O R Y ?

by Robert L. Allen
Many are interpreting the court decision in the Earl
Caldwell case as an unqualified victory for freedom of
the press. However, a closer look at the court ruling
reveals several unanswered questions whose final re
solution could well severely limit the value of the
decision.
There is no doubt that potentially Judge Alfonso
Zirpoii?s ruling represents a major step forward in
invoking constitutional limitations on the power of
the government to use reporters as reluctant infor
mers and unwilling agents. Caldwell,a New York
Times reporter, was twice subpoenaed to appear and
testify before a federal grand jury investigating ;the
fil^ck Panther Party for reasons still, unspecified.
Caldwell refused to appear on the grounds that this
move violated his first amendment rights as a news
man and, furthermore, threatened to convert him
into an unwilling informer against the black commun
ity. Instead, he went to court in an effort to have the
subpoena quashed.
CaldwelPs situation was only the latest in a rash of
subpoenas issued against newsmedia around the coun
try. Most sought were testimony and documents
concerning the Panthers and the Weatherman raction
of SDS. By and large, the media put up only token
resistance before yielding to the subpoenas. It was
only after Caldwell made his stand, and other rank
and file reporters began circulating angry petitions,

-

that media executives decided to adopt a stance of
resistance.
In his ruling Judge Zirpoli stated that Caldwell must
appear before the grand jury, but that he was also
entitled to an order protecting him from having to
disclose any confidential information unless there is a
“compelling and overriding national interest that
cannot be served by alternative means.”
Obviously this is a landmark decision in that it is
the first time a federal court has recognized the first
amendment rights of a reporter in keeping his sources
of information confidential. Already it has served as
precedent in similar cases in New York and Chicago.
But it is here that the first unanswered question
arises. Offhand, this seems to be a strong ruling, but it
must be asked: What exactly is meant by a “com
pelling and overriding national interest’
’
？ Does tms
phrase have an accepted detinition? The answer from
Anthony Amsterdam, CaldwelPs attorney, is no. The
phrase is undefined and therefore subject to any
number of interpretations.
For example, the government might contend that it
is investigating the possibility of invoking the Smith
Act against the Panthers, and that this constitutes a
compelling and overriding reason why Caldwell must
be forced ,to testify. After all it was FBI Director J.
Edgar Hoover who identified the Panthers as the most
serious ^internal threat51 the U.S. has faced in years,
and this judgement was just confirmed by the House
<
(Continued on page three)
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T he B la c k P im p
by Rufus E, Byars
There a tremendous flux of controversy within
the black community in trying to describe the ident
ity of the black pimp. It appears as though his
identity, that of the pimp, the hustler, this harddealing, fast-talking, ready to corrupt the morality of
youthful black women-Mack Man, is the hardest
symbol in the black community to truly identify.
The young girls, high school age, view him as wiiite
girls view Cary Grant， Paul Newman. He’s that image
in black possessing the material wants and desires that
axe only attainable in the alleged white world; a black
brother who’s found a weakness in the so-called
powerful structure of the white race; that fast-think
ing, quick-dealing, better than superior brother who
plays over whitey as though he were beyond irrele
vant.
To older women in the black community this pimp
is admired surreptitiously. Although they may well
admire his falsified manner and character display,
they repudiate his position and label him as the
essence of black filth.
Outsid令 the oiack community， this area where the
Haves endeavor to believe they exist “existingly” this
pimp is every black cat that wears bright colors or
tries to keep ms person as neat as possible in the
presence of others.
He’s that person who endeavors not to say ain’t by
saying shall not; that brother who finds a sunset on a
quiet beach beyond enchanting, above marvelous, and
continuously surmounting serenity.
Then there are those intellectuals interwoven in
endeavors to produce blackness in mind to fit their
abstract pigmentation of physical blackness. They
have other ideas as to what the black pirtip truly
happens to represent. They find him repulsive, a
symbol to be abhored, that mass of confused flesh
that has submerged his entire being into the pits of
corruption and lustful shame.
But, just as the white race talks of Robert E. Lee
before they mention Lincoln, the black community
throws praise to the pimp, and then elaborates on the
good deeds endeavored by persons like Malcolm and
King, and Turner.
In essence the pimp is a mirror ot befogged images.
He’s a reflection of fragments which are thought to
exist in a better world than that world too often
inhabited by black people; he exists as a total reflec
tion unto himseli insofar as he is truly that alien and
Dsvchologically alone.
Sure, the brothers who find other avenues of
escaping the spiritual death which continuously
hovers：over the black world say that the pimp is the
greatest of all cowards, that lowest form of puremessed around dirt.
But, and one viewing the black pimp in certitude
would wonder, could this be all there is to the black
pimp? Is he merely a processed head, and sharp in his
manner of appearance? No. There’s so very much
more to describe the black pimp that never seems to
reach the ears or tne community.
From front the pimp must push the idea of pimping
to the back of ms thought processes to allow himself
the semi-freedom to view black women and young
girls as items instead of human kind. He must forget
he has •a sister, or that there were young giris in his
youthful years that he truly l o v e a n d tremendously
admired. He, more than the dope peddlers, acknow
ledges that he not only prostitutes the black woman
to Whitey, but he sells them the whispered truths of
the marvels which exist within the black race; he
knows, in that dark corner of his bemused mind, that
he not only sells the age old story oi black women
being the most desirable women on the face of this
man^ naked-primitive-bastardized-maladjusted world,
but that he sells an idea.
And yet there is a saddened tone tb this, the black
pimp, this alleged up-mover dealing With the weak
nesses of Mighty Wmtey, has failed to acknowledge
that there is truth beyond recognition in the sole idea
of the marvels of the Dlack woman. Whitey, this

alleged irrelevancy, heard the words flowing through
the airs of human communication. Someone said it
was indeed she who stood predominate among wo
men, this beauty coated in black pigmentations; and
he moved on the issue to find that she was absolutely
thus. But the pimp, this hyper-hypocritical mentalmalfunctionary—doesn’t know the beauties of the
black woman today ，he’s still submerged in the selling
of misunderstood ideas.
The pimp, appearing to have the game all sewed up,
dealing on a level where it is generally acknowleaged
as difficult to survive, is merely reflections in frag
mentation; images injected with mechanical motiva
tions; the host for the unique identity entitled man,
yet afraid to claim, at any level or degree, true
manliness.
The black pimp possesses an insight into the wants
and needs of another man5s desires—meaning predom
inantly Mighty Whitey—but lacks the knowledge of
why this man possesses this desire. He is that element
in the black community that continuously reflects
the lust found in the white race, yet doesn^ acknow
ledge Whitey5s authentic weakness because of the veil
of materialistic gains offered mm.
Although the pimp puts on the air of impenitence,
to all who come in contact with him, in essence he
hasn^ acknowledged his impenitency because he still
stands bemused m the role of the black community.
Community leaders^ that body of blacks who delib
erately prefer blindness to the position of the pimp,
and the predicament he imposes on the black com
munity in general, merely inform the community of
the pernicious state of condition the pimp places the
community in; they never enforce their hard repudia
tions of the pimp, or endeavor to alleviate the
community of the horrid imagery produced by the
pimp, it^s all merely dealt with by them reiterating,
“It，s a shame how the pimp displays the beauty of
the black woman!，’
Consequently, the pimp who stands on Fillmore
Street—that Fillmore Street which exists in every
large black populated d ty —is the Overt Pimp; that
pimp still ensnared in adolescence. He’s the pimp who
catches the deluge of delusions, insofar as he is the
scapegoat for the Sophisticated Pimp!
Many, incarcerated in the falsely structured games
of poverty ^granted to the black community from the
master chess players/ fail to recognize the many
different levels of black pimpism and our forms of
prostitution. They fail to acknowledge the many
levels of sophistication where black pimps and prosti
tutes flourish abundantly.

(To be continued)

N ew A d d ress
Readers are requested to take note of our new
address, which is: Black Journalists, P.O. Box 6337,
Albany, Calif.
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Not only because the conservatives felt they had
sinned less, but because they have real power. The
liberals have no power base. There is certainly no
liberal political party. Both of the major parties are
composed of two factions, conservative and reaction
ary.
Like black people, liberals are terribly dependent
on the MAN. Neither exist in their own right.
The New York Timesmen must be horribly depress
ed. They were already trying to get along, playing
dumb, using a lot of craopy propaganda handouts
from federal agencies in Washington as front page
stories.
If the New York Times wants to editorialize on
criminal acts, why don’t they comment on the news
releases coming out of Washington, D.C.， like the
April 9 handout of the Small Business Administration
which said SBA had recently granted S28 million in
subcontracts to small minority-owned businesses?
I made a quick check and found that 10 of the $28
million had actually been given to white-owned Cali
fornia firms. The San Francisco Chronicle, JBay Area
pretender to topless liberalism, editorialized recently
that they were happy to see a black firm get the
largest contract yet offered by the local redevelop
ment agency.
I broke the story that it was really a white-owned
firm which got this contract.
The Chronicle had not checked, merely used a
redevelopment agency handout. Suppose the Panthers
had announced the opening of a free medical clinic.
Surely, it would have been checked and rechecked,
and still reported with many qualifications if found
true. You just never know about the Panthers.
Which brings up the matter of Panther Chief of
Staff David Hilliard, At a San Francisco Vietnam
moratorium rally he said that anyone who stood in
the way of freedom would be offed, including Presi
dent Nixon.
Hilliard is now charged with threatening the life of
the President, California Governor Ronald Reagan,
who called for a bloodbath against dissenting stu
dents, has been charged with nothing.
And little has been said about it. The press may
have been intimidated by Reagan’s “aphorism” that
anyone who pursued the subject must be neurotic.
Reflect a moment on this: wnich man is in a
position to act on his statement? Who is really the
greatest danger to society?
Despite the piteous wail of objectivity by the news
media wnich we hear in every crisis, we must remem
ber that the media are in reality weathervanes of the
political climate of this country.
To be able to examine situations which bring a
threat to the existing social order, the medai must
first admit their place in the political structure and
that tney have no neutral, detached role.
They must stop manipulating that shining propa
ganda veil called objectivity.
But perhaps they prefer to bring catastrophe closer
rather than to deal with their own deceit and confu
sion.

L A W r ite r s C onference
A group of black writers and journalists in Los
Angeles have banded together and pledged to estab
lish “an accurate and objective black community
news service•”
Calling themselves the Black Writers Collective, the
group has already come out with the first issue of a
bimonthly publication, Black View.
Earl Ofari, one of the founders of the group and a
long time activist and writer, said that the ^ultimate
aim is an independent Black newspaper and a Black
community news service for Los Angeles.” The first
issue of Black View carries an article by Ofari criticiz
ing the white and black media in Los Angeles and

showing how they do not serve the interests of the
black community.
In addition to providing relevant information to the
community, the writers collective announced that it
plans to “wage a concerted campaign against the
racist ideas and views generally presented by the
white news media，” and also to “offer internai train
ing for Black writers and perjsons interested in developing their skills in literature ana journalism.n
Further information can be obtained by writing
Black View, c/o Afro-American Culture Association,
4309 South Broadway, Los Angeles, Calif.
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Internal Security Committee. Surely, then, the gov
ernment might conclude, the Panthers are a serious
national threat and Caldwell must testify. Whether ^
judge would accept this reasoning, nobody knows,
least of all Caldwell.
Attorney Amsterdam has attempted to spell out in
briefs what would be required for the government to
establish a compelling and overriding national interest
necessitating a reporter’s testimony. He contends that
the government must ( 1 ) clearly and specifically
define on the record what it is they are investigating
and establish that this is not simply a fishing expedi
tion or political harassment, (2) show that it is highly
likely the reporter has some information, (3) show
that the information the reporter has is relevant to
the investigatiorv， and (4) establish that they can’t
obtain this information from any other source. This
is the test Amsterdam would employ, but this test
has not been accepted by the courts.
Other ambiguities in the court’s ruling pose a
further danger not only to Caldwell but to all black
journalists. The court said that if the government
cannot oDtain information by alternative means then
it can compel a reporter to testify. This opens the
way for the government to argue that since it is
investigating militant, all-black groups there are spec
ial difficulties in obtaining information which force it
to seek out the testimony of black reporters who are
‘‘in the know.” The success of this argument depends
on whether a judge is willing to blind himself to
government infiltration and wiretapping of militant
groups, probably the prime sources of government
information on such groups. Zirpoli refused to hear
testimony concerning wiretapping of Panther offices,
and another judge could easily follow his lead and
rule that it is only the black reporter who can be used
to provide information on all-black groups. Once
again， no one knows what could happen in this
situation.
Questions such as these, however, are considered so
basic that they have led Caldwell to file an appeal
•of Zirp 〇li5s decision in the Hopes of quasmng the
subpoena outright. The New York Times, which
originally backed CaldwelPs stand, has not joined in
the appeal. Apparently the Times has come under
heavy pressure from government officials, and it has
decided to declare a victory and get out. The govern
ment has not yet indicated ii it will appeal the
decision， but there is little doubt that a cross-appeal
will be filed in response to the legal steps being taken
by Caldwell.
While details of the appeal strategy are not avail
able, it seems reasonable to conclude that it will
attempt to broaden the view of first amendment
rights spelled out by Zirpoli. The present court order
severely limits the information which the government
can extract from Caldwell. It requires only that he
discuss information which he received for publica
tion. Caldwell’s position, however, is that all the
information he received for puDlication has already
aopeared in the columns of the New York Times for
all to see. Consequently, there is no value to anyone
in his appearing before the jury merely to stipulate to
the truth of what he has written. This could be
accomplished by a public affadavit which Caldwell is
willing to draft.
The reason for this reluctance on CaldwelPs part is
obvious when one recalls the experience of Anthony
Ripley, another Times reporter. Ripley was sub
poenaed to testify before the House Internal Security
Committee. He contends that tne only information
he gave had already appeared in his published articles.
Nonetheless, because the hearings were behind closed
doors Ripley became an object of suspicion and his
sources of information in militant circles were im
mediately and permanently closed off.
Thus Caldwell could contend that the residual value
of his testimony to the government, within the
confines of the protective order, is so limited that it
does not offset the damage which could be done to
him as a professional newsman by testifying behind
closed doors. The onginal brief filed by Amsterdam
contends that ‘‘since grand 】ury proceedings are secret
and the extent of testimony given before a grand jury
must remain unknown and speculative, the very
appearance of Mr. Caldwell before a grand jury would
have . . .destructive effects upon his associations . .
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Hence the need for quashing the subpoena.
A second point likely to be raised on appeal s also
stressed in the original brief. The brief states that the
subpoenas issued against Caldwell uare very probably
based on information obtained by the Government
through methods of electronic surveillance that vio
lated CaldwelPs Fourth Amendment rights.^ Zirpoli
refused to consider this argument on the grounds that
it was introduced prematurely. But this, too, is a
basic question that must be resolved. Through illegal
wiretapping, did the government already have the
information it planned to use against the Panthers,
but needed a ulegaP5 source to introduce this data to
the grand jury? Was Caldwell to be the cover-up for
government bugging? These questions were side
stepped by the district court, although they go to the
heart of CaldwelPs contention that the government
wants to use him as an informer.
This issue can be decided now only at the appellate
level.
Other issues, not all related to CaldwelPs situation,
illustrate the need for judicial clarification of the
government’s ability to use subpoenas and compel
testimony. The same grand jury which subpoenaed
Caldwell also subpoenaed two staff members of the
Panther newspaper. They refused to answer questions
relating to the Panther newspaper on the grounds of
the First and Fifth Amendments. But the government
won a court ruling granting “immunity” to the two
Panthers, and now if they refuse to testify they may
be subject to imprisonment for contempt. Thus the
Caldwell ruling is apparently being construed as not
covering staff workers for militant black newspapers.
If this is the case, then the value of the Caldwell
ruling is very limited because it only applies to
reporters for the mass circulation establishment
dailies; it does not apply to persons working for more
militant and critical, but smaller, journals.
In another vein the government is using subpoenas
to crack down on out-spoken representatives of the
underground press. Recently the Senate Internal
Security Committee issued a subpoena to the Chemi
cal Bank New York Trust Company for records
pertaining to the Liberation News Service account.
LNS is an underground news service which has given
coverage to militant and radical groups.
LNS contended that the government move was an
attempt to shut off coverage of movement news. uIt
indicates that the forces of repression feel forced to
strip off their veneer of respect for the Constitutional
rights of the people—freedom of speech and press.
Liberation News Service's task, after all, is the exer
cise of the first amendment: we speak and write
freely about the peopled oppression and the move
ment for liberation. This new government action
against free speech and publication threatens every
one but the few rich and powerful men that run this
country and the world.”
While an appeal in CaldwelPs case may not resolve
all of these questions, it will at least prod the
judiciary to make a clearer statement concerning the
rights of people to speak and publish and the ability
of the government to snoop on individuals or groups.
As Ball and Chain Review was going to press it was
learned that the government has asked the courts to
dismiss Caldwell ^ appeal. In effect the government is
contending, as the above article suggested it might,
that its investigation o f the Panthers constitutes a
compelling reason for tossing out the appeal and
forcing Caldwell to testify. A ruling was expected
shortly.

S u pport LD F
Since the outset of Earl CaldwelPs resistance fight
the NAACP Legal Defense Fund has provided separ
ate legal defense for him.
It nas made available the services or Prof. Anthony
Amsterdam of Stanford University and Stephen
Ralston from its San Francisco office. When Caldwell
tiled an appeal, wnich was not joined by the New
York Times and its resources, the entire financial and
technical burden of his defense was assumed by the
Legal Defense Fund.
Persons interested in suooorting Caldwell by con
tributing to his defense are urged to send checks to:
Legal Defense F u n d ,10 Columbus Circle, New York,
N.Y. 100J9.
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P a r t y On!
Black Journalists is sponsoring a benefit champagne
party in honor of Earl Caldwell.
Caldwell,a member of Black Journalists and San
Francisco based reporter for the New York Times, is
leading the fight to resist government efforts to
intimidate black reporters and the press in general.
In recognition of his strong standi the National
Urban League is awarding Caldwell its John B. Russwurm Award for 1970. Russwurm founded the first
black newspaper in the United States in 1827.
The benefit party is slated for Sunday, May 24,
from 4 to 6 p.m. It will take place at 2207 Braemar
Road in Oakland, Calif. Tickets, which are SI 2.50 per
person, may be obtained from Black Journalists or by
calling (415) 845-6850 or 285-3451.

C on feren ce O nl
Black journalists and other professional newsmedia
workers are invited to participate in a national con
ference hosted by the Journalism Department of
Lincoln University, Jefferson City, Missouri, on June
26, 27, and 28. The purpose of the meeting is to
discuss ways of dealing with proDlems confronting
black media workers. The need for such a conference
became evident when Earl Caldwell,a black New
York Times reporter, was recently subpoenaed to
testify before a federal grand jury investigating the
Black Panther Party, Caldwell is resisting this uncon
stitutional government effort to force him to become
an unwilling informer against the black community.
His plight is a forewarning of what may be in store
for others. With the growing repressive atmosphere in
this country no newsman or newswoman can ignore
the threat of official harassment and intimidation.
Theme: Who is the black journalist?
Although the conference will be concerned with
legal defense tactics, it will be much broader than
this. There will be discussions and workshops cen
tered around such topics as: the role of the black
journalist; the black reporter and his relationship to
the black community, management, union and pro
fessional groups, and government; teacning black
journalism; black women and the media; special
problems of the electronic media, etc. In addition,
there will be a workshop devoted to discussing the
feasibility of establishing a national organization of
black media workers.
Speakers invited to address the conference include:
Dr. Armistead Pride, chairman of the Lincoln Jour
nalism Department, William Worthy, veteran jour
nalist and fighter against government harassment:
Ernest Dunbar, Senior Editor of Look Magazine;
Hoyt Fuller, managing editor of Negro Digest: Lou
Palmer, columnist for the Chicago Daily News, and
others.
Joining in issuing the call for the conference arc
Black Journalists, Black Perspective chapters in New
York, Philadelphia and Washington, United Black
Journalists in Chicago, and a group of black newsmen
in Los Angeles.
Delegates must arrange their own transportation.
Meals are available commercially on the campus at
reasonable rates (breakfast 1.85,lunch, $1.10, dinner
$1.35). Group housing can be furnished in dormi
tories at $2.50 per night, per person. Other facilities
are available off-campus.
A modest conference fee of $10.00 is being charged
to cover additional expenses.
I f you wish to attend the conference please fill out
this coupon and mail it with your conference fee to
Black Journalists, P.O. Box 6337y Albany, California.
Further details will be sent to you shortly.
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W h ite L ib eralism
A B la c k R e p o r te r
! went to work tor the New York Post newspaper
boliovine the same thiiur that most voung, black
10porters believe when they accept jobs with white
newspapers: that 1 could establish a successful and
s<\tisrying career by working hard and applying myself. I was wrong.
Less than two years after I accepted the job, I
turned in my resignation—one of the most important
decisions I have made. I don't regret it and if I had it
to do again, I would.
I was a general assignment reporter and covered all
kinds of ,stories: riots, demonstrations, concerts, fires,
murders,T；
elections, and labor disputes. An important
thing to be understood about the wide variety of
assignments which I received is the fact that a high
percentage of them were racially-oriented. I was
always upset by this. I didn’t， for example， just cover
fires; I covered black fires.
Rationalizing, I told myself that I was getting so
many racial assignments because I was inexperienced
and because the editors wanted to keep me working
with familiar subjects. I also told myself that the
situation would improve when I became more famil
iar with the city, the paper^s editorial policies, and
the mechanical aspects of gathering information and
writing stories. I was wrong again.
Thie situation did not improve. The racially-oriented
stories kept coming. After I had been with the paper
about two months, I registered a complaint with the
Managing Editor.
I told him that I resented the fact that most of my
assignments were racially-oriented. “I’m not an ex
pert on black affairs，” I told mm. “I think that the
assignment editors are being arbitrary and uniair. Tm
qualified to do other kinds of stories and unless Pm
given an opportunity to do them, my development as
a journalist will be seriously hampered.”
The Managing Editor told me that he understood
my concern and assured me that the situation would
be altered. When I called m the next morning, the
assignment editor said that he had a new kind of
story for me.
4<We re going to give you a little change of pace this
m or n i n g , h e replied.
The change of pace to which he referred lasted
about a week. During that week, I was given a
hodge-podge of assignments in the make-work cate
gory. While pursuing the subjects of those miscellan
eous assignments, I felt pretty much like the new
employee who was told on his first day at work to go
to the storeroom and get a counter-stretcher.
I worked at the Post for almost six months before I
began to understand the narrow limitations which
goverh the confused destinies of black reporters who
work for white newspapers. It took me that long to

understand the reasons why black reporters who
work for white newspapers too long invariably be
come psychological eunuchs; men unable to halt the
inevitable erosion of their personal integrity and their
professional competence.
I do not want to create the impression that the New
York Post is a bastion of George Wallace-type
m e-a-rope-and-a- clul>,rll-show-that-nigger-how-toact?, conservatism. That is not the case.
The New York Post is a white-liberal newspaper. It
supports all those noble things that white liberal
newspapers traditionally support: peace, freedom,
democracy, nonviolence, integration, etc. And the
Post is opposed to all those tilings which white-liberal
newspapers traditionally oppose: war, violence, in
creased subway fares, high taxes, ^self-styled revolu
tio n aries,an d black militants.
The white-liberal editors who decide what the New
York Post will and will not print have a very special
view 〇£ the world and what’s going on in it. Certainly ，
they have individual differences, but where major
issues are concerned, they see things pretty much the
same. For instance, there were never any serious
disagreements among the paper’s editors about the
validity of SNCC5s critical analysis of the United
States power structure. They all agreed that SNCC
was an organization run by a group of “self-styled
revolutionaries” and black militants who constituted
a threat to the status quo. As far as they were
concerned, SNCC5s analysis wasn^t even worth print
ingThe basic task for the reporters who worked at the
Post—and my experience tells me this holds true for
other papers—was to internalize the white-liberal
vision of the paper’s editors. This was relatively easy
for the white reporters. Most of them were whiteliberals too. The process ot internalizing the whiteliberal point of view is extremely difficult for black
reporters. Most black reporters, especially the young
arrogant ones, need help. The editors of the New
York Post—all of whom were white—utilized a num
ber of very subtle tactics in order to get their black
reporters to internalize the correct point of view.
No editor ever said to me, uBob, this is a white
newspaper with a whitev liberal point of view and we
want your copy to reflect that fact.55 The tactics used
were much more subtle than that. They were so
subtle, in fact, that I sometimes found it easy to
convince myself that they didn’t even exist.
One of the most effective tactics which the editors
used is referred to in the business as “spiking.” When
a reporter wrote a story which “the desk” didn’t like ，
it got spiked. A spiked story is one which got impaled
on the icepick-like stake on the editor^ desk. Spiked
stories did not get printed.

S u b s c r ib e !
Ball &c Chain Review is an independent
journal^ o f news analysis and commentary. To
function effectively we need support and
contributions from black journalists and other
sympathetic individuals. Subscriptions are
$2.50 for 12 monthly issues. Contributions in
any amount are welcome.
0

Enclosed is $2.50 for a 1 year sub.

Q Enclosed is a contribution ot $
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Make checks payable to Black Journalists and mail
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Sometimes the editors used the “round file” instead
of the spike in order to kill a story which didn’t
reflect what they considered a proper point of view.
Round files, which are referred to in layman circles as
wastepaper baskets, are very effective teachers. Those
reporters who get too many stories killed in the
round rile get fired.
By the time I had been working at the Post a year, I
understood certain basic truths about the paper and
the terms of my employment. The most important
thing I understood was the fact that I was their nigger
reporter, hired to report nigger news.
One of my most disturbing recognitions was the
fact that the papers white-liberal editors were only
interested in certain Kinds of nigger news. They were
not interested m reporting all the realities of the
black community.
I was perfectly free to write as many stories as I
wanted about things like prostitution, heroin addicts,
Hack power hassles, and pitifully ineffective com
munity self-help programs. These subjects were all
consistent with the editors’ white liberal vision of the
black community.
I was not free, however, to write probing, investiga
tive stores; stories which went beneath the surface
and exposed the pervasive racism and municipal
corruption which perpetuates the neo-colonial ex
ploitation of New York City’s captive black com
munities.
I procrastinated for some months after the terms of
my employment became apparent to me. Like most
of my fellow black reporters at the Daily News and
The New York Times—we were all m the same bind—I
tried to ignore the truth. The job paid well ana it
afforded me a modicum of prestige. I didn5t want to
let it go.
I didn’t decide to quit on the spur of the moment.
It was a gradual decision made over a period of
months. I began to make it late one night on a dark,
rubble-strewn, Newark street while listening to the
sounds of angry sirens, breaiang glass, death dealing
rifle cracks, and noble black rage.
The rightness of my decision to quit was affirmed
in Atlanta at the funeral of Martin Luther King. I
moved closer to a final decision while standing in a
Washington mall, watenmer while the gas masked
agents of death and repression dismantled Resurrec
tion City with shotguns and bulldozers.
I ran the troubled streets of Chicago during the
National Democratic Convention. I was witness to the
pre-revolutionary battles which raged each night in
the darkness.
I left Chicago knowing what I had to do.
There is a reality extant in this nation—and the
world—which the compromising white liberal vision
cannot encompass. There is a stream of reality and
truth flowing through the black communities of this
nation winch nigger news hounds pimping for whiteliberal editors cannot begin to apprehend.
One cannot stand on the shifting shores of whiteliberalism and interpret the purity of truth in the
nassing black stream. I have abandoned the shore,
by Robert L. Terrell

By RUSH GREENLEJi
The first National Conference of Black Newsmedia
Workers is upon us. The list of speakers and partici
pants is long and impressive. A properly successful
conference can be forecast.
But from the mood expressed by many of those
intent on coming to Lincoln University for the threeday meet (June 26, 27 & 28), the success of this
conference will be measured in other than conven
tional terms.
There is a hunger among black journalists to know
who they are, to clarify the role they have been
playing and the one they might play in the black
liberation struggle.
Those black journalists working for the white
media are in the main creatures of expediency, sud
denly hire to dissolve white unease at the disclosure
in the Kerner Riot Report of 1967 that there were
almost no black faces in journalism*
When
not standing riot duty, the black reporter
rewrote publicity handouts to help fill up the paper.
On his own initiative, he tried to interpret the black
community to white society which parroted the black
militant line that it knew nothing about black prob
lems.
However, many blacK journalists found that whites
knew as much as they needed to know about black
life when wmte interests were at stake.

The urgent black rhetoric said the white man was
rigid, but the black reporter often found him disarm
ingly flexible in black-white confrontations.
The black reporter also observed that black lead
ers, too busy posturing and consuming their own
propaganda, had no time or energy left to deal with
The Man^s adroit maneuvering.
The black reporter saw far too often among black
leaders, not the survival of the fittest, but the tri
umph of white-sustained failures.
He saw that many black persons were woefully
ill-informed about the capacity of white power and
the determination of those who wield that power.
The black reporter saw himself used as a toil for
progress while dissembled white aggression continued
to manipulate the black community.
When the riots subsided, white editors instantly
knew who could best analyze the black-white con
flict. White reporters of course. Black reporters were
too close to the problem.
Meanwhile, the black reporter began to see that it
is not the black community which needs to be explained，buttliew orlciofthew m tes.
He knew that he had to begin reporting from a
black perspective the inner workings of Wsdl Street,
City Hall and that: world-wide control center，Wash
ington, D.C.
That decision only brought on more distress, for
the black reporter already found himself forced into
an overpowering awareness of the black man’s
burden, the white man.
Along with the rest of the black community, he
had awakened into a nightmare.
He was forced to walk the black pain—as if it were
not there—that pain which has paved so many illu
sions of progress.
The paralysis and numbness into which he some
times slipped made him intensely aware of the grave
consequences of holding out yet another false victory

to black people*
At the same time he felt the desperation of people
so stunned and stunted by defeat after defeat (part
and parcel of his own desperation) that it seemed a
true or false victory had to be raised in order to
continue the struggle.
Such a dilemma strains the mind, jams it.
木

木

木

木

The black press . . . . ah, dear fox..
Those who work for it know how much dry rot is
there. They are aware that too much of the black
press is still in the hands of the most conservative and
furtive elements in black life.
Thoseelementswhich accept our imprisonment and
isolation. Those elements which ask only for more
bread and water.
Time and again the black press will wail long and
loud about some overt abuse of black persons while
embracing in an adjoining column or advertisement
the very things which help make such abuse possible.
Black reporters everywhere are asking the ques
tion: How can the black press be 3revitalized l, find
again the courage, conviction and determination that
it had in the beginning?
The black press is sorely needed to help in the
strug^e to change the course of black education, to
help alleviate the nutrition blight and other medical

needs ot black people.
No group is more buffeted about by the many
economic storms in this country than black people
who know least about such matters. Long ago the
black press should have begun analyzing this primary
problem.
The black press and the black reporter must stand
against those things which perpetuate the powerless
ness o f the black community even if it means a loss of
popularity within the Gommunity. The bearer o f bad
news is not favored, and no one wishes to be exposed.
JBut a cntical look must be taken at the wildfirelike spread o f drug addiction among the ghetto young
in the last two years.

Are we faced with another drug epidemic like the
one in the 50s when pushers hawked dope in the
streets?
We need to know who is responsible for allowing
large amounts of hard dope to be brought into the
black community. Are enormous profits the sole aim?
And why are the young so receptive? Does despair
dominate their lives?
Those blacks who conspire with whites to remove
black people from their neighborhoods, all in the
name of urban redevelopment, have themselves got to
S°#
(Continued on page four)
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n a c is m in M ed ia
On Monday, May 4, tour white college students
were shot to death at Kent State University in Ohio.
On Monday， May 11， six black men were killed by
police during demonstrations in Augusta, Georgia. On
Friday, May 15, two black students died when police
opened fire on students at Mississippi’s Jackson State
College.
Twelve days in May, and twelve Americans dead
by the guns of police. In death, the poets say, all men
are equal; but apparently at least two local news
papers and three national news magazines see it dif
ferently. Here is how the San Francisco Chronicle
and Examiner, Time, Newsweek, and Life chose to
cover the twelve killings.
During the week from Tuesday, May 5 to Monday,
May 1 1 , the San Francisco Chronical carried 23
stories and 17 pictures on Kent State in its news
section. In another 38 stories which did not deal
exclusively with Kent State, the murders were men‘
tioned.
In the same section and over another seven-day
period (May 12-15 and 18-20), the Chronicle con
tained only 13 stories, two pictures, and six mentions
in other stories about the Augusta and Jackson kill
ings.
The comparison in column inches: 313% for Kent,
225 for Augusta and Jackson.
The time spans are not exactly comparable, how
ever, since the Chronicle was not published on May
15 or 16, when the Jackson State murders were fresh
news, because of a city-wide strike.
Content rather than amount is the best guide to
the Chroniclers coverage. Examples: the deaths of the

white suicfents were referred to three times in head
lines as “the Kent State traeredv.” The word “tragedy” was not, ho wevet, applied to the situations
which cost eight black men their lives.
The Kent: State students， again according to
Chronicle headlines， were “killed by Ohio troops ”；
but the six black men in Augusta, also shot by police,
were “riot victims” or died “in Georgia race riot•”
According to Ronald Reagan and Richard Nixon, if a
man is shot by police during a riot, it is indeed the
riot rather than the police which killed him; but if
one is going to apply this twisted logic to the deaths
of black demonstrators, why not also to the deaths of
white demonstrators?
There are several other examples. The Chronicle
carried photographs of three of the four Kent State
students the day after they died, and subsequent
issues showed Allison Krause5s family at her grave and
pictures of the four^ mends. The paper has yet to
print any picutres of the two black students killed m
Jackson or the six men who died in Augusta, except
for one funeral photo, let alone pictures of their
families or mends.
In the Chronicle’s “This World” Sunday magazine
of May 17, there was an excellent article by Jack
Nelson of the Los Angeles Times comparing the
meaia s response to Kent State to its coverage of
South Carolina State in 1968, when three black stud
ents were killed by police during a demonstration.
Nelson pointed out the great disparity in the news
space allotted to white students and to black students
when they were killed in similar situations.
Apparently the “This World” editors who chose to
print Nelson’s story did not learn from it. The May
17 issue had nothing about Jackson and only a pictfContinued on page four)
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O d io u s O d y s s e y I I

T h e B la c k
by RUFUS BYARS
It’s prodigiously
non-probingr-contentious denet (Pimpism); and the
manner in which it has the black community—feeling
as though they were the originators of Commericalized Filth Fulfilment—ensnared with the programmed
delusion conerning that well renown deleterious contammination descending upon their community,
“You know Brother. The cat who’s hated on the
surface-side and loved to death surreptitiously， ” that
strange personality (Mr. Mack Man himself) the fast
dealing-ultimately-together man, the Black Pimp.
Although the continuous slogan is to rid the com
munity of this. . . . we never manage to noticably
notice them? Have we openned our eyes, or do we
perfer the refreshment of. deliberate blindness? When
ever the enemy approaches our camps—riding in
those cars we kill, rob, and beat each other to attain
—screaming out his political promises of what shall
be， if he’s elected—we suddenly ’as if the sky came
crashing to earth proclaim the Pimp as the core black
corruption, the innovators of crime, provokers of
poverty, that clandestine fimgus which institutes the
sickness of shame into our communities.
It5s a sadness that>a sickness how the vast majority
of black minds refuse to travel beyond the insti
tuted—obviousness of the Overt—Pimp. We never ack
nowledge the personal attachments we share with the
Sophisticated—Pimp; that Pimp who’s riding with, or
seated beside—on the political platform— the man
himself “Mighty Whitey; the Pimp we firmly believe
works for the betterment of the community, yet
carries with him at all times ‘Whitey’s iniquitious bags
of deluged illusions; this Pimp, the one we5ve been
programed to admire, wipes perspiration from his
forehead as he promotes lies laid out by a Substance
renown for his cunning abilities in the realms of
deception; this Pimp who possesses the callousness to
grin in the community’s face and at the same time
reassure Mighty Whitey that he^ definitely on the
side of right—White! This is the contamminating
Pimp, he prostitutes an entire community, and sells
not only our women, but our children, our hopes, our
skeptical-dreamy-wishes to exist as other people do.
However, we applaud this Pimp because he5s success
ful and remained in the community to up-grade his
people.
In all our programed condemnations of the overt
Pimp we fail—meaning in our case—perferrably refuse
to ask: Who, what, WHY are there black pimps? Why,
or HOW, even what strange unwholesome provoca
tion, grips them tenagciously and incarcerates them
in the psychological vice of hyper-dementedillusionary-hypocrisy ? Saying this to push fourth
this—could the Pimps game be the same game played
by the dope addict, the drunk, and the desparately
alone female who hunts down affection regardless to
the moral and emotional price she may well pay;
could this be a sickness just like cancer--something
impossible to cure?
Of course. If a poll was taken the majority of the
black community would vote that the Pimp is lazy,
and thinks—for some strange reason—he’s too cute to
get his hands dirty; this is quite acceptable for these
are the things weVe been trained to believe, a man
isn’t any good unless he works (in a country were
statistics have shown that merely 20% of Americans
are needed to keep this country functioning effec
tively.). Therefore itJs a hell of a lot more than ghettoslum-filled-morally-polluted-forms-of-semi-existence;its
the expected, the reiterated, the nefarious handicap I
shall
(<The Black Addiction!n The black body,
dream, soul and what ever else have you, are institu
tionalized products; merely another commercial inter
rupting an interresting t.v. program.
But dig the beyond backwardness of this Mr.
Mack-everythings-a-brezze-Overt-Pimp: The brother,
deep off in his thang, cruises around major high
schools where its known ‘Fine Bitches，attend; he
knows his game is heavy, at least stronger then the
high school boys who are on the average shy in their
audacious representations; he leans to the side as he
drives along, peering every now and then over his
Shades, 'sizing up young black sisters as a greedy man
views the dollar sign; Mr. Mack， after he thinks he’s
sighted a “Good-Working Momma” eases over to the
curb. Stops his Long Ride, eases around to the side
walk-side of his 6Gold-On Gold In Gold-Around

P im p

Gold-El Dorada and immediately commences to pat
ting his (out oi sight) Process; the pressure applied by
those who make his imagery forces him to continu
ously be Clean. And you can believe brother^ thang
is up-tight-outta5 sight and on the on side of togather;
when he fails this act, the curtain falls ana the young
ignorant minded girls will let him know ‘‘He’s Not On
His Job.”
There is the brother, standing there in his blue-on
blue (counting his shoes) in blue. His blue sweater
hanging loosely on his upper body, his bell-bottom
pants—fitting tightly from the waist to his thighs then
flainng outward from his calfs to his feet—bloods
together! He’s not out for any Jive-Slip-Backea-NonProflting-tripped up shit; If he catches this Ditch, he^
gonna’ put it on her mind From-Front, “He’s A
Player!”
The sister, the one viewed as the next car-note,
comes strolling—acting as though he never stood
there —her face is heavily made-up (predominately
around the eyes), yet she sends a private, desperate,
last-chance-message to the Pimp; telling him of her let
downs, her disadvantages, her nightmares that come
arbitrarily and that this make-up, the essence of her
life is A Mask!
Her skirt is extremely short ana it always seems as
though stie’s dropping something, or she wears a
reeixlar mini, with no panties (There’s no question
about her sexual readiness). They know they’re rine ，
Too-Beautiful-For-Words and the words theJre about
to hear are delusions. She feels his eyes exploring her,
taking off every superfluous garment that conceals
her ultimate secrets. She senses his desire to unfold
her everything and* to dwell endlessly in her rapture;
blood sees his next seude coat. Yet they’ve come to

B U L L E T IN !!
More Guest Speakers
Alex Haley， writer of “The Autobiography
of Malcolm X ，’’ will address the National
Conference of Black Media Workers at the
closing meeting on Sunday, June 28.
Haley is now writing a book about his
long search of his family tree, which took
him back seven generations to a village near
the Gambia River in Africa.
Renault Robinson, leader of the largest
black policemen’s association in the nation,
the Afro-American Patrolman’s League of
Chicago, with more than 1000 members, will
also be a guest speaker at the conference. He
will make his remarks at the general session
on Sunday.

the conclusion, “They’re not going for that—Be My
Whore Line^!
‘‘You sure are jazzey momma!， ’’ lie purrs like a
kitten, “Sure would like to take you where you’re
going, anything for you wouldn’t be out of my
way, as he throws one foot partially in front of the
other, places one hand on his hip and tilts his head to
the side somewhat; now blood is styling—Giving Miss
Ann Just What She Expects!, uIf I had something like
you baby ，I’d be to cold for words?’’
She’ll walk on by, ever so slowly， she’s been
threatened with the lure of the mysterious, fascinated
and ultimately flattered by the simple minded—on
the other side of Mars hyper-stagnated jerk who
stands there with his bag full of illusions.
“ Hey Momma! Hold it a sec” you’re not like the
others. There’s a realness about you!， ’’ Mack states ，
acting his ass off. As* she approaches him she doesn’t
realize he has already sensed her loneliness, her IDon^-Give-A-Damn-Attitude, but he views her con
sciously as that Bitch Ready To Drop That Lace
Because of Habit; that dizzy bitch dying to be a
whore. Seeing her as a beautiful black woman to love,
tenderize and marry never enters his mind. It Would
Blow his Game!
Once in the Hog (El Dorada)her game had best be
strong, or someone had better come along to remind
her that she’s the essence of a man’s life—woman.
As they cruise, passing her walking friends, the
Player starts his hard mack. Expressing, with termin
ologies he doesn^ have the definitions to, just how
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much he，s in need of something so soft and tender as
she most definitely happens to be; Bloods Not Jiving
c—can’t afford to， the rent is due. However; IVir. Mack，
the Pimp—I Know What A Woman Wants—seems to
forgettliisisal6or_i7yegrolde4rl.
As they near her home she must inform him that
he5s got to drop her a few blocks from her house—her
mother doesn5t like her with his kind of people. She
then continues by letting Blood know that her
mothers a £uckin, no-good bitch! That she^s always
on her case and blames her for the predicament she5s
in because of her no-good father—The Bastard! The
Pimp， with his alleged heavy psyche hasn’t caught a
thing that’s been said.
No one stops to understand the emotional starva
tions of these so-called-They-Would—Have-Been-ATramp-Anyway sisters who realize at an early age if
they want to be with the gang, or have boyfriend
they^re-a-hang-up-if-the-don^-give-that-back actionup. So they’re, already known by the fellows as
Good-Time-Girls; ready to drop them draw5s, and the
pimp is there to tell her sheJs no bitch. But he never
acknowledges that this female is a Hollow Person，
reacing out for everything and receiving nothing but
another painful beyond horrifying relationship.
After the dream has been deferred and too many
greedy hands have roughly abused her tendernesspredominately the hands of Mighty Whitey—she
knows who the Real Pimp happens to be: she?s aware
that this overt pimp is an insecure abacked-frightened
form of humankind; she knows her first impression of
mm was like a Clark Gable movie—short lived in
fantasy; she knows he5s afraid to have her around
other pimps, but especially another man who pos
sesses what he dies everyday to keep.#that ride, etc.,
when she’s got a court case for prostitution she
knows she^l beat, still the fear of her telling on him is
like a mirror image on his face; and when he kicks her
ass she rejoices—she knows this is his only expression
of what manhood is supposed to be; so when he
screams, with a hard expression of intensed madness
on his face，“Bitch! Respect Me As Your Man， ” she
can dig it.
The Overt-Pimp is most detmitely outta5 pocket,
but he isn’t a problem, not as much as he’s a diversion
from the Sophisticated-Pimps—the local uppidy-ups—
the Overt-Pimp is the tool to deal with the lustful
sicknesses of that nefariously-cancerous-human con
tradiction, Mighty Whitey!
Too many black people, are ready out of the
questioning need to have someone, anything, to dominate-make tins whore, this bitch, this underneath
lustful tramp, the victim of their frustrations. But
there’s one thing the black community overlooks in
their criticism. This bitch, funky-deranged-ignorant
ass fool, has realized she’s the only woman that
provides Mr. Hard-Cold—A-top-It-All-Mack Man emo
tion, attention, sensitivity, and moments to express
sadness.
Unlike most black women who kill the dreams of
their men, this whore never calls Mr. Mack’s illusions
a lie!

(Continued from page 3)
and effective in its dealings with the press, and (3) educating a new crop of blacK journalists.
On this latter point Thomas Johnson, a New York
Times reporter who is teaching a black journalism
course at Columbia University, noted that uThe first
thing I try to impress upon my students is that you
have to try to see the world the way it is, not the way
the movies show it, not the way the textbooks on
journalism show it. We are here in America in a racist
society. We know that. Theoretically we teach a craft
that requires ‘objectivity.’ Of course， we all know
that this is a rairy tale. In dealing with the real world,
what we try to deal in is primarily the learning of
certain skills. We learn to use these skills and then we
make up our own minds as to what we’re going to do
with them—whether we5re going to work for the good
of the general media, or work to build black media,
or whatever.’’
But acquiring journalistic skills may be a slow and
difficult process, as was noted by Dr. Pride: uOne
major problem is command of English, knowledge of
the mechanics of writing. Sometimes this can be
overcome, but in other cases it is too big a hurdle for
a young person in a short time to handle if his high
school and college education have not sufficiently
prepared him for what he wants to* do. And it's
fruitless to think of communicating to others unless
you can handle words and fashion them in a way to
make clear to others what is happening and persuade
them to act.’’
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C a ld w ell In te rv ie w e d
Following is a somewhat edited version o f an inter
view between Earl Caldwell, and Gail Wells and Rush
Greenlee o f KQED in San Francisco. The interview
was televised June 5 , 1970•
Gail: Earl Caldwell, black reporter for The New
York Times, continued today to defy the (7.5. gov
ernment. Before finding Caldwell guilty o f contempt
o f court, federal Judge Alfonso Zirpoli asked him i f
he would appear before a federal grand jury investi
gating the Black Panther Party. Caldwell quickly re
sponded, no.
Caldwell was originally subpoenaed on February 2
and ordered to produce tapes and records o f inter
views with Panthers, including David Hilliard, the
Party’s national chief o f staff. Since that time,
through a series of legal maneuvers by his attorneys,
Anthony Amsterdam, a Stanford law professor, and
Stephen Ralston o f the NAACP Legal Defense Fund,
Caldwell has fought the grand jury appearance. On
April 8 judge Zirpoli ruled that Caldwell would ahve
to appear before the jury but that he did not have to
disclose any confidential information unless it served
the national interest. Caldwell still refused to appear
today after being subpoenaed for the third time. In a
brief hearing this morning Judge Zirpoli found him in
contempt o f court but issued an order staying execu
tion o f the judgment pending further appeal. This
allowed Caldwell to return to his job rather than
oeing taken into custody. Appeal proceedings will get
under way early next week.
Earlier today Caldwell was in the studio for an
interview:
Rush: What makes you feel so strongly about this?
Earl:I believe that behind all this thing, so far as
Tm concerned personally, is whether or not Tm going
to be allowed to remain in this business as an individ
ual. I think that if I have to do the kinds of things the
government is attempting to force me to do now that
this would completely destroy my credibility as a
newspaperman among those people that, in the past
three or four years, IVe done a great deal of the
things I’ve been doing. I don’t think I’d be allowed to
do those things in the future, as most of my credibil
ity would be destroyed. I think that in large part Tm
fighting for my right to stay in this business and be
effective in it.
Gail: Did the fact that y o u ’re a black man come
into play in your decision not to appear before the
grand jury ?

Earl: That’s a factor. The fact is， that if you’re
black and if you’re a reporter， when you’re dealing in
the black community to go with a press card is not
enough. It doesn’t make any difference whether
yQU’re representing the New York Times or a local
paper, to be effective in the community you have to
develop a special relationship, you have to develop a
trust, because 111any people in the black community
do look with suspicion on many of the newspapers
and television stations, and I found that true with the
New York Times. I think that now for me to go and
participate in some secret proceeding where the com
munity does not know what^ going on, they do not
know what Tm saying—I think they would look on
me in a very suspicious manner, and rightfully so.
And so, yes, being black is a factor in what Tm doing.
Rush: What is the role o f the black journalist,
Earl?
Earl: Let me say this. When I came to the New
York Times a little over three years ago there was one
other black reporter on the staff. Now there5s more
than a dozen. The prime reason for this is that there
have been many things going on that the paper found
it could not cover adequately with the staff that it
had. So it was necessary to bring in black reporters to
cover the black community, and that required the
black reporter to open up special relationships with
black people.
I think the black reporters role basically is to be
able to bring some new understanding to the larger
community and some proper analysis of the things
that are happening in the (black) community; to tell
the larger community some of the things that are
going on in the black community that it would not
otherwise know.
Gail: There}ve been some rumors that the govern
ment actually wishes to negotiate outside the court
room with newsmen. Have you been approached?
Earl: In my case, the one offer that the govern
ment made to me—and they didn^ make it directly to
me, it was made to the managing editor of the New
York Times— they said then that if I would turn over
my notebooks and my taperecordings and other in
formation that they were interested in to the New
York Times then they would drop all actions against
me. That was unacceptable to me, and to the New
York Times I would hope, because my position is
that my tapes and my notebooks and information I
collect as a reporter is my personal property. I

Black Journalists To Meet

C0NFREREES DECLARE ISSUES
A survey ot conference participants revealed a
widespread desire to meet with other black journalists
to discuss common problems.
High on the list of priorities indicated in the sur
vey was the Earl Caldwell case. Ernest Dunbar, a
senior editor of Look Magazine, said the Caldwell
case “should be of concern to all of us because if they
are successful in forcing him to testify this in effect
will be serving notice on all of Us. This will make the
black reporter an informer, an adjunct of a police
agency, an involuntary police agent.’’ He stated that
too few reporters are fully aware of the significance
of the Caldwell case.
Dunbar added that black journalists must develop
a position on responding to subpoenas wmch is und
erstood and accepted by all. This in turn makes
mutual support of people who come under attack an
urgent necessity, he said. ‘‘We need to engender a
sense of unity on this issue. We need to develop a
commonly understood position around which every
body is going to work, because this is going to happen
again and we’re all going to be under attack•”
A second issue raised in the survey concerned
establishing an independent nation-wide organization
of black media workers. While few ventured to sug
gest what form such an organization might take,
Dunbar suggested that in terms of program such a
group might (1 )compile a national directory of black
journalists, including journalism students, (2) estab
lish a nationally distributed communications organ,

(3) set up an international bureau to make contact
with black journalists around the world, and (4) aid
in developing a black school or journalism of a caliber
equivalent to the Columbia School of Journalism in
New York.
William Worthy, veteran journalist and fighter
against government harassment, commented that the
value of such an organization would be proportional
to its ability to defend members who come under
attack. He continued: “ If an organization comes out
of this conference I would say that the test of it will
be the degree of strong, consistent, all-out support it
gives to Earl Caldwell. In other words, is he going to
be left to the wolves, or is everyone going to rally
around him? He clearly is not going to get adequate
support from the white journalistic community, and
why should the rest of us be part of an organization
that does not have a prime protective function and
purpose?’’
It is evident that the program of a national organi
zation will depend upon how its members perceive
the role of the black journalist. And here there is a
wide divergence ot opinions. For example, Dr. Armistead Pride, head of the journalism department at
Lincoln University, sees the role ot the black journal
ist as “that of motivating the black population to
ward the mainstream of American life by keeping it
informed of its present and past accomplishments, by
pointing out inequities in handling ot jobs ami viol
ence, housing and education.”
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couldn’t very well give this to someone else and say，
‘‘You give it to someone.” I think that would be just
as dishonest as my doing it myself.
Rush: I understand that Mike Wallace, who did a
piece on the Panthers for the Columbia Broadcasting
System, was subpoenaed but was able to work out a
satisfactory arrangement in a private meeting with the
U.S. Attorney General. Do you know anything about
this?
Earl: Yes. I spoke with Mike in New York about
two weeks ago and he said then that he was a triend
of the Attorney General’s—he’d met him during the
past presidential campaign—and when this thing came
up, when Mike was subpoenaed he said, uIf the Attor
ney General wants to talk to me let him call me.^ So
the Attorney General did call ftim and invited him to
his home and they were able to work out a solution.
My problem is that I have not been invited to dinner.
Rush: In other words, Martha has not said to the
Attorney General, k<Guess w ho9s coming to dinner?,f
Earl: No, and I don’t think she will.
Gail: Do you think the fact that you are black
influenced the governments decision to subpoena
you?
Earl: The government has said that it did not
know I was a black reporter until after it had issued
its subpoena. We’re now in the third subpoena and I
know they’re aware of it now， and I tend to think
they were aware of it earlier. I think they felt that as
a black person I could be closer to these sources and
have more information and the types of things that
they were interested in, and 1 think that that was a
factor in their actions against me.
Rush: I f in the course o f your work some o f your
sources told you on a confidential basis that they
intenaed to assassinate the president or blow up some
buildings or kill some policemen, would you still feel
obligated to respect that confidence?
Earl:A news reporter is not looking for confiden
tial information. Pm very reluctant to accept things
on a confidential basis. Fm not interested in getting
things that I can carry around in my pocket just to
have a secret. And I certainly wouldn’t go and sit
with people and lsiten to them discuss these types of
things and accept it on a confidential basis. That’s not
the kind of tmng that a reporter takes on a confiden
tial basis. One of the sad things in this whole case is
that it makes it appear as though I have information
of someone involved in some kind of wrongdoing,
and I don5t have that kind oi information. Tm sure
the government knows this， but they’ve created that
impression in the minds of a lot of the public.
Gail: Thank you very much Earl.

Hoyt Fuller， managing editor of Black World
(formerly Negro Digest), ascribes on the other hand a
more activist role to the black reporter, that of ^serv
ing in the liberation of black people. He has to be
concerned with telling black people not only what is
going on in this society, but pointing out to them
what the white press does not point out by interpret
ing in another light what the white press publishes.
He also has to be concerned with indicating to black
people what their alternatives are•”
Of course the black reporter cannot be separated
from the black community and a central problem is
his or her relationship to the community. Everyone
interviewed agreed that the black journalist has a
special relationship with ana is accountable to the
black community, but beyond this general assessment
there was little agreement. Some felt that the journal
ist should confine himself to being a passive source of
information for the community. Others saw the
journalist as an activist, a critic, even something of a
community leader.
Perhaps the most provocative thought on the rela
tionship between journalist and community came
from Lou Palmer, a columnist tor the Chicago Daily
News. Palmer suggested that communities set up local
communications councils which woukl serve two
functions. First, they would watchdog the press in
terms ot black-relatcd nows aiul, secondly, they
would provide support atul assistance to out spoken
black journalists who como uiulot attack. Such coun
cils would consist ot lay people, commutiitv leaders
and journalists.
The final major issue raised in the survey was
education. This has several aspects: ^1' Educating the
community about the role ot the black journalist,
(2) enabling the community to bo more sophisticated
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Those who use black votes for spurious black
political progress must be exposed. The ripping off of
poverty funds by black hustlers has got to be re
ported.
The black press is freer to deal with these internal
pests than the black reporter working for the white
media. He suffers the qundary of whether he should
expose these seamy acts inside a press system which
will not allow such reporting to be placed in the
proper historical context.
The black reporter is the marginal man who knows
the needs of the black community are many indeed,
who sees much of the duplicity and maneuvering that
goes on between whites and blacks and can do little
about it. Yet he can help.
The first help will be to help himself.
He must achieve an identity. There is risk in know
ing who you are. Identity is no drug of euphoria. It
may put the black reporter on the front line of
strug^e where he will have to stand up and fight for all
he is worth.
The case of Black New York Times correspondent
Earl Caldwell is an ominous warning of what may be
in store for many more of us.
Caldwell was busy trying to do ms work as best he
could when the united States goverhment, wearing its
black dashiki of white judgment, tried to turn him
into an informer against the black community.
Now he faces jail for standing in contempt of
court. He has refused to go behind closed doors to
testify before a grand jury investigating the Black
Panther Party.
This jury already has more information about their
subject than Caldwell possesses—so what do they
want from mm?
If the government can bust a leading black re
porter working for the most prestigious journal in
America, the rest of us can be more easily silenced.
The black reporter, despite his faults and fumblings, knows that he stands in a position of special
trust to the black community.
At this first and historic meeting of black media
workers, we will decide how we can better aid the
black reporter in his resistance of any effort to make
him violate that trust.

NOTICES!

In order to bring our production up to date we
have made this a double issue. All subscriptions will
be extended by one issue.
Readers are reminded that our mailing address has
changed. Our new address is: P.O. Box 6337, Albany
Calif. 94706.

S u b serv e!
Ball & Chain Review is an independent
journal o f news analysis and commentary. To
function effectively we need support and
contributions from blacK journalists and other
sympathetic individuals. Subscriptions are
$2.50 for 12 monthly issues. Contributions in
any amount are welcome.
□

Enclosed is $2.50 for a 1 year sub.

□

Enclosed is a contribution o f $ ________ 一

N am e__ ____ __ ___________________________
Address

______ ’___：
______ ____________

City, state, z ip _________________ __________
Send checks to Black Journalists, P.O. Box 6337,
Albany, Calif. 94706.
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ure from Augusta, with a capition saying that six
blacks were killed “in the rioting.” Compare this to
its May 10 issue one week before, which had a Kent
State photograph on the cover as well as a full-page
story,
A final example: the Chronicle printed a story Qn
May 9 about “the people of Kent” and their low
opinions of students. Perhaps similar articles on the
white people of Augusta and of Jackson would have
been instructive.
The San Francisco Examiner is more conservative
that its competitor, and its coverage of Kent State
could hardly be called sympathetic; but neither was it
slight. From May 4 to May 10 the Examiner carried
19 sto rie s,13 pictures, and 47 mentions in other
articles on the deaths at Kent State.
On Augusta and Jackson it printed only seven
stories, one picture, and one mention in another story
in the seven days from May 12-13 and 16-20.
In column inches: 274/4 on Kent, 74l/ i on Augusta
and Jackson. Again, there was a two-day lapse in
publication, but one would be absurdly optimistic to
assume that in those two days the Examiner would
have printed 200 inches on the eight Southern
murders.
The first of the Examiner’s stories on Kent State ，
on May 4, was advertised by a banner head over the
masthead， “Ohio Guard Vs. Youths, Four Slain.” The
story itself was on the front page under the headline,
“Campuses Erupt—Four Students Slain.”
The Examiner’s first story on the Augusta
murders， on May 12, didn’t even make the front page.
It was on page two， and the headline was “ ‘Shoot to
K illJ Guard Ordered After Six Die in Augusta Rioting.”
Again one observes that to the San Francisco
newspapers, a white student shot by police was
“slain，” while a black man shot by police “died in
rioting.” The effect, again, is to blame murdered
blacks for their own deaths.
In this first story itself there was an obvious reluct
ance to state that police killed the six men, although
they admitted to tive out of the six on the day the
paper came out. The story:
Hundreds of National Guardsmen rushed
into this riot-scarred city today with armored
cars and mounted machine guns to help police
quell Negro rioting.
^ix blacks were shot to death in what was
described [by a National Guardsman] as 4<guerilla warfare.”
Note that the first paragraph of this lead is about
National Guardsmen, with the six black men rele
gated to the second paragraph. Again, they died not
at the hand of police, but in V^guerilla warfare^ (why
then were no police killed?), and note also that the
lead does not say why Augusta blacks were “rioting•”
The story did not improve, by the way; the third
paragrapn was a quotation from Lester Maddox.
The Examiner’s coverage of the deaths of two
black students at Jackson State College was pitiful.
On Saturday, May 16, the day after the event, the
Examiner had only four pages of news because of the
strike. Still one expected more about Jackson than a
brief front page mention.
This J/4 inch of information was all the paper’s
readers got for four days! Not until Wednesday was
Jackson even mentioned again. In the five days im
mediately after Jackson, the Examiner gave it 23/4
column inches; in the five days after Kent S ta te,152
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column inches, more than six times as much cover
age!
One more point, an important one: millions of
Americans know the names and the faces of the Kent
State four thanks to prompt newspaper descriptions
and photography. But the Examiner printed neither
the names nor the pictures of the eight black men.
The Chronicle had no names or pictures for the
Jackson two, but it di print descriptions of the Au
gusta six—one week after they died.
One would like to thinlk that even if the local
newspapers failed to cover the three stories equally,
national news magazines would make up for the im
balance. But the same pattern is seen in the three
which most Americans read: Time, Newsweek and
Life.
In the May 2b issue of Time, the two-page article
which covered both Augusta and Jackson was pref
aced by this statement: uBut it must be admitted that
somehow violence against blacks, especially in the
South, has a familiar ring.55 It was so familiar to Tihie
that the magazine could dismiss the two black stud
ents in one descriptive sentence and not even name
the six men killed in Augusta, although the Kent
State four got a paragraph each along with photo
graphs the week before.
There were six pictures of the Kent State event
and three of the events in Augusta and Jackson, one
of which was captioned “dead looter.” Not “man
killed by police,” not even “dead man’’一“dead
100ter.”
Newsweek went all out on its coverage of Kent
State. Its May 18 issue had a Kent photograph on the
cover, another picture in the ‘‘Top of the Week”
editorial column, tnree articles, and three pages of
color photographs. Its May 25 issue had a cartoon
about the stock market on the cover, no mention of
Augusta or Jackson in uTop of the Week,,J two art
icles and two pictures of the eight murders—but none
of the victims, and they were not named.
Finally, Life magazine on May 15 devoted its
cover, “ Editor’s Note,” eight pages， and fourteen
photographs to Kent State. Its May 22 issue con
tained nothing about Augusta, nothing about Jackson.
Twelve days in May, and twelve Americans killed
by the guns of police. To the Kent State four, the
Augusta six, the Jackson two, skin color is no longer
important. But to the news media which reoorted
their deaths, it still matters: the whites were
mourned, the blacks merely mentioned.
One would like to believe the explanations that
have been offered by the media: that the Kent State
murders happened first and thus got wider coverage,
that as Time said “••• there is a limit to a nation’s
ability to sustain outrage,” even that， as Time also
stated, the issue in Augusta was clouded Decause the
men killed were not students， but “looters.” One
would like to believe anything rather than face the
institutionalized racism that is suggested by the dif
ference in coverage.
But it has happened too many times before. As
writer Bob Terrell points out, at least ten students
have been killed on black college campuses in the last
five years; their deaths were not well publicized.
Americans have known since My Lai that innocent
Vietnamese are being murdered by our soldiers; but
not until death touched four white college students at
home did they join the anti-war movement.
In America, it seems, we will not grant equality
even to the dead.
_____
Miss Roberts is a graduate student in journalism at
the University o f California, Berkeley.
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Black Journalists Organized
Special to Ball & Chain
New York-Widespread disaffection among black
staffers is surfacing at some of the nation^ leading
news publications on the East Coast.
The discontent, which stems from racially dis
criminatory practices by the news media, may find a
focus in the battle which is" shaping up at the New
York Post around the firing of a black reporter.
A complaint charging the Post with job discrimina
tion against blacks has been filed with the State
Division o f Human Rights. In the complaint reporter
William Artist Jr., 27y alleges that the newspaper
discharged him ‘‘because of my race and color•”
Artist, hired June 8, told Division officials that he
was fired July 17 effective July 24.
Artist asked in the complaint that the Division find
he has suffered financial damage. He does not specify
the amount. In an interview, he said he would seek
financial damages for loss of prestige and the neces
sity of finding a new job and relocating The Division
is empowered to make damage awards.
Of the more than 60 reporters on the Post staff,
only three blacks are permanent employees, Artist
said in the complaint. He charged in the interview
that the Post has never had more than three black
reporters as permanent employees at ajiy one time in
the last 20 years.
Since 1969 at least four blacks have been dis
charged during the tryout periods but no black man
has been hired permanently, he said^ Artist added
that at least six white reporters have_been added to
the staff during this same period.
Paul Sann, executive editor of the Post, said he had
no comment on the charges. uWe?d never comment
on something like that,^ he said. k*We will simply face
the charges. WeVe never had a quota for blacks? we
couldn’t.”
A personnel department spokesman said the Post
has no policy against minority group individuals. uWe
simply don’t discriminate.” the spokesman said.
However, the human rights division found prob
ably cause that the complaint by Artist was true,
Division spokesman Julius Adams said. The Division
called for reinstatement of the fired reporter. It also
asked for an agreement to get the Division^ con
currence if the Post wants to dismiss Artist after a
90-day probation period.
The Post has refused to accept conciliation terms.
Post attorney Sidney Orenstein said the newspaper '
has notified the Division it will not accept the terms
because 4tIt doesn^ feel it has committed any dis
criminatory acts/5 Orentsein said \he Post will not
relinquish the right to terminate Artist’s employment
should his work be judged inferior during the remain
der of his three-month probationary period.
The case now goes to a public hearing at which
witnesses are sworn and the proceedings are recorded.
A hearing examiner acts in the capacity of judge and
decides whether there is discrimination. He makes a
recommendation to the commissioner of the human

rights division who accepts, rejects or amends the
examiner’s findings. The Division’s final decision can
be appealed in court.
Artist started at the Post, which has a circulation
or 702,637, after studying at Columbia University
under a Rockefeller Grant tor Interracial Reporting.
Before that, he was a civil rights reporter for three
years at the Buffalo Evening News (in New York).
The Post maintains a three month trial period,
during which new reporters must prove competency.
“If I would be allowed to stay past the three
month trial period it would disturb the pattern that
has been m existence,” Artist said.
Artist, an Ohio State graduate, said reasons given
for his dismissal were have a bad news perspective,
not having an afternoon news approach (being able to
project further than the next day in a story) and not
writing lively copy.
Artist said George Trov, Post Assistant City Editor,
told mm he would give Artist a good recommenda
tion to any paper with an explanation that the Post
simply didn’t have a place for mm.
He said editors at the Post have never complained
to him about the quality of his work. He tmnks this is
a subterfuge for the real reasons for his rirmg.
In fact, Artist said, the only discussion with him on
the content of a story took place July 17.
He said the story dealt with Mayor Kenneth
Gibson^ first day in office in Newark, N . J . .
“The City Editor did not like the lead nor the
things I placed at the top of the sto ry /5 Artist said.
uWe discussed it and he used editors prerogative and
changed the story—which was fine with me.
66I was toid later that same day that I was being
fired, effective in one week.”
Louis Wacker, City Editor of the Buffalo Evening
News, in a telephone interview said Artist was one of
the newsoaper^ best reporters in the last five years.
‘‘His work was always acceptable， and he always
met deadlines,W acker said.
uHe unquestionably will become one of the top
Negro reporters in the country，” he continued “and
he can come back here at anytime.
The News is an afternoon paper.
Professor Luther P. Jackson, coordinator of the
interracial reporting program at Columbia University,
said Artist was the youngest person yet admitted to
the prestigious program.
uHis selection was made on the basis that his
reporting and writing for the Buffalo Evening News
vvas so obviously professional that he could afford to
devote a year to graduate work to bring a fuller
dimension to his w ork/5Jackson said.
Artist live$ in East Harlem with his wife and three
children.
Miss Gerry Passarella, First Vice President of the
N.Y， News Paper Guild said that to her knowledge
there have been no other complaints of this nature
filed in the past 45 years.
She said the Guilt is powerless to act in cases of
new reporters fired within the 90 day trial period.
Other New York periodicals are experiencing simi
lar newsroom tensions because of their insistence on
maintaining traaitional racial editorial practices.
At the Daily News, the nation^ largest circulating
:^awspaper, black reporters are meeting among them

selves to prepare tor sessions with top editors and
perhaps the publisher.
At the N.Y. Times a meeting was scheduled for late
August between black staffers and the managing
editor.
At Newsweek magazine, the black population
among the editorial staff—researchers, editors, pho
tographers—is about to dv/indle to one at the maga
zines headquarters at 444 Madison Avenue. Leandra
Abbot, a researcher, leaves soon. This will leave one
black researcher, Diane Camper, in the Newsweek
New York operation.
In Washington, at the Post—whose ov/ners also own
Newsweek, one reporter described the situation there
as “explosive.”
The issues everywhere are generally the same:
black reporters feel they are not permitted to do the
job of covering the black community as they feel it
should be done. And, of course, no management is
moving a white reporter out of a choice beat to pub a
black one in. Washington Post staffers—those in
volved—have a couple of other gripes:
<4We have some black reporters here who are doing
nothing but sitting around waiting for the next riot—
and you know riots are all over,55 said one Poster.
Post blacks are aiso concerned about what they call
abusive treatment accorded black women newsroom
dictationists by some white fellow workers. They also
want to crack segregated editorial departments—
sports, style, etc.
The latter issue exists in most places and is sure to
be a topic in upcoming discussions.

NATIONAL ORGANIZATION
FORMED BY MEDIA WORKERS
by Mel Whittaker
Lincoln University in Jefferson City, Missouri, was
the site of what was perhaps the most historic confer
ence ever Held with regards to black participation in
the news media. Designated the National Conference
of Black News Media Workers, it was hosted by the
Journalism Department at Lincoln University. Much
of the conference’s historical significance grows out
of the decision made by Dr. Armistead Pride, over
thirty years ago, to include journalism in Lincoln^
curriculum. The decision made by Dr. Pride was the
first time journSlism had been included in any black
college’s curriculum' and since then almost every
major college has followed Pride’s lead.
The three day conference (June 26, 27, 28) dealt
with a variety or issues. A major subject of discussion
and the theme of the conference was, “Who Is the
Black J o u r n a l i s t T h e r e were discussions and work
shops centered around such topics as: the role of the
black journalist, the black reporter and his relation
ship to the black community, management, union
and professional groups and government. In additioi*
to media workers discussed problems of tcachiii

(Continued on page three)
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TJhe America 鬅 Philosophy
by Rufus Byars

An q^ent, both obscure and lacking analysis, has
thrown' the West Coast into perplexity. On or about
August 7， 1970 four Black-frustrated-socially an
tagonized 6to the point of being humanly reduced to
the level of animals,—presented racist white-callous
filled-America with a performance that far exceeds
that of Hamlet.
These Brothers didn5t actually demand freedom
4from this prison within a ipxison—America^ they chal
lenged the hypocrisy this country proclaims to be a
T illosophy; they probed for an aperture which exists
by the laws of pigmentation.
Many, perhaps too many, blacks are viewing their
act with curtains drawn, and the climates presenting
REVOLUTION! Yet, on the other side of their minds
was imprinted a horror this country Cblack and. white
is yet to §ee!
The event which took place in Marin County may
have well been the prelude, that morbid inception, to
an authentic black revolt in this country.
The escape plan was highly sophisticated; the ab
duction of the judge, Prosecutor and three white
female hostages showed its methodology pre-avoided
struggle or injury to any human life. Although vio
lence errupted and claimed 4by demand of a maladjusted society’ the lives 〇£ four human Demgs;
projecting into common view the instability of this
country’s abasingly abacked structure, whites call
philosophy.
Bay Area papers, white owned and operated, pro
jected the imagery of a daring attempted escape by
convicts (DBsparate Convicts1/; not humans so aaverted by the maltreatment they received, that life
meant absolutely nothing to them any longer; this
stands for McClain as well as Jackson—and Christmas!
August 7, 19 70 Jonathan Jackson,17, walked into
a Marin County Court Room-apparently in a rain
coat with a bowling bag like object on his person—he
took a rear seat, to later stand and alert the court
room that all proceedings were completed. He stroll
ed forward, passing a gun to an incarcerated brother
on trial for the stabbing of a Soledad prison guard,
James McClain, 37, and then to two other brothers
from Soledad, who were witnesses for McClain;
Ruchell Magee, 3 1 ,and William A. Christmas, 27.
Jackson made it obvious several times, ^Freeze!
WE DON’T WANT TO HURT ANYBODY!”
At this point they took Superior Court Judge
Harold J. Haley, prosecutor Gary W. Thomas and
three women and started out of the courtroom, to a
van awaiting them in the parking lot. There was a
sawed-off-shot-gun taped to the Judge’s neck ，
Christmas held a female hostage at gun point; how
ever, they still stressed the point, uthey didnJt want
anyone hurt!”
As they approached the van, walking through the
parking lot, it was evident that their plan was con
structed with special considerations; they merely
overlooked that White America reverses methodology
in a minute, therefore, when these brothers entered
the van, with the hostages, the Philosophy of this
country beamed fourth prodigiously: regardless to
the cost, these Niggers must die!
Two San Quentin guards, allegedly returning from
target practice, heard the police radio announcing the
historical escape and speedily rushed to the scene;
Mechanically programed to kill.
There was some controversy as to who shot the
first round, in Bay Area newspapers; however, an eye
witness to the event informed newsmen from TIME
magazine that the policemen who had set up the
roadblock opened fire first: ^Incredibly, the police,
though they knew there were five hostages inside,
fired on the truck as it approached the roadblock,
said Time magazine article in its 17 August edition.

Jackson, Christmas, McClain were killed in the
shoot out; the Ju d g e’s face blown into oblivion and
Thomas paralyized from the waste down. “Judge
Haley was a saint. I got three of them. I hope I killed
them. I grabbed the gun from McClain the driver/5
Thomas said.
What the people don’t acknowledge is how San
Quentin’s guards are programed to be reactionaryunthinking-hypocrites with a license to kill!; to shoot
first and be questioned for it afterwords!
Associate Warden James W. Park stated to the
press， ‘‘We will not let a prisoner here (meaning
within the prison walls mind you) escape with a
hostage，’’ Yet， the Marin County Court House isn’t
San Quentin and shouldn’t fall under the jungle laws
of such a nefarious maladjusted Philosophy as that
given by Park’s， and administrated from this country.
Now the big hunt is for the beautiful Black sister,
Angela V. Davis; formerly a philosophy instructor at
UCLA. The guns usea m the historical escape were
said to have been purchased by Miss Davis, the shot
gun on 5 August—two days before the escape.
The law, where ever the hell it is, and who ever the
hell they allege themselves to be, have charged Miss
Davis with murder and kidnap, as well as interstate
flight. Miss Davis now stands on the FBIJs ten most
wanted list; they must have moved someone from the
list because the country hasn5t been notified of any
well known felon being arrested, to my knowledge.
When Nixon stated, in pre-judgement, that Charles
Manson was guilty, directly or indirectly, of eight
murders, the Nation pitched a righteous bitch! But
the whole damn country is shouting that Angela
Davis is guilty of kidnap and murder, but she wasnJt
even seen on the scene!
If tins racist society capture’s Angela Davis， in
which state, in tms country, can she receive a fair
trial?! If she^ ever tried for these offenses against a
government so iniantile they would rob the lives from
four human beings because of imprinted riacist reac
tionary policies the verdict is obvious already!
Max Rafferty, Cal. State School Superintendant,
stated to the press that Donald Kalish, head of the
UCLA Philosophy Department, be asked to resign;
because Kalish hired Miss Davis， funky isn’t it!
The idea that police control is unlimited to the
point that four people can be killed, one critically
wounded and another paralyzed, is monsterous, but
what^ more inghtening is why: The Philosophy of
this cancerous country killed three black brothers
because they possessed the audacious presumptuous
ness to walk out of a Superior Court with the Judge,
Prosecutor and three white females. And no one
harmed at that point.
Many have called this thrust for physical release
revolutionary. I strongly view this event as black
brothers who had acknowledged that they were free
men witnin themselves and knew no power invested
in ^.ny mortal man could take this away from them,
and this is why they exercised this freedom; America
is yet to witness the aftermath which emerges from
the corruption of oppression, dehumanization and
racism'!*
“Freedom then， is a state o f Mind. Therefore, as
black outcasted Americans, get one thing straight
from front; we are not fighting fo r freedom, we have
that! We’ve just decided its time that we exercise our
freedom! ’
，

Text o f keynote speech by William Worthy, conespondent o f The Baltimore Afro-Amencan, at the first
National Conference o f Black Newsmedia Workers,
Lincoln University, Jefferson City, Missouri.

REPORTING THE NEWS
IN THE HEARTLAND OF EMPIRE
In 193 d, m Seattle, one of my college professors—a
sociologist who has over the decades been fired from
three or four schools—heard Dr. Harry Ward, a radical
clergyman, say something that is still very contem
porary. He said:
；4The Establishment respects ability, however much
it dislikes your views, and it tries to use that ability
for its own purposes. The result is that we radicals,
we dissenters, we revolutionaries operate in an area of
tolerated activity, which the Establishment judges
will be unable to interfere with its substantive socio
economic control. But we radicals literally bet our
lives that that tolerated activity will subvert the estab
lished order.
Last year, in Ireland, in a speech to the Irish
Management Institute, Davia Rockefeller, chairman
of Chase Manhattan Bank, said essentially the same
thing. He remarked: ^Business must continue to be
profit-oriented, but at the same time we must keep in
close contact with men who are not essentially profitoriented—that troublesome but creative minority of
intellectuals who can help us to identify emerging
social problems before they reach crisis proportions.
In other words, in this complex society they need
us. And our problem in a nutshell is to do our work
without letting ourselves be used for their counter
revolutionary ulterior motives. In one of her books
Hannah Arendt wrote: uHe who understands revolu
tion understands the f u t u r e . M a y I amend her
remark: He who understands counter-revolution
understands the United States.
In the heyday oi the British empire the three most
important white men stationed m ^ach colony werethe colonial governor, the Anglican bishop and the
correspondent of the Times of London. Within the
colonial framework each of them had his owh clear:
and distinct function. In discharging those functions
each complemented the other, because their bosses
back in Britain—the Labor or Tory government, the
Church of England, and the owners of the Times of
London—were equally committed to the perpetuation
of empire.
LetJs imagine that, as each British colony pressed
harder and harder for political indepc idence, the
Church of England substituted a “native” Episco
palian for the white bishop. Let’s imagine that the
Times of London, the voice of empire, had bought a
little time by integrating their colonial bureaus with a
few “native” journalists. If we think of U.S. ghettos
and the Black Belt as de facto economic colonies, we
can better perceive the parallel. To avoid being little
more than journalistic “natives” in a conservative
media milieu, we should take advantage of tms con
ference to organize solidly and to construct a base for
our collective integrity and our collective dignity.
This is not an impossible task. In its present stage of
doom and gloom the system definitely feels that it
needs us.
My hunch is that most persons at tms conference
have been hired by their present employers during the
last three to five years of internal and external crisis.
Within the white media what is our day-to-day role
supposed to be? What in reality is our individual and
collective situation today? Why is there so profound a
sense of distress and so much uneasy soul-searcmng in
our ranks?
We are media workers—with the emphasis on the
word workers—in a press that tips its imperialistic
hand by gloritymg in Vietnamese body counts.
We are media workers in a press that has the
audacity to put quotation marks around the words
“U.S. imperialism’’ in order to convince the people
that no such thing exists—and this at a time when
that very U,S. imperialism is waging and escalating
one of history’s nlthiest and most brazen colonial
wars. For three hundred violent years the people who
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black journalism, black women and the media; special
problems of the electronic media and a host of other
subjects.
Noted New York Times; Chicago D^ily News, Jet,
Negro Digest, Look, Newsweek, the Sacramento
Observer and Philadelphia Bulletin dealt very thor
oughly with the various topics of discussion. The
national nature of the conference was underlined by
the various views expressed by the 50 or so delegates
present. There was general agreement, however, that
the role of the black journalist is and must be, to
utilize his talents to further the advancement of black
people in America. It was pointed out that black
journalists are in a unique position to spotlight and
clarify issues which are vital to the over 30 million
black people in America. Lou Palmer, columnist for
the Chicago Daily News, indicated a need tor black
journalists to sift through the mountain of confusing
bits of information to finally seize upon the essential
facts. Having seized the essential fiacts, he pointed
out, it is necessary for the black journalists to present
them in such a way as to facilitate a search for
solutions and answers. Merely knowing the facts, he
submitted, does not complete the job.
The conference also formed an organization, the
National Association of Black Media Workers, with
several regional chapters.
This first meeting of distinguished black journalists
from around the country was given a sense of urgency
as they dealth with the case of Earl Caldwell. Cald
well is a member of the San Francisco Bureau of the
New York Times. He was recently subpoenaed to
testify before a Federal Grand Jury investigating the
Black Panther Party. Caldwell is resisting this un
constitutional government effort to force him to be
come an unwilling informer against them who in the
past have been sources of information for him. He has
refused to testify and therefore faces imprisonment
for contempt of a Grand Jury.
The government has asked Caldwell to testify be
fore the Grand Jury concerning what he had learned
about the Black Panther Party during the course of
numerous interviews granted him by Black Panther
officials. Attorney General John Mitchell and the
special task force in the U.S. Justice Department set
up to destroy the Black Panther Party, take the
position that a reporter ought to be honored to
testify against groups the Justice Department and
F.B.I. consider to be “a threat to national security•”
Earl Caldwell takes an opposing position. It is his
contention that a special relationship exists between a
reporter and his news source. That relationship, he
contends, is similar to a doctor-patient relationship.
The relationships are similar inasmuch as a reporter
must have the confidence of his news source if he is
to be effective in reporting the facts. The issue of
subpoening reporters, T.V. news footage, radio inter
views, recordings and journalists5 notes has been one
which has confronted the entire media, but it has hit
black journalists hardest. This is true because of the
special condition of the black journalist. Units of the
news media have generally acquiesced in government
demands. Many have turned over T.V. film footage as
well as notes and pictures.
Whereas in the white community a press badge or
other ligitimizing credentials will open up doors lead
ing to information necessary for a news story, this is
not necessarily true for the black reporter. A much
more personal relationship exists between the black
reporter and the black community. Most m the com
munity do not trust the black reporter^ official cre
dentials but rather the individual. This is particularly
true of press relationships with groups such as the
Black Panther Party, SNCC, NAACP, Urban League,
C.O.R.E. and even black legislators. None of the
aforementioned groups or individuals would be in
clined to speak candidly with a black reporter if they
felt what was said in confidence might be brought to
light in a forced Grand Jury hearing.
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have molded U.S. public opinion, including many in
the press, have been masters of indoctrination, mas
ters of counter-revolution, masters of intrigue.
After World War II, the old European empires were
too weakened to carry on. U.S. neo-colonialism，al
ready strong in Latin America, came into its own in
every corner of the globe. Twenty-three years ago,
the CIA was established in order to globalize, to
institutionalize, to formalize, to tighten up the pro
cesses of counter-revolution, the processes of intrigue,
the processes needed to indoctrinate, seduce and then
plunder the entire world. Those who run the U.S.
empire assigned to the CIA a very broad and indis
pensable jurisdiction: to forestall, to abort, to buy off

RESOLUTION
The following resolution was adopted unanimously at
the national conference.
We, the undersigned members 〇£ the National
Association of Black Media Workers, declare our com
plete opposition to the continuing persecution of Earl
Caldwell, black reporter for The New York Times
who is being threatened with imprisonment by the
United States Justice Department because he refuses
to betray the trust of the black community. Caldwell
has refused to answer a subpoena served by a federal
grand jury in San Francisco investigating the Black
Panther Party.
We support Caldwell in his refusal to appear in
secret (star chamber?) proceedings before the grand
jury to answer questions concerning his reporting
activities in the black community.
We declare our intent to alert black people and the
community at large to the dangerous trend by the
government in attempting to turn Caldwell and other
black media workers into unwitting informers against
the black community.
We pledge that we will stand with Caldwell and
with each other in resisting this and any other at
tempt at harassment, intimidation, or imprisonment
by the United States government to force to betray
the trust and responsibility which the black com
munity has vested m us.

The national Conference of Black News Media
Workers， view the efforts 〇£ t:he government t:o force
black journalists to serve as unwilling spies and in
formants as a doubly destructive effort. On the one
hand, they point out, the government is seeking every
expedient (constitutional and unconstitutional) ve
hicle to destroy those groups it claims are a threat to
the- national security. On the other hand the Justice
Department seeks to destroy the position of the black
journalist’s in the black community， It seeks to smear
and in a sinister fashion to confuse the actual role of
black journalists in the black community during
rapidly changing times.
The N.C.B.N.M.W. issued a strongly worded state
ment supporting Earl Caldwell and vowing to do
everything possible to avoid a recurrance of such
government harassment. The black media workers
declaring that the overriding issue was whether a free
press could exist in America during turbulent times,
promised to approach every group of journalists in
the country seeking suoport for freedom of the press
and a clarification of the reporters role in America.
The black journalists also voted to work for legisla
tion which would put into law that special relation
ship between a reporter and his news sources, as a
prelude to a Supreme Court ruling on the position of
American journalists with regards to the constitution
ally guaranteed freedom of the press.
The author is Associate Editor o f the Observer
Newspapers in Sacramento, California.
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and to crush anti-imperialist revolution on every con
tinent. Since imperialism is a racist racket, its pious
beneficiaries are reduced to spouting gangster logic to
sanctify the plunder and the violence. The heartless
enforcers of empire use Mafia methods.
The 1947 law setting up the CIA barred the agency
from operating within the U.S. Only the naive could
have expected obedience to that restriction once the
Muslims and the Panthers and SNCC and SDS began
adopting a sttong anti-imperialist line. Especially in
the darker countries the CIA for 23 years has bribed
and assassinated inconvenient men of color—including
editors and reporters. And five years ago here at
home, in front of 500 witnesses, Malcolm X was
boldly cut down in a hail of CIA bullets.
Given the reactionary dritt of events and given our
professional duty to communicate to the public the
significance of what is going on, the day will surely
come when one faction or another in the CIA will
decide that some 〇£ us participating in this confer
ence must be “liquidated.” Tliey’ll probably pay a
cut-rate Jim Crow price to some Harlem gansters to
carry out “the contract.”
We are a handful of underpaid media workers—a
handful of hired hands—in a country where the Far
Right is spending an estimated $50-million annually.
That money is used to bamboozle a bewildered public
opinion with false and simplistic answers to political
complexities on 10,000 radio broadcasts each week.
We are unarmed media workers in a country whose
top brass has gone berserk in the face of defeat in
Vietnam and is now thrashing around in all of Indo
china. James Boggs of Detroit believes that in late
April the military presented Nixon with a fait ac
compli in Cambodia. If this is a correct surmise, it
would help explain those tricky contradictions in
Nixon’s speeches of A pril18 and May 1.
Let^ not be naive about U.S. generals. Just as the
CIA moved logically from assassinations in Arnca to
assassination in Harlem， so the military is quite cap
able 〇£ staging many My Lais，many “Pinkvilles，” 011
militant campuses and in zones of resistance here at
home. We have our notebooks and typewriters, and
history tells us that in the long run we are likely to
win. But they have the guns, and sooner or later, as
the crisis of empire deepens, those guns have to be
turned on any of us who disseminate the truth to the
American public. Imperialists, said President Sukarno,
will always be imperialists—which means they will
always be violent, always be crooked, and eternally
be treacherous.
While sympathetic and understanding of the Black
Panthers, I have tended to be strongly critical when
ever they have precipitated shoot-outs and other con
frontations that could only end in calamity. And I
condemn those white radicals who have cheered the
Panthers on to self-destruction. I hope that new
young militant journalists can skip that juvenile stage
〇£ “proving manhood” with ghetto hyperbole and
inflamatory rhetoric. I also pray that new young
militant journalists will steer clear of that disastrous
white thing called Udrug culture.55 if you are stupid
enough to get sucked in and if you get caught,
DONT come to me for sympathy, support or a
contribution to your bail fund. I have more worthy
causes to rally behind. Under proticient leadership,
the people of China fought one of history^ major
revolutions in order to free their country from the
white man^s sordid dope, and here we have the ludi
crous spectacle of college-educated American youth
extolling the “glories” o f these ensiavmg narcotics.
From journalists young and old the greatest need
of the moment is sound analysis of the U.S. empire
and the focusing of the news spotlight on its far-flung
sinister operations. Thanks to the press for which we
work, thanks to the educational system and the governinent, the people of this country don t even know
they are living in the capital of a vast and violent
empire. They donJt realize that they are living on the
backs 〇£ most of the other peoples of the world.
News is just beginning to leak out that the militaryindustrial-political Mafia in this country has been
secretly handing over tens of millions of taxpayers
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dollars to the political Al Capones who rule Thailand
and South Korea, and that these sub-Mafia thugs then
dispatch mercenaries to help guard South Vietnam,
Cambodia and other “turf” and territory claimed by
the U.S. empire.
By and large, even the racial minorities in this
country are woefully ignorant about the workings of
the U.S. empire. They cannot move effectively and
cannot struggle intelligently toward liberation until
they have the facts and the correct interpretation of
the facts. Only when we as journalists do our jobs
properly and help to raise the level of popular under
standing will the liberation struggle move upwara to a
higher level from its present pathetic and ostentatious
rut of dashiki, drum, egoism, comb and hair pick.
There are endless stories about the empire at home
that are not being covered. CIA agents swarming over
poverty programs and community organization^. To
give the devil his due, it is considerably easier in 1970
to publish well-researched, fully documented reports
and exposes on “sensitive” subjects than u vas ten or
even five years ago. Those incredible resistance
fighters in Vietnam have made such a mess of this
country and have so thoroughly demoralized our
rulers that serious and informative articles now get
published in mass circulation newspapers and maga
zines, andv revealing television documentaries reach
tons of millions of Americans. Among a pepple hun
gry at last for understanding and clariflcatipn there is
today a market for meaningful news, and the profitoriented lords of the press are out to satisfy that
market to some degree. As one of the old Bolsheviks
observed before the Russian revolution, when it
comes time to shoot all the capitalists, one of them
will sell us the guns.
Amongst ourselves, we can encourage and insist on
relevant journalism by demonstrating total solidarity
with an Earl Caldwell for his highly principled posi
tion on the sanctity of a newsman^ sources of infor
mation. I also think we should consider establishing
an annual William Monroe Trotter award for those in
our ranks who most clearly and forcefully reveal the
vital links between the foreign racket of neo-colonial
ism and colonial wars and the domestic racket of
racism. Monroe Trotter, who harassed Woodrow
Wilson at the 1919 Paris Peace Conference, had a
world view. An anti-colonial award bearing his name
would be most appropriate.
And however much the white press may deride and
ridicule us, I for one feel we would be well advised to
establish now a standby investigatory committee on
domestic CIA assassinations, in order to have machin
ery immediately at hand when the inevitable day
arrives. We 25 million children of slavery are so badly
divided and disorganized that we never launched an
investigation of Malcolm^s assassination while the
leads were hot.
Earl Caldwell may well have some concrete su^estions as to how we can best support him. Perhaps the
conference can adopt several standby plans 〇£ ac
tion-such as a call for a one-day work stoppage by us
and our colleagues all the way from the San Francisco
Chronicle to the Boston Herald, from KQED to
WGBH, from KCBS to WCBS, from WUB in Harlem
to its counterpart stations in Los Angeles and 6eattle
and the Bay Area. The work stoppage could be called
if and when the day comes when Earl Caldwell is
hauled into federal court for sentencing. Even a smallscale occupational general strike, involving at the
most several thousand of us, would focus world atten
tion on the Caldwell case. It would perhaps inhibit a
judge from imposing more than a nominal suspended
sentence, and it would suggest the valuable technique
of political work stoppages to other occupational
groups and to other occupational caucuses—black ，
brown, yellow and feminine.

The Vietnamese and the Cambodians know that
Nixon, like Johnson, has locked himseli into a long
and hopeless war, and they are prepared to struggle
for decades. Even though we are not white, we share
the typical white American characteristic of great
impatience. We want instant peace, instant equality,
instant cleansing of the environment, instant revolu
tion. To us even a month is a long time. If I were to
make a bet, Vd gamble that the Vietnamese, the
Koreans, the Cubans, the Chinese, the Indonesians
will demolish the U.S. world empire abroad well
before we dismantle racism at home. Many years ago
an editorial in the Boston Globe remarked ： , . To
fight well in confident expectation of victory is the
proper valor of youth; the virtue of mature years is to
fight equally well in the face of strong prospect of
frustration.” And in this social system that hardly
seems to budge, we are going to be frustrated again
and again and again.
In the crystal ball one can find no firm guarantee
that we will win. The possible combinations of vari
ables and circumstances leading to defeat are endless.
But if we are self-respecting and hold a commitment
to humanity, we have no choice but to struggle and
to adopt a hard, tough line for that struggle. Winning
is not everything. Ais Alfred North Whitehead used to
tell his philosophy classes at Harvard, <4the process
itself is the actuality.” That great truth may help us
understand why China underwent a cultural revolu
tion in order to save her revolution. The Chinese
leaders know that economic and social reconstruction
will not be completed for decades, and that mean
while everything could easily go sour if a huge bu
reaucracy was allowed to snuff out the people^ revolutionary San. I don’t know if mdel Castro has ever
read Whitehead, but the Cuban leadership has cer
tainly been aware that ^the process itseli is the ac
tuality.n
As we contemplate the beacon role we can play as
journalists over the next few soul-testing deo^des, we
ought to be able to perceive a clear obligation m this
society so urgently in need of regeneration:
Individually and collectively, we must <4raise a stan
dard to which all honorable men may repair/J
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BLACK REPORTERS REBEL
Special to Ball & Chain
New York—Widespread disaffection among blgck
staffers is surfacing at some of the nation^ leadiog
news publications on the East Coast.
The discontent, which stems from racially discriminatory practices by the news media, may find a
focus in the battle which i$ shaping up at the New
York Post around the firing of a black reporter.
A complaint charging the Post with job discrimina
tion against blacks has been filed with the State
Division o f Human Rights. In the complaint reporter
William Artist Jr., 27, alleges that the newspaper
discharged him “because of my race and color.”
Artist, hired June 8, told Division officials that he
was fired July 17 effective July 24.
Artist asked in the comolaint that the Division find
he has suffered financial damage. He does not specify
the amount. In an interview, he said he would seek
financial damages for loss of prestige ana the neces
sity of finding a new job and relocating The Division
is empowered to make damage awards.
Of the more than 60 reporters on the Post staff,
only three blacks are permanent employees, Artist
said in the complaint. He cnarged in the interview
that the Post has never had more than three black
reporters as permanent employees at any one time in
the last 20 years.
Since 1969 at least four blacks have been dis
charged during the tryout periods but no black man
has been nired permanently, he said. Artist aaded
that at least six white reporters have b_een p.dded to
the staff during this same period.
Piul Sann, executive editor of the Post, said he had
no comment on the charges. “We’d never comment
on something like that,,J he said. >%We will simply face
the charges. WeVe never had a quota for blacks? we,
couldn’t.”
A personnel department spokesman said the Post
has no policy against minority group individuals. t4We
simply don’t discriminate.’’ the spokesman said.
However, the human rights division found prubably cause th%it the complaint by Artist was true,
Division spokesman Julius Adams said. The Division
called for reinstatement of the fired reporter. It also
asked for an agreement to get the Division’s con
currence if the Post wants to dismiss Artist after a
90-day probation period.
The Post has refused to accept conciliation terms.
Post attorney Sidney Orenstein said the newspaper
has notified the Division it will not accept thevterms
because “It doesn’t feel it has committed any dis
criminatory acts.n Orentsein said the Post will not
relinquish the right to terminate Artist’s employment
should his work be judged inferior during the remain
der of his three-month probationary period.
The case now goes to a public hearing at which
witnesses are sworn and the proceedings are recorded.
A hearing examiner acts in the capacity oi judge and
decides whether there is discrimination. He makes a
recommendation to the commissioner of the human
rights division who accepts^ rejects or amends the
examiner’s findings. The Division’s final decision can

be appealed in court.
Artist started
the Post, which has a circulation
of 702,637, after studying at Columbia University
under a Rockefeller Grant for Interracial Reporting.
Before that, he was a civil rights reporter for three
years at the Buffalo Evening News (in New York).
The Post maintains a three month trial period,
during which new reporters must prove competency.
ulf I would be allowed to stay past the three
month trial period it would disturb the pattern that
has bee^i m existence,” Artist said.
Artist, an Ohio State graduate, said reasons given
for his dismissal were have a bad news perspective,
not having an afternoon news approach (being able to
project further than the next day in a story) and not
writing lively copy.
Artist said George Trov, Post Assistant City Editor,
told him he would give Artist a good recommenda
tion to any paper with an explanation that the Post
simply didn’t have a place for him.
He said editors at the Post have never complained
to him about the quality of his work. He thinks tms is
a subterfuge for the real reasons for his iiring.
In fact, Artist said, the only discussion with him on
the content of a story took place July 17.
He said the story dealt with Mayor Kenneth

Gibson^ first day in office in Newark, N.J.
uThe City Editor did not like the lead nor the
things I placed at the top of the story,n Artist said.
uWe discussed it and he used editors prerogative and
changed the story—which was fine with me.
UI was told later that same day that I was being
fired, effective in one week.”
Louis Wacker, City Eaitor of the Buffalo Evening
News, in a telephone interview said Artist was one of
the newspaper’s Dest reporters in the last five years.
uHis work was always acceptable, and he always
met deadlines/9Wacker said.
4<He unquestionably will become one of the top
Negro reporters in the country,n he continued uand
he can come back here at anytime.”
The News is an afternoon paper.
Professor Luther P. Jackson, coordinator of the
interracial reporting program at Columbia University,
said Artist was the youngest person yet admitted to
the prestigious program.
“His selection was made on the basis that his
reporting and writing for the Buffalo Evening News
was so obviously professional that he could afford to
devote a year to graduate work to bring a fuller
dimension to his work,n Jackson said*
Artist lives in East Harlem with his wife and three

B la ck N ew sm en Form
N a tio n w id e Group
by Mel Whittaker
Lincoln University in Jefferson City, Missouri, was
the site of what was perhaps the most historic confer
ence ever held with regards to black participation in
the news media. Designated the National Conference
of Black News Media Workers, it was hosted by the
Journalism Department at Lincoln University. Much
of the conference’s historical significance grows out
o f the decision made by Dr. Armistead Pride, over
thirty years ago, to include journalism in Lincoln s
curriculum. The decision made by Dr. Pride was the
first time journ<tiism had been included in any black
college’s curriculuru and since then almost every
major college has followed Pride’s lead.
The three day conference (June 26, 27, ^28) dealt
with a variety of issues. A maior subject of discussion
and the theme of the conference was, ‘‘Who Is the
Black J o u r n a l i s t T h e r e were discussions and work
shops centered around such topics as: the role of the
black journalist, the black reporter and his relation
ship to the black community, management, union
and professional groups and government. In additior
to media workers discussed problems of tea chin
black journalism, black women and the media; special
problems of the electronic media and a host of other
subjects.
Noted New York Times; Chicago D^ily News, Jet,
Negro Digest, Look, Newsweek, the Sacramento
Observer and Philadelphia Bulletin dealt very thor

oughly with the various topics of discussion. The
national nature of the conference was underlined by
the various views expressed by the 50 or so delegates
present. There was general agreement, however, that
the role of the black journalist is and must be, to
utilize his talents to further the advancement of black
people in America. It was pointed out that black
journalists are in a unique position to spotlight and
clarify issues which are vital to the over 30 million
black people in America. Lou Palmer, columnist for
the Chicago Daily News, indicated a need for black
journalists to sift through the mountain of confusing
bits of information to finally seize upon the essential
facts. Having seized the essential facts, he pointed
out, it is necessary for the black journalists to present
them in such a way as to facilitate a search foi
solutions and answers. Merely knowing the facts, ht
submitted, does not complete the jod .
The conference also formed an organization, the
National Association of Black Media Workers, with
several regional chapters.
This first meeting of distinguished black journalists
from around the country was given a sense of urgency
as they dealth with the case of Earl Caldwell. Cald
well is a member of the San Francisco Bureau of the
New York Times. He was recently subpoenaed to
testify before a Federal Grand Jury investigating the
(Continued on page ihree.)
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M ARIN SHOOTINGS:
^ R e g a rd le ss to th e C o st
T h ese N ig g e rs M u s t D iet"
by Rufus Byars
^Freedom then, lc 〇 sxate o f Mind. Therefore, as
black outcasted Amencans, get っtip. thing straight
from front; we are not jtgltting fo r freedom, we have
that! Wefve just decided its time that we exercise our
freedom! ’’
An event， both obscure and lacking analysis， has
thrown the West Coast into perplexity. On or about
August 7 , 1 9 7 0 four Black-frustrated-socially an
tagonized 4to the point of being humanly reducea to
the level of animals,—presented racist wmte-callous
filled-America with a performance that far exceeds
that of Hamlet.
These Brothers didn’t actually demafid freedom
^from this prison within a prison—America' they chal
lenged the hypocrisy this country proclaims to be a
TiJosophy ; they probed for an aperture which exists
by the laws o f pigme*n-;ation.

Many, perhaps too many, blacks are viewing their
act with curtains drawn, and the climates presenting
REVOLUTION! Yet, on the other side of their minds
was imprinted a horror this country ‘black and '”hite ，
is yet to see!
The event which took place in Marin County may
have well been the prelude, that morDid inception, to
an authentic black revolt in tms country.
The escape plan wak^ highly sophisticated; the ab
duction of the judge, Prosecutor and chree white
female hostages showed its methodology pre-avoided
struggle or injury to any human life. Although vio
lence errupted and claimed ‘by demand of a mal
adjusted societyJ the lives of four human beings;
projecting into common view the instability of this
country’s abasingly abacked structure, wmtes call
philosophy.
Bay Area papers, white owned and operated, pro
jected the imagery of a daring attempted escape by
convicts (Desparate Convicts!f; not humans so ad
verted by the maltreatment they received, that life
meant absolutely nothing to them any longer; tms
stands for McClain as well as Jackson —and Christmas!
August 7, 19 70 Jonathan Jackson,17, walked into
a Marin County Court Room—apparently in a rain
coat with a bowling bag like object on his person—he
took a r^ar seat, to later stand and alert the court
room that all proceedings were completed. He stroll
ed forward, passing a gun to an incarcerated brother
on trial for the stabbing of a Soledad prison guard,
James McClain, 37, and then to two other brothers
from Soledad， who were witnesses for McClain;
Ruchell Magee, 3 1 , and William A. Christmas, 27.
Jackson made it obvious several times, 4<Freeze!
WE DON’T WANT TO HURT ANYBODY!”
At tins point they took Superior Court Judge
Harold J. Haley, prosecutor Gary W. Thomas and
three women and started out of the courtroom, to a
van awaiting them in the parking lot. There was a
sawed-off-shot-gun taped to the Judge’s neck,
Christmas held a female hostage at gun point; how
ever, they still stressed the point， ‘‘they didn’t want
anyone hurt!”
As they approached the van, walking through the
parking lot, it was evident that their plan was con
structed with special considerations; they merely
overlooked that White America reverses methodology
in a minute, therefore, when these brothers entered
the van, with the hostages, the Philosophy of tms
country beamed fourth prodigiously: regardless to
the cost, these Niggers must die!
Two San Quentin guards, allegedly returning from
target practice, heard the police radio announcing the
historical escape and speedily rushed to the scene;
Mechanically programed to kill*

rhere was some controversy as to who shot the
first round, in Bay Area newspapers; however, an eye
witness to the event informed newsmen from TIME
magazine that the policemen who had set up the
roadblock opened fire first: "Incredibly, the police,
though they knew there were five hostages inside,
fired on the truck as it approached the roadblock,
said Time magazine article in its 17 August edition.
Jackson, Christmas, McClain were killed in the
shoot out; the Ju d g e’s face blown into oblivion and
Thomas paralyized from the waste down. “Judge
Haley was a saint. I got three of them. I hope I killed
them. I grabbed the gun from McClain the driver/J
Thomas said.
What the people don’t acknowledge is how San
Quentin^ guards are programed to be reactionary
unthinking-hypocrites with a license to kill!; to shoot
first and be questioned for it afterwords!
Associate Warden James W. Park stated to the
press, “We will noc let a prisoner here (meaning
within the prison walls mind you) escape with a
hostage，” ret, the Marin County Court House isn^
San Quentin and shouldn’t fall under the jungle laws
of such a nefarious maladjusted Philosophy as that
given by Park5s, and administrated from this country.
Now the Dig hunt is for the beautiful Black sister,
Angela V. Davis; formerly a philosophy instructor at
UCLA. The guns usea in the historical escape were
said to have been purchased by Miss Davis, the shot
gun on 5 August-^two days before the escape.
The law, where ever the hell it island who ever the
hell they allege themselves to be, have chargea Miss
Davis with murder and kidnap, as well as interstate
flight. Miss Davis now stands on the rB I’s ten most
wanted list; they must have moved someone from the
list because the country hasn5t been notified of any
well known felon being arrested, to my knowledge.
When Nixon stated, in pre-judgement, that Charles
Manson was guilty, directlv or indirectly, of eight
murders, the Nation pitched a righteous Ditch! But
the whole damn country is shouting that Angela
Davis is guilty of kianap and murder, but she wasn’t
even seen on the scene!
If tms racist society capture’s Angela Davis， in
which state, in this country, can she receive a fair
trial?! If she^s ever tried for these offenses against a
government so infantile they would rob the lives from
four human beings because or imprinted racist reac
tionary policies the verdict is obvious already!
Max Rafferty, Cal. State School Superintendant,
stated to the press that Donald Kalish, head of the
UCLA Philosophy Department, be asked to resign;
because Kalish hired Miss Davis， funky isn’t it!
The idea that police control is unlimited to the
point that four people can be killed, one critically
wounded and another paralyzed, is monsterous, but
whatJs more frightening is why: The Philosophy of
*tliis cancerous country killed three black brothers
because they possessed the audacious presumptuous
ness to walk out of a Superior Court with the Judge,
Prosecutor and three white females. And no one
harmed at that point.
Many have called tms thrust for physical release
revolutionary. I strongly view this event as black
brothers who had acknowledged that they were free
men within themselves and knew no power invested
in 豸ny mprtal man could take this away from them ，
and this is wny they exercised this freedom; America
is yet to witness the aftermath which emerges from
the corruption of oopression, dehumanization and
racism?
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CONFERENCE
RESOLUTION
The following resolution was adopted unanimously at
the national conference.
We, the undersigned members of the National
Association of Black Media Workers, declare our com
plete opposition to the continuing persecution of Earl
Caldwell, black reporter for The New York Times
who is being threatened with imprisonment by the
United States Justice Department because he refuses
to betray the trust of the black community. Caldwell
has refused to answer a subpoena served by a federal
grand jury in San Francisco investigating the Black
Panther Party.
We support Caldwell in nis refusal to appear in
secret (star chamber?) proceedings before the grand
jury to answer questions concerning his reporting
activities in the black community.
We declare our intent to alert black people and the
community at large to the dangerous trend by che
government in attempting to turn Caldwell and other
black media workers into unwitting informers against
the black community.
We pledge that we will stand with Caldwell and
with each other in resisting this and any other at
tempt at harassment, intimidation, or imprisonmeni
by the United States government to force to betray
the trust and responsibility which the black com
munity has vestea m us.
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Text o f keynote speech by William Worthy, corres
pondent o f The Baltimore Afro-American, at the first
National Conference o f Black Newsmedia Workers,
Lincoln University, Jefferson City, Missouri.
In 1935, in Seattle, one o f my college professors-a
sociologist who has over the decades been fired from
three or four schools—heard Dr. Harry Ward, a radical
clergyman, say something that is still very contem
porary. He said ：
4<The Establishment respects ability, however much
it dislikes your views, and it tries to use that ability
for its own purposes. The result is that we radicals,
we dissenters, we revolutionaries operate in an area of
tolerated activity, which the Establishment judges
will be unable to interfere with its substantive socio
economic control. But we radicals literally bet our
lives that that tolerated activity will subvert the estab
lished order/5
Last year, in Ireland, in a speech to the Irish
Management Institute, David Rockefeller, chairman
of Chase Manhattan Bank, said essentially the same
thing. He remarked: “Business must continue to be
profit-oriented, but at the same time we must keep in
close contact with men who are not essentially profitoriented—that troublesome but creative minority of
intellectuals who can help us to identify emerging
social problems before the) wach crisis proportions.”

BELLY of th e WHALE
In other words, in this complex society they need
us. And our problem in a nutshell is to do our work
without letting ourselves be used for their counter
revolutionary ulterior motives. In one of her books
Hannah Arendt wrote: *uHe who understands revolu
tion understands the future.M May I amend her
remark: He who understands counter-revolution
understands the United States.
In the heyday of the British empire the three most
important white men stationed in ^ach colony were
the colonial governor, the Anglican Dishop and the
correspondent of the Times of London. Within the
colonial framework each of them had his own clear
and distinct function. In discharging those functions
each complemented the other, because their bosses
back in Britain—the Labor or Tory government, the
Church of England, and the owners of the Times of
London—were equally committed to the perpetuation
of empire.
Let5s imagine that, as each British colony pressed
harder and harder for political indep( idence, the
Church of England substituted a “native” Episco
palian for the white bishop. Let’s imagine that the
Times of London, the voice of empire, had bought a
little time by integrating their colonial bureaus with a
few “native” journalists. If we tmnk 〇£ U.S. ghettos
and the Black Belt as de facto economic colonies, we
can better perceive the parallel. To avoid being little

R e p o r t e r F i^ litg D ig m is s a l
NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FORMED BY MEDIA WORKERS
(Continued from page one}
children.
Miss Gerry Passarella, First Vice President of the
N.Y. News Paper Guild said that to her knowledge
there have been no other complaints of this nature
filed in the past 4^5 years.
She said the Guilt is powerless to act in cases of
n^w reporters fired within the 90 day trial period.
Other New York periodicals are experiencing simi’

iar newsroom tensions because of their insistence on
maintaining traditional racial editorial practices.
At the Dariy News, the nation^ largest circulating
:iewspaper, black reporters are meeting among themlelves to prepare tor sessions with top editors and
perhaps the publisher.
At the N.Y. Times a meeting was scheduled for late
Auoiist between black staffers and the managing
editor.
At Newsweek magazine, the black population
among the editorial staff—researchers, editors, pho
tographers—is about to dv^ndlc to one at the maga
zines headquarters at 444 Madison Avenue. Leandra
Abbot, a researcher, leaves soon. This will leave one
black researcher, Diane Camper, in the Newsweek
New York operation.
In Washington, at the Post—whose owners also own
Newsweek, one reporter described the situation there
as “Explosive.”
The issues everywhere are generally the same:
black reporters feel they are not permitted to do the
job of covering the black community as they feel it
should be done. And, of course, no management is
moving a white reporter out of a choice beat to pub a
black one in. Washington Post staffers—those in
volved—have a couple of other gripes:
<4We have some black reporters here who are doing
nothing but sitting around waiting for the next riot—
and you know riots are all over，’’ said one Poster.
Post blacks ^re also concerned about what they call
abusive treati ^nt accorded black women newsroom
dictationists by some white fellow workers. They also
want to crack segregated editorial departments—
sports, style, etc.
The latter issue exists in most places and is sure to
be a topic in upcoming discussions.

Page Three

(Con tinued from page one.)
Black Panther Party. Caldwell is resisting this un
constitutional government effort to force him to be
come an unwilling informer against them who in the
past have been sources of information for him. He has
refused to testify and therefore faces imprisonment
for contempt of a Grand Jury.
The government has asked Caldwell to testify be
fore the Grand Jury concerning what he had learned
about the Black Panther Party during the course of
numerous interviews granted him by Black Panther
officials. Attorney General John Mitchell and the
special task force in the U.S. Justice Department set
up to destroy the Black Panther Party, take the
position that a reporter ought to be honored to
testify against groups the Justice Department and
F.B.I. consider to be “a threat to national security.”
Earl Caldwell takes an opposing position. It is his
contention that a special relationship exists between a
reporter and his news source. That relationship, he
contends, is similar to a doctor-patient relationship.
The relationships are similar inasmuch as a reporter
must have the confidence o f his news source if he is
to be effective in reporting the facts. The issue of
subpoening reporters, T.V. news footage, radio inter
views, recordings and journalists5 notes has been one
which has confronted the entire media, but it has hit
black journalists hardest. This is true because of the
special condition of the black journalist. Units of the
news media have generally acquiesced in government
demands. Many have turned over T.V. tilm footage as
well as notes and pictures.
Whereas in the white community a press badge or
other ligitimizing credentials will open up doors lead
ing to information necessary for a news story, this is
not necessarily true for the black reporter. A much
more personal relationship exists between the black
reporter and the black community. Most in the com
munity do not trust the black reporter^ official cre-

dentials but rather the individual. This is particularly
true of press relationships with groups such as the
Black Panther Party, SNCC, NAACP, Urban League,
C.O.R.E. and even black legislators. None of the
aforementioned groups or individuals would be in
clined to speak candidly with a black reporter if they
felt what was said in confidence might be brought to
light in a forced Grand Jury hearing.
The national Conference of Black News Media
Workers, view the efforts of the government to force
black journalists to serve as unwilling spies and in
formants as a doubly destructive effort. On the one
hand, they point out, the government is seeKing every
expedient (constitutional and unconstitutional) ve
hicle to destroy those groups it claims are a threat to
the national seturity. On the other hand the Justice
Department seeks to destroy the position of the black
journalist’s in the black community， It seeks to smear
and in a sinister fashion to confuse the actual role of
black journalists in the black community during
rapidly changing times.
The N.C.B.N.M.W, issued a strongly worded state
ment supporting Earl Caldwell and vowing to do
everything possible to avoid a recurrance of such
government narassment. The black media workers
declaring that the overriding issue was whether a free
press could exist in America during turbulent times,
promised to approach every group oi journalists in
the country seeking support for freedom of the press
and a clarification of the reporters rple in America.
The black journalists also voted to work for legisla
tion which would put into law that special relation
ship between a reporter and his news sources, as a
orelude to a Supreme Court ruling on the position of
American journalists with^regards to the constitution
ally guaranteed freedom of the press.
The author is Associate Editor o f the Observer
Newspapers in Sacramento, California.

more than journalistic “natives” in a conservative
media milieu, we should take advantage of this con
ference to organize solidly and to construct a base for
our collective integrity and our collective dignity.
This is not an impossible task. In its present stage of
doom and gloom the system definitely ieeis tnat it
needs us.
My hunch is that most persons at this conference
have been hired by their present employers during the
last three to five years of internal and external crisis.
Within tne white media what is our day-to-day role
supposed to be? What in reality is our individual and
collective situation today? Why is there so profound a
sense of distress and so much uneasy sonl-searcmng in
otir ranKs?
We are media workers—with the emphasis on the
word workers—in a press that tips its imperialistic
hand by glorifying in Vietnamese body counts.
We are media workers in a press that has the
audacity to put quotation marks around the words
‘‘U.S. imperialism’’ in order to convince the people
that no such thing exists—and this at a time when
that very U.S. imperialism is waging and escalating
one of history’s filthiest and most brazen colonial
wars. For three hundred violent years the people who
have molded U.S. public opinion, including many in
the press, have been masters of indoctrination, mas
ters of counter-revolution, masters of intrigue.
After World War II, the old European empires were
too weakened to carry on. U.S, neo-colonxaiism, al
ready strong in Latin America, came into-its own in
every corner of the globe. Twenty-three years ago,
the CIA was established in order to globalize, to
institutionalize, to formalize, td^tighten up the pro
cesses of counter-revolution, the processes of intrigue,
the processes needed to indoctrinate, seduce and then
plunder the entire world. Those who run the U.S.
empire assigned to the CIA a very broad ana indis
pensable iurisdiction: to forestall, to abort, to buy off

and to crush anti-imperialist revolution on every con
tinent. Since imperialism is a racist racket, its pious
beneficiaries are reduced to spouting gangster logic to
sanctify the plunder and the violence. The heartless
enforcers of empire use Mafia methods.
The 1947 law setting up the CIA barred the agency
from operating within the U.S. Only the naive could
have expected obedience to that restriction once the
Muslims and the Panthers and SNCC and SDS began
adopting a stirong anti-imperialist line. Especially in
the darker countries th^e CIA for 23 years has bribed
and assassinated inconvenient men of color—including
editors and reporters. And five years ago here at
home, in front of 500 witnesses, Malcolm X was
boldly cut down in a hail of CIA.bullets.
Given the reactionary drift of events and given our
professional duty to communicate to the public the
significance of what is going on, the day will surely
come when one faction or another in the CIA will
decide that some of us participating in this confer
ence must be “liquidated.” They’ll probably pay a
cut-rate Jim Crow price to some Harlem gansters to
carry out “the con tract•”
(Continued on page fo^ur)
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W ilU am W o r th y S p ea k s Out!
(Continued from page three)
We are a handful of underpaid media workers—a
handful oi hired hands—in a country where the Far
Right is spending an estimated $50-million annually.
That money is used to bamboozle a bewildered public
opinion with false and simplistic answers to political
complexities on 10,000 radio broadcasts each week.
We are unarmed media workers in a country whose
top brass has gone berserk in the face of defeat in
Vietnam and is now thrashing around in all of Indo
china. James B o^s of Detroit believes that in late
April the military presented Nixon with a fait ac
compli in Cambodia. If this is a correct surmise, it
would help explain those tricky contradictions in
Nixon’s speeches of April i8 and May 1.
Let^ not be naive about U.S. generals. Just as the
CIA moved logically from assassinations in Africa to
assassination in Harlem， so the military is quite cap
able of staging many My Lais，many “Pinkvilles，
，
，on
militant campuses and in zones of resistance here at
home. We have our notebooks and typewriters, and
history tells us that in the long run we are likely to
win. But they have the guns, and sooner or later, as
the crisis of empire deepens, those guns have to be
turned on any of us who disseminate the truth to th^
American public. Imperialists, said President Sukarno,
will always be imperialists—whicn means they will
always be violent, always be crooked, and eternally
be treacherous.
While sympathetic and understanding of the Black
Panthers, I have tended to be strongly critical when
ever they have precipitated shoot-outs and other con
frontations that could only end in calamity. And 1
condemn those whi^e radicals who have cheered the
Panthers on to self-destruction. I hope that new
young militant journalists can sKip that juvenile stage
〇£ “proving manhood” with ghetto hyperbole and
inflamatory rhetoric. I also pray that new young
militant journalists will steer clear of that disastrous
white thing ealle^^drug c u l t u r e . I f you are stupid
enough to get sucked in and if you get caught,
DON’T come to me for sympathy, support or a
contribution to your bail f u n d . 1 have more worthy
causes to rally behind. Under proficient leadership,
the people of China fought one of history^ major
revolutions in order to free their country from the
white man9s sordid dope, and here we have the ludi
crous spectacle of college-educated American youth
extolling the “glories” of these enslaving narcotics.
From journalists young and old the greatest need
of the moment is sound analysis of the U,S. empire
and the focusing of the news spotlight on its far-flung
sinister operations. Thanks to the press for which we
work, thanks to the educational system and the gov

ernment, the people of this country don^ even know
they are living in the capital of a vast and violent
empire. They don^t realize that they are living on the
backs of most of the other peoples of the world.
News is just beginning to leak out that the militaryindustrial-political Mafia in
country has been
secretly handing over tens of millions of taxpayers*
dollars to the political Al Capones who rule Thailand
and South Korea, and that these sub-Mafia thugs then
dispatch mercenaries to help guard South Vietnam,
Cambodia and other “turf1， and territory claimed by
the U.S. empire.
By and large, even the racial minorities in this
country are woefully ignorant about the workings of
the U.S, empire. They cannot move effectively and
cannot stru^le intelligently toward liberation until
they have the facts and the correct interpretation of
the facts. Only when we as iournalists do our jobs
properly and help to raise the level of popular under
standing will the liberation stru^le move upward to a
higher level from its present pathetic and ostentatious
rut of dashiki, drum, egoism, comb and hair pick.
There are endless stories about the empire at home
that are not being covered. CIA agents swarming over
poverty programs and community organizations. To
give the devil his due, it is considerably easier in 1970
to publish well-researched, fully documented reports
and exposes on “sensitive” subjects than i t t e n or
even five years ago. Those incredible resistance
fighters in Vietnam have made such a mess of this
country and have so thoroughly demoralized our
raters that serious and informative articles now get
published in mass circulation newspapers and maga
zines, and* revealing television documentaries reach
tons of millions of Americans. Among a pepple hun
gry at last for understanding and clarification there is
today a market for meaningful news, and the profitoriented lords of the press are out to satisfy that
market to some degree. As one o f the old Bolsheviks
observed before the Russian revolution, when it
time to shoot all the capitalists, one of them
U us the guns.
Amongst ourselves, we can encourage and in$ist on
relevant journalism by demonstrating total solidarity
with an Earl Caldwell for his highly principled posi
tion on the sanctity of a newsman^s sources oi mfor*
mation. I slio think we should consider establishing
an annual William Monroe Trotter award for those in
our ranks who most clearly and forcefully reveal the
vital links between the foreign racket 〇£ neo-colonial
ism and colonial wars and the domestic racket of
racism. Monroe Trotter, who harassed Woodrow
Wilson at the 1919 Paris Peace Conference, had a
world view* An anti-colonial award bearing his name
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would be most appropriate.
And however much the white press may deride and
ridicule us, I for one feel we would be well advised to
establish now a standby investigatory committee on
domestic CIA assassinations, in order to have machin*
ery immediately at hand when the inevitable day
arrives. We 25 million children of slavery are so badly
divided and disorganized that we never launched an
investigation of Malcolm’s assassination while the
leads were hot.
Earl Caldwell may well have some concrete sugges
tions as to how we can best support him. Perhaps the
conference can adopt several standby plans of ac
tion-such as a call lor a one-day work stoppage by us
and our colleagues all the way from the San Francisco
Chronicle to the Boston Herald, from KQED to
WGBH, from KCBS to WCBS, from WLIB in Harlem
to its counterpart stations in Los Angeles and Seattle
and the Bay Area. The work stoppage coujd be called
if and when the day comes when Earl Caldwell is
hauled into federal court for sentencing. Even a smallscale occupational general strike, involving at the
most several thousand of us, would focus world atten
tion on the Caldwell case. It would perhaps inhibit a
judge from imposing more than a nominal suspended
sentence, and it would suggest the valuable technique
of political work stoppages to other occupational
groups and to other occupational caucuses—black ，
brown, yellow and feminine.
The Vietnamese and the Cambodians know that
Nixon, like Johnson, has locked himself into a long
and hopeless war, and they are prepared to stru^le
for decades. Even though we are not white, we share
the typical wmte American characteristic of great
impatience. We want instant peace, instant equality,
instant cleansing of the environment, instant revolu
tion. To us even a month is a long time. If I were to
make a bet, Vd gamble that the Vietnamese, the
Koreans, the Cubans, the Chinese, the Indonesians
will demolish the U.S. world empire abroad well
before we dismantle racism at home. Many years ago
an editorial in the Boston Globe remarked:
• . To
fight well in confident expectation of victory is the
proper valor of youth; the virtue of mature years is to
fight equally well in the face of strong prospect of
frustration•，’ And in this social system that hardly
seems to budge, we are going to be frustrated again
and again and again.
In the crystal ball one can find no firm guarantee
that we will win. The possible combinations of vari
ables and circumstances leading to defeat are endless.
But if we are self-respecting and hold a commitment
to humanity, we have no choice but to struggle and
to adopt a hard, tough line for that struggle. Winning
is not everything. As Alfred North Whitehead used to
tell his philosophy classes at Harvard, uthe process
itseli is the actuality.” That great truth may kelp us
understand why China underwent a cultural revolu
tion in prder to save her revolution. The Chinese
leaders know that economic and social reconstruction
will not be completed for decades, and that meanr
while everything could easily go sour if a huge bu
reaucracy was allowed to snuff out the peopled rev
olutionary elan. I don't know if Fidel Castro has ever
read Whitehead, but the Cuban leadership has cer
tainly been aware that <4the process itself is the ac
tuality
As we contemplate the beacon role we can play as
journalists over the next few soul-testing decides, we
ought to be able to perqeive a clear obligation in this
society so urgently in need o f regeneration:

Individually and collectively, We must “raise a stan
dard to which all honorable men may repair.’’

